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"o, UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION! }'v * .g ,o

I g WASHINGTON. D. C. 20006

*:sM-Vj
. . [. . # April 29,1980

|

Gentlemen:

Subject: Request for Propotal No. RS- RES-80-189
Entitled: Seismic Qualification of Nuclear Plant Mechanical and

Electrical Equipment

The U. S. Nuclear Regula. tory Comission (NRC) is soliciting prcporals for the
project entitled above. The full scope of work anticipated is as set forth in
that part of the Request for Proposal entitled, " CONTRACT SCllEDULE - STATEMENT
OF WORK."

It is our intention by this solicitation to secure the best qualified organiza-
tion available to perfom this project, cost and other factors considered.

If you desire to respond, your proposal should address the proposal content
requirements set forth in the body of the solicitation. All proposals will be
evaluated against the evaluation criteria shown in Part II. For your convenience,
an "RFP Sumary" has been provided as Enclosure A. Instructions for completing
and submitting your proposal are provided in Enclosure B.

Should you determine that you do not wish to submit an offer, a "NO-OFFER RESPONSE
FORM" is provided as Enclosure C.

The solicitation packace is included as Enclosure D.

If yotl have any questions concerning the requirements of this solicitation,
please contact Mr. Levi Baisden at (301) 427-4065 (collect calls will not
be accepted).

Sincerely,
s

Q v

h* Kellogg V. Morton, Chief
Research Contracts Branch

'. Division of Contracts
Office of Administration

Enclosures:
A. RFP Sumary

| S. Proposal Submission Instructions

| C. NO-OFFER RCSPONSE FORM
D. Solicitation Package (Standard

Form 33 with Attachments)

THis DOCUMENT CONTNNS
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RFP SUP94ARY !
|

The following sumary provides a general desco cion of this requirement.r
Further detailed information is furnished in the applicable sections of the

RFP.

RFP NO. : RS- RES-80-189

RFP TITLE: Seismic Qualification of Nuclear Plant Mechanical and Electrical
Equipment

BRIEF STATEMENT OF WORX:

The develop.nent of reconsnendations for seismic criteria and methods to detennine
the seismic qualification of nuclear plant mechanical and electrical equipment.

RFP RESTRICTIONS:

/J Unrestricted
/ 7 Mandatory Small Business and Small Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting

-

Provision-

G Set-Aside
/ 7 Total Small Business - Labor Surplus Area Set-Aside
U Total Small Business Set-Aside
_/ / Partial Small Business Set-Aside

,

ISSUE DATE: April. 29,1980

CLOSING OATE/ TIME: May 29,1980 - 3:00 PM

ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT: 4.S man-years

PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE: Thirty-six (36) months

PROPOSAL ACCEPTAflCE PERIOD: Ninety (90) days

AllTICIPATED AWARD DATE: September,1980

TYPE OF CONU'ACT AftTICIPATED: Cost Plus Fixed Fee
Note: Tasks may be awarded on a combined basis or for each task individually.
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS: None

PRE-PROPOSAL CONFERENCE: None

|
'

TELEGRAPilIC RESPONSES ARE NOT AUTHORIZED.

ENCLOSURE A
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PROPOSAL SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS,

The following instructions are provided as a summary guide to assist the offeror
in the submission of a proposal but they do not supersede those instructions
contained in the solicitation package. The instructions contained throughout
the " solicitation package" (Enclosure O to the cover letter) shall govern in all
instances where a contradiction exists.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED IN PROPOSAL

-- Three (3) original signed copies of the solicitation package, f.e , Standard
Form 33 with attachments.

-- One (1) original and six (6) copies each of the Technical and Cost Proposals.

OFFER 0R " FILL-INS"

-- Offeror must complete Black Nos. 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20 of the SF-33 along
with completion of all representations and certifications contained on pages
2 through 13 of ~the solicitation package.

-- Part IV, " Proposal Summary and Data Sheet" is to be completed by offeror.

-- It is requested that the " Optional Form 60" provided in Part IV be used in
submission of the Cost Proposal.

NOTE: The offer must set forth full, accurate, and complete information as
required by this solicitation (including attachments). The penalty
for making false statements is prescribed in 18 U.S.C.1001.

TRANSMITTING OFFER 0R'S PROPOSAL

-- All offers should be addressed as indicated in Black 7 of the Standard Form 33.

-- The envelope used in submitting your proposal must be plainly marked witn the
solicitation number, the time, and date set forth in the solicitation document
(Block 9 of the Standard Form 33) and the following notation: " Mail Room -
Do Not Open."

-- Hand-carried solicitations - Hand-carried offers should be addressed as indi-
cated in Block 7 of the Standard Form 33 and delivered to:

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Division of Contracts
Research Contracts Branch
Room 304
7915 Eastern Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910

00 NOT HAND DELIVER TO FUILDING SECURITY GUAROS.
TWETANTESK.

-
PHONE X-74365 AT |

:

Telegrapnic proposals are not authorized, and if submitted, such prooosals shall I

be rejected.

ENCLOSURE B
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NO-OFFER RESPONSE FORM

RFP NO.: RS-RES-80-189

TITLE: Seismic Qualification of Nuclear Plant Mechanical and Electrical
Equipment

Please review the enclosed RFP. If you do not desire to submit a proposal,
complete the section below, fold this sheet as indicated on the reverse,
stacle, affix postage, and mail back to the NRC.

Gentlemen:

Please be advised that we do not desire to submit a proposal for the above RFP.

We / / desire / / do not desire to be retained on the NRC Contractor Bidders
Mailing List.

/- 7 He desire to be placed on the NRC Contractor Bidders Mailing List.

Name of Organization:

Authorized Signature:

l

Typed Name and Title: |

Date:

|
|

E:1 CLOSURE C

|
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Administration
Division of Contracts
Washington, D.C. 20555i

ATTN: Levi Baisden
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TABLE Of CONTENTS
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RFP RS-RES-80-189
-

Page 2 of 30
REPI'IESENT ATIONS. CERTIFICATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

LE PRLSENTAT|ONS (Cneca or corno*ere att aucticaore cones or atocks.)
The otte or rerwesents as part of his offer that.

I

1. SMALL SUSlNESS 15ee per M on SF 3J.A.)
\

He C es C is r ot, a smate busmess concem if offeror is a small busmess concern and is not the manufacture * of tne suppiees of fered
ne also represents tnat 7,: supoises to be fumesned hereunoer C wal, C will not, be manufacturered or proouced by a : nail busmess concern
en the United States .s cossessions, or Puerto Reco.

2. MINORITY SUSINESS ENTERPRISE
He C as. C es not, a mmority busmess enterons... A mmonty busmess enterprese es defmed as a "busmess, at least 50 percent of wneen

es owned Dy minority group members or.m case of pulsiscty owned busmesses, at least 51 percent of the stock of which is owned bymenority
group members." For the purpose of this detmetion, mmority group members are Negroes. Spannsn.sosakmg American persons.
American. Orientals. American-indians. American Eskemos.are Arnerican Aleuts.

3. REGULAR DE ALE R - MANUF ACTURER (AA)/scende ontv to suspir contracts encevamp 310.000.1
He o a C reguaar oesier m D manufacturer of tr.e supoises ottered.

4. CONT |NGENT FEE ISee oor.15 on Sc JJ.s ;
tal He C has. C nas not, empaoved or retained any company or persons torner man a tutt.t,me cona I,ce emutover woramp sosen for

rne offeroes to soincit or secure this contract, and tbl he C has.O nas not, paid or agreed .o pas any company or pe son sortier raian. / /s
time corve hoe emotoree worasos sosesy t.;r tne o terori any tee, commissen, percensage or oronerage fee contmeent upon or resutimg tromr

the awara of this contract. and enroes to turnrsn mtormation relatmg to tal and (b) acove, as reouested by the Contractmg Officer. t/nterpre-
t:roon of the representarron mctuomg tror term * bona foot err;p.6ar.* see Coor of Feoeral Regunatoons. Totor 41, sumoart M.S./

5. TYPE OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
He operates as C an mdividua' O a partnership. O a nonprof rt organaation. O a corporation. encorporat:0 unde tne taws of tne Stata

c'
.

6. AF FILIAT8DN AND lDENTtFYING DATA nAoutococor onsy to acrertosert sotocreartors o
Eacn o'teror nati compiets tal and toi of apoi caoie. and tel below:

tai He _ is. C :s not, ownto or emntroi6ed Dv a carent company,15ee oar. 76 on SF JJ./. ,
~

(De le the ottero' is owneo or centrol6ed Dv a parent company, he shall enter m the Osocus beiow the name and main ottice addrest o'
tne carent company

c, . ..w c

.e.s . we .u- .

coasss
a ee l>* seee

,

r e .c.e* s .on w.cs s.u v ess sur o. :.,- v w wono s s . m M no... s a e

. -
7. EOUAL OPPORTUNITY

tes He C nas. C has not, participated en a previous contract or subcontract subleet eitner to tne Eowal Opportunity clause nerein or

vne twuse criornativ contamed m section 301 of Esecutive Oroe* No 10925 or the clause contameo m Secteon 206 o' E=ecutive Order No
1111.1 !*at ne C nas. C has not, fned all reowired comossance reports, and inat reoresentations moscatmg suomession of reovered compliance
reports. s.gnec ov proposed subcontractors, wilt be cbtamso onor to subcontract awaros. (The above representaten need not be suometied m

*conaect:en with contracts o' subcontracts wheen are enempt from the ecual opportunity clause p
tui Tne beder for offeror) represents that til nc C nos developed and nas on fde. C has not oeveloped and ooes not have on fite, at

teer estaclesnmem erfirmative action programs as reovered by rne rules and regulations of tne Secretary of Labor f41 CFR 601 and 60 21 or
(2s ne C nas noi previously had centracts sucreet to the written affirmatrve action programs recuerement of the rules anc regulations of tne
Secretars ct Lauor e ine acore representatoon snan or comotered by eern crocer oor offerors wnose cue totter) ss $$t).000 or more ano w c %sn

w o' move err'orovers !

CEi TIFlCATIO7Ee s or comorere eri aamicaos oone: .w emeno
1. BUY AMERICAN CERTIFICATE
The offeror certifies as natt of his offer that' eacM end procuCt. garcept the end products listed becm. is a domestic end troduct tas oefinef*
en the clause entitled " Buy American Act"). and that comconents of unknown origm have been considered to have been mened, orocuced, os
manufactured outstoe the Unix States.
p e;6uggo g.sC **Oc4's cComa'** 08 omiGee

N 81 A st: m m

, jnf 4
,

j j igf Sienesee Forrn 33 Psee 2 emE v 3 77:
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2 CLEAN AlR ANO WATER (Aconcaete of the ont or etter enewen $100.000.or the contrecron,y ot!>cor han artermmed ener orcers
unoer en on00fontre quantity Contratt on any yeer enell onceed SlM.(fN. or a factoty to be a ed has been ite suorect of a convoctoort
anoer the C|een Asr Act 142 U.$sC l&67c=&fc)Il}} of tt>e 500n909 Water Pollution Cantrol Act i 13 U.S.C 1319(c)J and os tested oy EPA.

Or as not ornerwise enemot.1
The midder or offeror certifies as fostows:
(a) Any fachty to be utilsted in the performance of tnes proposed contract C nas. C has not. Deen lasted on tne Environmentas

protection Agency List of Violatmg Fatalities.
(b) He well pr9motly notify the Contractirig officer, prior to award.cf the receiot of an*/ communication from tne Director.d3ffice of

Feoeral Actmties. Envronmentas hotection Agencv. edicatmq tna any fachty aneen ne proposes to use for tne oerformance os tne
contract is under consideration to be lested on tne EPA less of violatmg Fachties.

(c) He will eclude substantia.ly this certification. ecludmg trus paragraon (c). m every nonexempt subcontract.

& CERTIFICATICN OF INDEPENDENT PRICE DETERMie4ATION ISee aar.18 on SF JJ.AJ
'a# Sv suormssion of tnis offer, tne offeror certifies, and a me case of a somt offer, eacn party tnereto certifies as to <ts own

orgamzation. tnat m connection with trus procurement:
ill The oreces .n trus offer have seen arnved at edeoanoently, wetnout consultatsoa. communication, or agreement for the

Qurpose of restry; ting Competition, as to any matter relating tf sucn prices witti arty other offeror or witn any comoetitor.
(2) Uruess otnerwne recuired by taw tne onces wee nave bnen ouoted m ttus offer have not t,een knowogtv disc'esed Dv me

offeror ano mil not knowir' gly be discosed by tne offeror prior to opening m the case of an acwortised procurement or anor to avvard m tne
use of a negotiated procurement,directly or nci ectiv to any otner offeror or to any competitor; and

(3) No attemot has been mace or eh De made By the offeror to in Juce arty other person or firm to suomit or not to suomit an
ofree for mat purpos's of restr ctmg competition.

tus Eacn perso1 sagnmg trus offer certifies triat:
111 He .: the person m the offe*or's organization responsable witnen that organization for the decison as to tne crices being

of*ered herein and tnat sie has not particosted, and will not particoste. in any actiori contrary to (aH1) inrougn (aH3) aoove, or
(2) til He is not the person m the offeror's orgmutation responsible mtam triat orcanization 'or tne decision es to tne onces

:eiag of fered ne'em out inat ne nas beers authorized m writing to act as-agent for the persont resoonsable for sucri decsson in certifverig tnat
suct' cersons nave not participated and weil not pa.ticipate,in any action contrary to f aH1) tnrougn (aH31 above, and as their agent does
mereov so esetify; and (ii) ne nas not participatou, and wde not partiopete. in any action contrary to laH1) througn (aH31 aoove.

s. CERTIF1 CAT 1CN CF NCNSEGREGATED FrC.UTIES(Aootreacte to it) contracts. (2) subcor; tracts. ano (2J agreements men
acchcants ano are rnemsetwee oerformeg federally assssted construction contracts, exceeding $10.000 weren are not enemot tram rne
orc.essons of trie Eauel Cocortuarry clause.)
av me suomissior, of tttis Did, the ceder, offeror, acolicant. or subcontractor certifies that ne does not maintam or orovide for nes

emosovees any segregated focuties at any of nas estanhanments, and triat ne does not perrmt nas emosoyees to perform tneir services at any
'ocation e der nos controt, wtiere segregated feelines are maintamed. He certifies furtner that ne wot not mamtam or provide for nos empiov.n
ees any segregated foolities at any of tus estantitnments and triat no will not permit nos emotoyees to perform their services at any tccation,
urder nis contros, wnere seg'egated f achtees are maintained. The bodder, offeror, apoticant, or subcontractor agrees that a breacn of ttus car.
tification is a violation of tne Ecual Cooortunary cause n etus contract. As used in tfus certification, the term " segregated fachties" means
any maatmg rooms, work areas, rest rooms and wann rooms, restaurants and other eatmg areas. time clocks. locker rooms and oirvt storage or
dressmg areas. parting lots, drmteg fountains. recreation or entertaenment areas transoortation and nousang fachties provided for
emosovees wrucn are segregated by snolict directive or are e fact segregated on trie casas of race / color, rehgaon or national origm. because

urttier agrees that (escoct anere ne nas octa.ned identicae certifications from proposedof beoit. 'ocal custom. or otne wise. He r
suocontracters for spoofic time genodst ne will octaen ider.ticot certifications from proposed subcontractors pnor to the award of ,

suocontracts exceecing $10.000 wtucn are not enemot f om the provissorts of the Ecual Opoortunity clause: rnat ne mai retam sucti i
'

certificat.ons .n nas htes; and that he will forwerd trie following notice to such proposed subcontractors (exceot anere tne proposed
succontr actors nave submitted identices certifications for specfic time genods):

.

Notice to crosoective hoboontractore of regustement for certificassons of noneagregated fossilties.

A Certification of Nonsegregated Faci. ties must be submitted ont,r to the awerd of a succontract exceedmg $10.000 anmn is not
enernot from the provisions af tne Ecuna Oooortunity cause. The certification may be suomitted eitner for enen suocontract or for an
suoccntracts dunnq a venod (i.e Quarterty, semiannuatty, or armunt|y). NOTE. The penalty for makong fatte offers s arescrun=a rn 1:f
u s c toor.

Continued on Page 4
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RFP RS-RES-80-189'

Page 4 of 30

:

PART I

Representations, Certifications, and Acknowledgments - Continued SF-33 (Page 3)

5. WOMAN-0WNED BUSINESS

Concern is C is not 6 a woman-owned business. The business _is publicly
owned, a joint stock association, or a business trust 6 yes /_/ no. The
business is 6 certified 6 not certified.
A woman-owned business is a business which is, at least, 51 percent owned,
controlled, and operated by a woman or women. Controlled is defined as
exercising the power to make policy decisions. Operated is defined as

: actively involved in tne day-to-day management.

For the purposes of this definition, businesses which are t.ublicly owned,
joint stock associations, and business trusts are exempted. Exempted
businesses may voluntarily mpresent that they are, or are not, woman-
Gwned if this information is available.

6 NON-DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF AGE CERTIFICATION (1-12.1001)

The offeror hereby certifies as follows:
,

6 (a) In the perfannance of Federal contracts, he and his subcontractors4

shall not it connection with the employment, advancement, or
discharge of employees or in connection with the tenns, conditions,
or privileges of their employment, discriminate against persons
because of their age except upon the basis of a bona fide occupa-;

tional retirement plan, or statutory requirement, and

6 (b) That contractors and subcontractors, or persons acting on their
behalf, shall not specify, in solicitations or advertisemer.ts for
enployees to work on Government contracts, a maximum age limit
for such employment unless the specified maximum age limit is
based on a bona fide occupational qualification, retirement plan,
or statutory requirement.

i

e
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7. CONTRACTOR ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

I represent to the best af my knowledge and belief that:

The award to of a coa. tract or the
modification of an existing contract does f,.] or does not ! / involve
situations or relationstips of the type set forth in 41 CFR paragraph
20-1.5403(b)(1).

'

If the representation as completed indicates that situations or relation-
ships of the type set forth in 41 CFR 20-1.5403(b)(1) are involved or the
Contracting Officer otherwise determines that potential organizational
conflicts exist, the of1eror shall provide a statement in writing which
describes in a concise manner all relevant factors cearing on his represen-
tation to the Contracting Officer. If the Centracting Officer detemines
that organizational conflicts exist, the following actions may be taken:

(a) impose appropriate conditions which avoid such conflicts,

(b) disqualify the offeror, or

(c) detemine that it is otherwise in the best interest of the United
States to seek award of the contract under the waiver provisions of
I 20-1.5411.

The refusal to provide the representation required by 820-1.5404(b) or
upon request of the Contracting Officer the facts required by 820-1.5404(c),
shall result in disqualification of the offeror for award. The nondisclo-
sure or misrepresentation of any relevant interest may also result in the
disqualification of the offeror for awards; or if such nondisclosure or
misrepresentation is discovered after award, the resulting contract may
be teminated. The offeror may also be disqualified from subsequent
related NRC contracts and be subject to such other remedial actions pro-
vided by law or the resulting con +ract.

The offeror ma/, because of actual or potential organizational conflicts
of interest, propose to exclude specific kinds or work frca the statements
of work contained in an RFP unless the RFP specifically prohibits such
exclusion. Any such proposed exclusion by in offeror will be considered
by the NRC in the evaluation of proposals. If the NRC considers the pro-
posed excluded work to be an essential or integral part of the required
work and its exclusion would work to the detriment of the competitive
posture of the other offerors, the proposal must be rejected as unacceptable.

The offeror's failure to execute the representation required hereir with
respect to invitation for bids will be considered to be a minor infomality,
and the offeror will be pemitted to correct the omission.

Any contract re ulting from a solicitation requirement shall include
general clauses (41 CFR 20-1.5404-1) prohibiting contractors from
engaging in relationships which may give rise to an actual or apparent
conflict of interest. Note: NRC Contractor Organizational Conflicts of
Interest (41 CFR Part 20) is included in Part IV as Attachment No.1.

1
,

| |
.
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8. COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS (A;. able only to negotiated contracts exceeding ;.

$100,000 except when: see Fecaral Procurement Regulation, Temporary Regula-
tion 44 dated March 31, 1981). )

'

It has been determined by the Contracting Officer or his duly authorized
representative that this requirement is not in support of the national
defense pursuant to 4 CFR 331,20(b).

A. COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ELIGIBILITY FOR MODIFIED CONTRACT COVERAGE

If the offeror is eligible to i,se the modified provisions of 4 CFR 332,
and elects to do so, he shall indicate by checking the box below.
Checking the box below shall mean that the resultant contract is subject
to the Disclosure and Consistency of Cost Accounting Practices clause in
lieu of the Cost Accounting Standards clause.

/ ] The offeror hereby claims an exemption from the Cost Accounting
Standards clause under the provisions of 4 CFR 331.30(b)(2), and certifies
that he is eligible for use of the Disclosure and Consistency of Cost
Accounting Practices clause because (i) during his cost accounting period
inmediately preceding the period in which this proposal was submitted,
he received less than $10 million in awards of CAS covered national
defense prime contracts and subcontracts, and (ii) the sum of such awards
equaled less than 10 percent of his total sales during that cost accounting<

period. The offero- further certifies that if his status changes prior to4

an award resulting from this proposal, he will advise the Contracting
Officer imedici.ely.

CAUTION: Offerors may not claim the above eligibility for modified
contract coverage if this proposal is expected to result in the award of
a contract of S10 million or more or if, during their current cost
accounting period, they have been awarded a single CAS-covered national
defense prime contract or subcontract of $10 million or more.

2 B. COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS CERTIFICATION - NONDEFENSE APPLICABILITY

Any negotiated contract in excess of 5100,000 resulting from this solici-,
'

tation shall be subject to the requirements of the clauses entitled
Cost Accounting Standards - Nondefense Contract (FPR tl-3.1204-2(a))

'

and Administration of Cost Accounting Standards (FPR sl-3.1204-1(b)) if
,

it is awarded to a contractor's business unit that is performing a
,

national defense contract or subcontract which is subject to cost iaccounting standards pursuant to 4 CFR 331 at the time of award, except
contracts which are otherwise exempt (see FPR sl-3.1203-2(a) and (c)(4)).
Otherwise, an award resulting from this solicitation shall be subject to
the rvquirements of the clauses entitled Consistency of Cost Accounting
Practices - Hondefense Contract (FPR ll-3.1204-2(b)) and Administration
of Cost Accounting Standards (FPR ll-3.1204-l(b)) if the award is (1)
the first negotiated contract over $500,000 in the event the award is a
contractor's business unit that is not performing under any CAS-covered
national defense or nondefense contract or subcontract, or (ii) a negoti-

i' ated contract over $100,000 in the event the award is to a contractor's
business unit that is performing under any CAS-covered national defense |or nondefense contract or subcontract, except contracts which are other-t

wise exempt (see FPR sl-3.1203-2(a) and (c)(4)). This solicitation nt,tice
is not applicable to small business concerns.

.

s' ,
,

. . + . - . nw-m. - . - - . .
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Certificate of CAS Applicability

The offeror hereby certifies that:

A. 6 It is currently performing a negotiated national defense*

contract or subcontract that contains a Cost Accounting Standards
clause (4 CFR 331), and it is currently required to accept that
clause in any new negotiated national defense contr; cts it receives
that are subject to cost accounting standards.

3. 6 It is cu rently performing a negotiated national defense or
nondefense contract or subcontract that contains a cost accounting
standards clause required by 4 CFR 331 or 332 or by FPR Subpart

. 1-3.12, but it is not required to accept the 4 CFR 331 clause in
new negotiated national defense contracts or subcontracts which
it receives that c ce subject to cost accounting standards.

C. 6 It is not performing any CAS-covered national defense er
nondefense contract or subcontract. The offeror further certifies
that it will imediately notify the Contracting Officer in writing
in the event that it is awarded any negotiated national defense or
nondefense contract or subcontract containing any cost accounting
standards clause suosequent to the date of this certificate but
prior to the date of the award of a contract resulting from this
solicitation.

O. G It is an educational institution receiving contract awards
sucject to FPR kbpart 1-51.3 (FMC 73-8, OriB Circular A-21).

E. G It is a State or local government receiving contract awards
suoject to FPR Subpart 1-15.7 (FMC 74-4, OMB Circular A-87).

F. 6 It is a hospital.
NOTE: Certain firm fixed price negotiated nondefense contracts

awarded on the basis of price competition may be determined
by the Contracting Officer (at the time of award) to be
exegt from cost accounting standards (FPR ll-3.120302(c)
(4)(iv)).

Additional Certification - CAS Applicable Offerors

G. 6 The offeror, subject to cost accounting standards but not
certifying under 0, E, or F above, further certifies that practices
used in estimating costs in pricing this prnposal are consistent

'

with the practices discussed in the Disclosure Statement (s) where
they have been submitted pursuant to CASB regulations (4 CFR 351).

|

|

b
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SLta Required - CAS Covered Offerors

The offeror certifying under A or B above but not under D, E, or
F above, is required to furnish the name, address (including agency or ,

department component); and telephone number of the cognizant Contracting i

Officer administering the offeror's CAS-covered contracts. If A above '

is checked, the offeror will also 1ientify those currently effective
cost accounting standards, if any, which upon award of the next negotiated i
national defense contract or subcontract, will become effective upon the

offeror. ;

Name of C0:
Address:*

,

Telephone No.: *

Stanuards not yet applicable:
,

i

|

|

,

e

L
,
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7. TATE SIIMI, ne00ertCAft9NS OF SIOS, OR WITHOIIAWAL OFL Ogyggerr:0fes. eWOS.
As used hereen:

(a) De tevie "sedicitation" monas Invitation for Side (IFS) where
(a) Amy bid recend at clie cace ' f - N in the solicitation after

the procuressent is advertseed, and Ragsses for Proguset (RFP) where
the enact tismo speca6ed for retempt will met be comedered unless it a
received before award is niede and either:the procusamment is segmassed.

(b).The tem "oder" means bid where the procusommet is adver. (1) It was samt by resweend or cast:6ed anail not later than the

j tid and peeposal when the procurement is insed. Afth calender day prior to the date spec Aed for the receipt of bidet

(c) For purpasse of this =.Lewan== and 2 of Senadard Forms (e g, a bed subantand in repense to a solicitation requimg measpa of
bids by the 20th of the month soust have been mesied by the l*th ori

SS, the terei "adverused" inchsden Samaa Bumeras Resericond Adver.|

j tamng and other types of ristricted A.
' - earlier ;er ,

- ( ) It was sent by snail (or telegresa if authorised) and a,t is
2. PPEPAftATION OF OFFWIS. deeurmined the Goveenament that the laae reempt wen due sedely to

|' (a) Oferere ese espected to esaamine the drawegs, - ? .

n='aHaa==
- a.wa-g the Gensnament after receipt as the Gomument

Schedule, and all : : Faniere es do so wdl be at edesor's (b) Any =*4=Ae= tion or withdrawal of a bid is subject to,the samme
risk. conditwas as so (a), vaeve. A bed may also be wahdrawn m puma(b) F.ach cderer shall furnasti the informataan restuared by the by a bodder or has authorised repmotatm pewided has identaty asolir tataesi. 'llte oferer shall men the sedicatasaca and print or type made kanown and be mens a receapt for the bid, but only if the with-
has . asse on the Schedale and each Costanesanou Sheet thersef on drawai is made prior to the enact tune set for receipt of bids.which he mahas an entry. Ernesses or other changue must be initialed
by the pereen signies the ofer. Ofees siemed by en asses are to be (c) The only acceptable evidsace to - *=w h

' (I) Tlhe daae of maaling of a late bid, awhbm=, or withdrawal
accompenned by evidence of his aesthersey malene such evidence has sent either reasssered or certaned maal a the U.S. Postal Servicebeest previously furasshed se k isomens oece. .h the enwiepe or wapper and on the onennal nmptas(c) Unat price for each unit eiered shall be einewn and asch prios reen the U.S. Passel Sece. If snather postmark shows a legible date.
shall include poching unico othsewise specseed. A total shall be emes,,4
in ihr Amount emiumn as time Schedule for each inese edered. la case the smediscassen, or withdrawei shall be dwmed to han bnn

mailed te. (The tem "postenerk" mamme a pmted, etamped, or other.
of descrepancy between a east pr6ee and entended price, the unit preme wise pieced tenpressen (escJueve of a postage meter mechane aanwdt be presumed to be osmct, subject, howawr. to correctime to the asse) that is swadaly ident:6able without further actice as havingsame essent and is the same manner as any other ranstake 8'*9 piled earJ amned on the daae of maaling by esspiovees of the U.S.

(d) O#ers for mappines or services other them those specated w'll nos Postal Service. Timorefore, oferere sho=&d request the postal clerk to
be comendered uniens autherised by the solia m.

pinse a hemd % buirs. eye "posemark" om both the reesips(e) Oferer must stase a danaise time for deliwry of supuisse o, and the enveloque or wresper.) , ,- -dr '= of services anime otherwise speo6ed in the solacatessen.
for E Tisme, if stated as a number of days, will include Sasardays. (2) The tasse of receips at the Governement inesaltataan a the

( tiene.dase stamp of such innallataos on the bad wrapper or other
Sundays and holidayu, docuassatary evidence of recent-t maintaaned by the installataan.

(g) Code bones are for Govermanset use only. (d) Neewtaa*==^ig (a) and (b) of this provuson, a late modan-
3. EXPLAMATION 70 0FFEIIOftS. Amy e=N=== tion desired by en cation of as otherwise successful bed which makes its tems more
oderor regarding time meeseg or interpretsuon of the solicisation, feoorable to'the Gowrament will be cansadesed at any tisme it is re.
drawings, speca e**===, etc., mist be requested in writing and ~ith ce:ved and anny be accepteds

suscient tisme allowed for a to reach oferors hefers the asb. Notet " Die terum "talegrama" includee masterams.

emesson of their oders. Oral ties: or inserectione gwen before~

S. LATE PROPOSALS, N.TIONS OF PROPOSALS, ANOthe award of the centract will not be beding. Any inforunation given
WITHORAWALS OF PROPOSALS.to a prospective oderor concerning a smiicitsuon will be furnished to

all prospective oferers as na amendement of the solicitation, if such (a) Amy proposal received at the oSce designated in the solicata.
Information is necessary to oferere is asheitting oders on the solicita. tien after the exact time speciaod for receipt will not be ea==ahred
tion or if the lack of such inforusasise womid be prejudiesel to us. unassa it is rect eed before awa,,a a made, and:

informed oderoes. (1) It was sent by regsstered or certaned maal not fater than the
6fth calendar day to 'he daae speensed for recript cf otfers (e'g

4. ACIU00We rinnasself OF Ab8ENOtfDITS TO SOLICITATIONS. an oder subeast ia response to a solicitasaan requaring receipt c2
Itereipt of an amendnsent to a solicitaden by an oferer must be oders by the 20th of the men 4 nouse have been annaled by the 15th or
acknowledged (a) by a'ges'ng and returning the assendement (b) on earlier) ;

(2) It was samt by med (or telegrani if authorised) and is an
page three of Senaderd Form 33 or (c) by leeeer er s=usgree leek deserunimod by the Gowrnment that the late rece.pt was due solely7 et usest be seestessi prier to the hour and dem swastedac_ ~
for rueeeps of essee, to a.=anag by the Government after receipt et the Government

lasamilasson; or
S. SUWANSION OF OFFENS- (3) It is the only propuset receswd.

(a) Otees and mediScations thersef shall be enclosed in easied (b) Any emed6Acation of a peopouni, cuerpt a rnodi6casson resulting
envelopes and addressed to the omes speciard la the solicitation. The Tream the Cantracting 04cer's request for "best and 8 mal" oder, is sub-
oderne shall show the hour and daae eyedAed in the smilettation toe het to the same condit6eme as in (a)(l) and to)(2) of this provision.
rueetpt, the solicitasion eusniser, and the meme and addsess of the (el A -=.us .s.= resuitisig freen the Omtractises Oscer a requeen

fce 'inast and Anal" eder recewed efter the tinse and datz spec Sed inoWerot en the fare of the essvelope.
(b) Telegraphie ofere wiu not be eensisteresa unism ausherimod by the resteset well noe be considewd unisse weesved beh re award and

the solicitatioso; however, ofera may be das e er withdresyn by the laae receipt is due solely to =&ah==dska by :he Guvernesent af ter
preended asch motica is receeved prier to recesps at the Goveenament i===.it.na=

written or telegraphic mooce.for reemps. (However, ses peregraphe 7 (d) The only acceptable evidence to establish:the hour and daae speaaed
. (1) The daae of maaling of a taas proposal oe readincassoa sentand 8.)

(c) Samples of leans, when reapared, asust be sulumitted withis the either by regineered or certined mail is the U.S. Postal Service poet.
time spec Aed, and unless otherwise spec Ged by the Government, og mark on both the envelope or wrapper and on the original receipt from
ao espanne to the Ca-t, If not destaoyed by tandag, samples the U.S. Postal Service. If neither i shows a legible date, the
wdl be returned at oderer's requset aust empense. unisse otherwise ps*Posal or "*a""''*'H w all be to have been nailed lase.

, Ine torus "posenserk" eseene e printed, stamped, or otherwise. placed(specased by the seiscitation. impresmen (esclussve of a postase sneerr ==ewne icspreemool that is
S. FAILURE TO Susts:7 0FFER. If no oder .is to be subunitted, do readily ident:6able without further actaan as having been supplied and

card shall be sent to the u,unless otherwise ,specaned. A letter or post. suing osce advisms whet.ner future solic-Thexfore, oft we e ould rmpsest the clerk to odace a hand
not retura the solic2tation a&med on the das- 4 meding W . . ' of & E5. P stal Service.

itations for the type of sapphes or services covned by this sobentation casesGassess bmR*,4, "possaark" om b receipt and the esvelope
are desired. Failure of the recipient to oder, or to notify the usuing er wrapper.)
omce that future solicitations are desired, may eeult in removal of (2) ' Die tim e of receipt at the Goverarnent installation is the
the name of such recipient from the nailing list kr the type of siipplies tisme-date staany of such installataors on the proposal r or other

j
or services covered by the sohcitation. documentary evsdence o( receipt osaintained by the ins asson.

svassoamo roses ss-a case, s.res
33 Pausenhed be GSA. FPR f 48 CFR t.i6.408
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(e) Notwithstandmg (a), (b), and (c), of the provassen, a leer 35-4S i, the Contract work Hours Standards t 0 .C.327-33n),

snodificatson of an otherwese successful propoeml which siehes its nevens and tt:e Service Contract Act of 190 (41 U.S C. 331 357) may lie
more f avorable to the Goverasnent will be considered at any tasse it s obtairwid from the Department of Lahne, Washmeton, D.C. 20:10. nr

. tecerved and saay be accepted drum asy regional ofhre r*f that asency. Reepients i..r ininrmauem shmld

( (f) Proposals may he withdrawn by writsen er Q M metice include the sohestatmn number, the narne aml address e,f she issumu
; received at an3 time prior to award Propens&s samy be withdrawn in arency, and a desenptsan of the suppleewr servir*

perenn by an enerur or his authonsed repreeranstm, provided has
adentity se made known and he anons a accept for the proposal pnee 11. MLLDt's INWOttXE. Invenees shall be pnpared and subouued
to tward. na qua4 te (one copv shall be marked "orsema!") unnen other-

Nose: he mire "selegream" includes similssumns. wise op. . Invences .hnli contata the follawina informentian: Con-
Noset ne enerante late pmposais, W- of , u- sind tract and order ausaber (if any), steam numbers, desenpuen of supplies

-1.. unit pnces, and estended totah. Bal ofwithdrewals of propenals provasen prescrased by 41 CFR 53J02-2(b)
er serviesa, mens, d wei,ht of shiposent will be sho-a for shipmentsshall be used in Iseu of yourisson 4, if speciend bf the austract. ladsag amember an
mande on Go erasuret belle of ladens.y

.

14. SafALL assannem COf1CUlM. A samall besmem comen for the(a) Noewithstand;ng the fact that a bleak ' prwended for a sen (10)a
day daseount, proropt payment descounts e#ered for parumret withis pasrpose of Government procertsment is a cancern, includag iu afble.
less than twenty (20) calendar daye will not be causadend to evalv- aass, whsch is i Vtly owned and operated, is not dosament an
tems oNers for award. unless otherwise specs 6sd in the seiscinessest the 6 eld of operetson so which it is subasatting eders on Governoemt
However, offered decounts of les than 20 days will be enham if pay- contracts, and ces further epsahfv under the croiena cancernans num-
ment as senade withm the discount period, even though met esasadored her of . ' ,_. awrege annual reaspes, or other critena, as pm-
en the evaluat on of e5ers. scribed by the Esmall tusseses Admusustretsosi.17ee Code of Federal

(b) In connertson with any decount eHend, time will be casaputed Regulruses, Tatie 13. Part 121, as amended, wusch comamms detailed
frosa date of dehvery of the suppbes to carrier when deirvery end indesen de6aitsens and relmeed p._ -- - )
treeptance are at poemt of engm, or frosn.dsee of delery at desti-
neuen or port of embarkation when delmry and acceptance ame at 15. CCefftp0MNT PE. If the eteros, by chechang the appropnate
rather of those points, or frorn the deee correct invence or voucher b has provided einerefer, has represented that he has em or tetamed
recetved an the ofhee specsised by the Governement, if the Intter date a er pereen (other than a f all-asse bona (i emplom worb-
is later than date of delmry. Payument is deemned to be amade foe the ing Iv for the eRerer) to solacat er secure this contract, or that he
psrpose of carams the descount on the date of malisag of the Gowers- har paid er agreed to pay any fee, . pertensage, or brokenge
mas check. fee to any essapany or pereen centsagent upon er resultsar from the

award of this contract, he shall furnish, in dupi.cnae, a ewmp6cte Seawi.
,

RA W CONTMCT. med Forum 119, Cuntsmener's Sensement of Cenesapest or Other Fees If) 'g @1 -
da tree t | eNwor has psevisualy fursushed a caempleoed Standard Forum 119 to the

' "k._ W ' 4 e6ce ==anr thss esiscansaien. be emmy accesapany he oNer with a emanedeMer
osassesset f a) ""= hat when such -- , ' M fans was pemesirt pnce nd other toes -

"9 b) The G- ..- .. reserves the naht to niece any or all e#ers fiaranhed, (b) identifying by nusnber the previous soincitetson or con-
sad to weeve informalines and minor ernyularities in eNm memd. tract, if any, in _ a with which such formi was subunitted. and

ic) The Govermnent mas accept aar seem er en.ep of incue of any (c) ,upreses:ing that the sentessent in such fann se apphcable to th.s
nHer$ unleme the oRerw omalifies has oder by operMe lesmaations. UN-e6er.
1.ES OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THE BCHEDUI.E. OFFERS
M AY BF. SIIMMITTED FOR ANY QUANTITIES 1.ESS THAN 14. PARDfT COldP48tY. A paret resensa sty fa. the purpose of this
TilOSF. SI'FCIFIED: AND THF. GOVERNMENT RESERVES mRer is a company winch either owns or controis the activit.cs and batte
THE RIGHT TO MAKE AN AV,ARD ON ANY TTT.M FOR A business peineses of the eSeror. To own another commpany means the

"
Q',',",",',*"IT ES T* P E that T anothe pm

owneraisip is not required; if another essapany as able to fonnulate.(d A wntten award (or Acceptance of ONer) omained (or otkr- dnu er w buic bei- policy d-cmions of the oRem, such
urnished) to the succumsful oAerer within the tune for accepeance & cmpan h m & W company of & omen hiswise

" ""I' E" * *""'"*8[ g,'" * control may be ene-eined through the use of dessinant mmonty voting,g ,

'i0''''"''''P'*"7***'"8'****'"C'""I"''*""""*''''**""*"''8"The fallowmg permaraphs (e) threagh (b, apply only to - .
solnestations-

(e) The Governsment snay acctpt withis the time specs 6ed theresa 17. DdPLOYDt"S BDITIFICATION nut 0WER ( Applicable only to
- ) The e6eror shall insert in the appiscable suceeny eMer (nr part thenof, as provided in (c) above), whether er mai adwrused ==' --

there are negoustions submeaguent to ses receipt, unless the eSer is with, es the eNer form, if he has no parent campany, his own Employer's
s'rawn by wntien nouce recetved time Governmesat prinr to award. Iden h *= Numiser (L.I. No.) (Federal Socsal Security hunner
if subsequent mesoustions are ucted, they aball not constitute a Su'd en s Quarterly Federal Tam Return, U.S. Trereury
resecuan or counter eMer en the part of the Goveressant. Departament are 941), or,if he has a parent campany, the Eatpioyer's

(f) The nght is weerved to accept other than the lowest eGer and Idenhaan Numaber of his pannt comapany.
ea resect any or all oNers.

(g! The Government easy award a centreet, bened on initial e#ers 18 CDiflPICATION OF ISIDEPD00ENT pINCE DETDttNNATIOOL
remved, without discusion of such e#ers. Accordisgrly, each ta6tia! (a) his eertitontion en & etTer foran is not applicable to a forcien
aner should be submitted an the onest favorable eersus (seem a yme oResor oubesetts'ar en eNer for a contract wksch requires perf ormance
se.d techairal standpruns which the eSever can oubesit to the Gowers. or delivery outside tese United senses, se powessmas, and Pueno Rus'

m'at- (b) An e6er will not be commodewd lot aw.wd whew (a)(1), (a)(3),
(Is ) Anv f nencial data submitted with any eRee hereunder er any or (b) af the certincation has been drieted or snodified. Whew (a)(2)repvoentainn concernma facihteen er Snanana will not foran a part of the certifientsen has been deleted or sandsised. she eMer will not tie

ed any resultens contract; pecvided, however, that li the resultmg enh* asesidered for award unless the eReror furnishee with the olier a essned
,

|

'
tract contame a clause prendmg for pn-e reduction for defective cost sentement which sets forth 8e detail & circuartances of the dssclosure
or prirens data, the contract pnee wd! be subject to reeuction if east and the head of the apeseq, or his . deternimes that auch de-
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Paragraph 10 (a) on page 2 of the SF-33A is hereby deleted. Paragraph No.
19 on page 2 of the SF-33A is hereby deleted in its entirety.

B. ADDITIONS TO STANDARD FORM 33-A

1. LEVEL OF EFFORT

The NRC's estimate of the total of scientific, technical, and clerical
effort for this project is approximately 4.5 man-years. This information
is advisory and is not to be considered as the sole basis for the
development of your staffing plans. You must detail how you intend to
accomplish each objective covered herein.

2. TYPE OF CONTRACT

It is contemplated that a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract will be awarded;
however, the Government reserves the right to negotiate and award
whatever type contract is determi.ied to be most appropriate. In addi-
tion to the special provisions of this request for proposal, any resultant
contract shall include the general provisions applicable to the selected
offeror's organization and type contract awarded. Any additional clauses -
required by Public Law, Executive Order, or procurement regulations in
effect at th? time of execution of the proposed contract will be included.

3. PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE / SCHEDULE

The Government estimates that the work hereunder including preparation
and submission of the final report, shall be completed within thirty-six
(36) months.

4. ACCEPTANCEPERIO2

Because of the time required by the Government to evaluate proposals
adequately, offerors are requested to specify a proposal acceptance
period of not less than 90 days.

5. ANTICIPATED AWARD DATE

It is anticipated that an award under this solicitation shall be made
by September,1980.

6. COST OF PROPOSAL PREPARATION

This solicitation does not consnit the Government to pay any cost for
the preparation and subaission of a proposal or for necessary studies
or designs for the preparation thereof; or to prucure or contract for
the articles or services shown under Part III herein.

:

j

l

|
l
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7. INDIVIDUAL (S) AUTHORIZED TO NEGOTIATE

The prospective offeror will list the nime(s) and telephone numoer(s)
of the person (s) authorized to conduct negotiations on the " Proposal
Sumary and Data Sheet" (see Attachment No. 4) which is to be submitted
with each proposal.

Offerers are cautioned that the person signing the proposal must have
the authority to comit the offeror.

8. PROPOSAL SUMMARY AND DATA SHEET (See Attachment No. 4)

A co'npleted " Proposal Sumary and Data Sheet" shall be submitted with
each copy of the proposal.

9. RFP IDEN'iIFICATION
/

Mailing envelopes snould be marked with the RFP number, the RFP closing
date, and the notation: "D0 NOT OPEN IN MAIL ROOM." Also, include the
RFP number in your cover letter and on each page of your proposal.

10. AWARD OF CONTRACT *

The Government reserves the right, without qualification, to accept or
reject any or all proposals, to negotiate with any and all offerors
regardless of the tenns of the original proposal, and to request addi-
tional clarifying infomation either through written information or
through conference witn the offerors. All offe ors are notified that
award may be made without discussion of proposals and, therefore, pro-
posals should be submitted initially on the most favorable terms, from
a cost and technical standpoint.

11. AWARD NOTIFICATION ,

All offerors will be notified of their selection or nonselection as
soon as possible. Formal notification of nonselection will not be made
until a contract has been awarded.

It is also brocght to your attention that the Contracting Officer is
the only individual who can legally conwit the Government (i.e, the
NRC) to expenditure of public funds in connection with this procure-
ment. This means that unless provided in a contract document or
specifically authorizec b) the Contracting Officer, NRC technical'

personnel cannot issue contract modifications, give infonnal contractual I

comitments or otherwise bind, comit, or obligate the NRC contractually. i
'

Infonnal centractual comitments include such actions as:

a. encouraging a potential contractor to incur costs prior to
receiving a contract,

b. requesting or requiring a contractor to make changes under a
contract without fonnal contract modifications,

c. enct.uraging a contractor to incur costs under a cost-reimbursable
contract in excess of thore costs contractually allowable, and

* Note: Tasks may be awarded on a combined basis or for each task individually.-

i

1. .
,
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d. committing the Government to a course of action with regard to a
potential contract, contract change, claim, or dispute.

12. DISPOSITICN OF PROPhSALS

After award of cont- act, two (2) copies of each unsuccessful proposal
will be retained by NRC's Division of Contracts and unless return of
proposals is reques:ed by the offeror upon submission of proposal, all
other copies will be destroyed. This notification should appear in ary
cover letter accompanying the proposal.

13. NOTICE OF PROPRIETATY INFORMATION.

a. Notice of Proprietary Information - Offerors are advised that
those portions of the Proposal which are considered to be propri-
etary shall be so identified. In the event the offeror fails to
indicate on the title page and each sheet of the proposal what
portions of the proposal are proprietary, the NPC ascumes no
liability for disclosure or use of unmarked technical data and may
use or disclose such data for any purpose. The clause set forth in
paragraphs b. and c., below, should be utilized by the offeror in
marking his proposal.

b. Use and Disclosure of Data - Freedom of Information Act Requests

"This data shall not be disclosed outside the Government and
* shall not be duplicated, used, or disclosed in whole or in part

for any purpose other than to evaluate the proposal; provided
that if a contract is awarded to this offeror as a result of or
in connection with the submission of this data, the Government
shall have the right to duplicate, use or disclose the data to
the extent provided in the contract. This restriction does not '

limit the Government's right to use infonnation contained in the
data if it is obtainable from another source without restriction.
The data subject to this restriction is contained in sheets

Our failure to mark the proposal with a.

legend or ocherwise identify and restrict the disclosure and use
of data in the proposal shall be interpreted by the NRC as an
acknowledgment that the contents of the Technical Proposal may
be released, disseminated, or otherwise disclosed by the NPC
pursuant to a Freedom of Information Act request."

c. Moreover, each sheet for which the offeror desires to restrict

disclosure shall be marked with the followino lesand:

"Use or disclosure of proposal data is subject to the !restriction on the title page of this proposal. I
claim that information contained herein is proprietary
and shall not be disclosed by the NRC in accordance with4

Exemption 4 of the Freedom of Infoimation Act."

~
|

|
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'

14 PROPOSAL PRESENTATION AND FORMAT

a. Proposals will be typewritten or reproduced on letter-size paper |

and will be legible in all required copies. Unnecessarily elab- I
orate brochures or other presentations beyond that sufficient to
present a complete and effective proposal are not desired and may
be construed as an indication of the offeror's lack of cost con-
sciousness. Elaborate art works, expensive paper and binding, ;

expensive visual and other presentation aids are neither necessary
r.or desired. Legibility, clarity, and completeness are important. |

b. Proposals in response to this Request for Proposal shall be sub-
mitted in the following three (3) separate and distinct parts:

,

(1) Three (3) original signed copies cf this solicitation package. !
All appli able sections must be comoleted by the offeror. |

(2) One (1) original and six (6) copies of the " Cost Proposal"
shall be submitted in accordance with the guidelines set forth
in the paragraph below entitled, " Business Managhment Recuire- j
ments." |

!

(3) One (1) original and r:x ( 6) copies of the " Technical Propo,al" |

shall be submitted in accordance with the guidelines set forth
in the paragraph below entitled, Technical Proposal Content."

Each of the parts shall be separate and complete in itself so that
evaluation of one may be accomplished independently of evaluation *

;

of the other. All documents submitted shall have a cover page with
the identifying RFP title, the solicitation number, and name of the
offeror.

.

NOTE: If your records are ctrrently under audit cognizance of a
Government audit agency, the address and telephone nurrber of that
office should be furnished on the " Proposal Suunary and Data Sheet."
One (1) copy of the solicitation package, Technical Proposal, and
Cost Proposal shall be submitted by the offeror to the cognizant
audit agency concurrent with the submittal of the proposal to the
NRC.

15. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS i

l
a. Cost Proposal i

The offeror should utilize the Optional Form 60, Cont' act Pricing'r
Proposal (Research and Development), in submitting the Cost
Proposal. Offerors nay, however. ,ubmit the necessary information
in a different format where *.he offeror's accounting system makes
use cf the fom impractical, or when required for a more effective
and efficient presentation of cost information. In either instance,
the infomation furnished shall incluoe pertinent details sufficient
to show the elements of cost upon which the total cost is predicated.

|

|
|

,
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Cost will be evaluated on reasonableness, validity, and reli-
ability.

~

\

The " Cost Proposal" must include, but is not limited to, the i
'following:

Material - A detailed listing Jf items including the quantity,
basis of cost estimate, unit cost and sources of
cost.

Labor - The basis for the estimated hours broken down by
category and task, and the source of labor rates.
Level of effort data shall be expressed in man-
hours.

Indirect Cost - The source and basis of determination of all
indirect costs.

Travel - The breakdown of all travel by trips, segregating
all transportation and per diem costs. Copy of l

the official Government approval of the offeror's i

travel policy, if granted, or in ileu thereof, a
copy of the offeror's travel policy.

NOTE: In the absence of a Government appro.ved
contractor travel policy, the pre'! ailing Fdderal
Travel Regulation rates and tne clause entitled,
" Travel Reimbursement" in Part III shall apply. 1

Other - The offeror's fiscal accounting period (Fiscal
Year) and the name, address, and the telephone
number of the offeror's cognizant Government
audit agency.

b. Management

The management aspects shall include, but not be limited to, the
following and any data pertinent thereto:

'

(1) Project scheduling and contingency planning demonstrating a
logical progression and integration of the tasks to insure
completion within the performance period and without program
slippage.

(2) Management organizational structure delineating areas of respon-
sibility and authority under the proposed effort. Describe the
relationshf;; of the project organization to corporate managenent
and to subcontractors, if any. Discuss the functions and author-
ities of the proje:t manager.

(3) Procedures to periodically review in-house organizational func-
tions, program reviews and controls and subrequent coordination
with the NRC. |

|
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.

.

I

(4) Management controls expected to be utilized to preclude a con- )
tract cost growth.

c. Manpower Availability

Describe the source of personnel requimd for performance of each
task and not presently employed by the offeror. If dny of the
personnel are under comitment, describe the tenns of the comit-
ment (s). Note specifically the personnel that will be on board
subject to a contract award. l

!

d. Consultants

Explain the need for consultant services. List proposed consultants
if known by name. For each list show (1) nature of services, (2)
fee rate, and (3) total consultant fee and any other allowable
related costs which may be involved, such as travel and per diem. |
Such fees may not be paid to employees of the contractor or to |

employees of the U. S. Government,

e. Subcontractors

If the offeror plans to subcontract any of the work to be performed,
list proposed subcontractors if known by name. Provide a detailed
breakdown of specific work to be subcontracted and the approximate
cost involved. ~

f. Labor Surplus Area Program Requirements

In keeping with the Federal Labor Surplus Area Program, the offeror
is required to provide infonnation on the general economic concitions
of the area in which subcontractors are located, exact location of sub-
contractors (state, city, county), and the unemployment rate for the
area, if known.

g. Additional Facilities or Property

In the event the offeror contemplates acquiring aoditiional facilities
or property in the performance of this work, such fadilities or prop-
arty shall be separately identified. -

.' ,

h. Other Contractual Comitments

The offeror shall list any commitments with other ordanizations,
Governmental or > private, and indicate whether these commitments
will or will not interfem with the completion of wo/k and services
contemplated under this proposal.

~

l

!

|
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16. TECHNICALPROPOSAL' CONT 5NTI
~

.

The Tacnnical Proposal. shell not contain any reference to cost. Resource !
inforwtion such as data-'concerning labor hours, and categories, materials, !
subcontracts, travel, computer time, etc., shall be included in the Tech-
nicai Proposal so that the offeror's. understanding; of the scope of work may
be evaluated.

The offeror shall submit with the Technical Proposal full and complete
infarination in the order set forth below to permit the Government to make ,

a thorough evaluation and a sound determination that the proposed acproach
will have a reasonable likelihood of meeting the requirements and objectives ,

of this procurement in accordance with the- evaluation criteria set forth
in this Part II under the paragraph. entitled, " Evaluation of Proposals."

Statements which paraphrase the scope. of work wf thout:comunicating tne
specific innovation proposed by the offeror or statements to the effect that
the offeror's understanding can or will cogly with the. scope of work may be
construed as an indication of the offeror's lack.of understanding of the
scope of work and objectiver.

The Technical Proposal shall set forth as a minimum the following:

a. stateaent and discussion of'the requirements of the Scope of Work as
~

understood by the offeror;

b. offeror's explanation of the technical approaches and a detailed outline* ,

of the proposed program for executing the requirements and achieving the ;

objectives-
'

'
.

statement and discussion of anticipated majer difficulties and problemc.
areas, together with potential or recommended approaches for their reso-

:lution; ,

d. statement of any interpretations, qualifications, or assumptions made
by the offeror; |

statement of the extent of which the proposed approach can be expected
! e.

to exceed the requirements in the Scope of Work; ,

f. a detailed description of the tasks to be perfarined, important milestones ,

to be reached, and end products to be derived;

statement of the general background, experience, and qualifications ofg.
the offeror, with special mention of related efforts; ,

b. statement of personnel who will be assigned direct work on the project;
Resumes should be provided which clearly present the qualifications

?

relative to this particular effort. Special mention should be made to
the relevant experience of key perscanel. The number of man-hours ,

,

ibudgeted by task, for each individual must be specified; and| -

i. explanation of the project staff organization and the project management ;

plan, including a discussior, of the measures to be taken to ensure a i

quality oroduct. |
t

i i

I

,
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17. EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS

a. Award will be made :o the offeror presenting the best overall ;

proposal which is tachnically acceptable and most advantageous to 1

the Government, witn consideration being given to the areas
presented below in the Technical Evaluation Criteria and the
proposed costs.

b. A cost analysis will be performed on each cost proposal. Cost is
less intportant than the aggregate of the Technical Evaltation
Criteria. However, to be selected for an award, the proposed cost
must be realistic and reasonable.

c. Technical proposals will be evaluated in accordance with the following
weighted factors, listed in the order of their relative importance.

Weights
(Based on 100 Points)

.

(1) Firm Qualifications 50

Three areas will be considered as part of the
overall qualification of the offeror to execute
the contract:

(a) Prior Fim Experience (20 Points) - The
prior experience of the offeror will be
assessed on the basis of evidence of compe-
tent and successful experience in msearch
of a similar nature. This will include (i)-

the degree to which past experience is
related to the present proposal in terms of
methodological, subject area, and technique
requirements; (ii) the breadth of experience
in tems of years of involvement and the

.

number and scope of research projects com-
pleted; and (iii) the quality of work performed,
assessed by discussions with. and reports from
references.

(b) Kev Personnel (20 Points) - An evaluation will
3be made of key individuals prrposed for the

research project, including the sanagement
pirsonnel assigned and the key technical
personnel. In addition to personal skill
assessment, the contribution of the individuals
to projects discussed under prior firm experi-
ence will be considered.

(c) In place Technical Support (10 Points) - An
evaluation will be made to detemine the extent '

to which the bidder has in-house services and |
'

personnel with the breadth of skills disciplines
required for this contract.

.

*
9

^
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(2) Problem and Technical Approach 40

Evaluation of the technical aspects of the proposal
will address:

(a) Understanding of the Problem (15 Points) -
Offerers will be evaluated on the basis of
their understanding of procedures for seismic
design of nuclear power plants as well as their
understanding of the phenomena described in the
Scope of Work.

(b) Methodological Development (15 Points) - The
overall methodology of the research proposal
will be evaluated according to the criteria of
objectivity, completeness, feasibility, and
clarity.

(c) Task Design (10 Points) - The integrity of the
research proposal will be evaluated by considering
the design of individual work tasks and their
integration.

(3) Management Plan 10

(a) Project Scheduling (5 Points) - Offerors should
demonstrate their ability to meet the required
schedule and complete the research program.

(b) Personnel Allocation (5 Points) - The allocation
of both management and technical personnel should
demonstrate adequate man-loading and appropriate-,

ness of the selected personnel skills on a task-by-
task basis,

i

|

|

!

|
|
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PART III ,

CONTRACT SCHEDULE i

|

ARTICLE I - STATEMENT OF WORK

A. INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has identified a need to develop
recomendations for seismic criteria and methods to detennine the seismic
qualification of nuclear plant mechanical and electrical equipment. Of
particular interest is the development of changes in the current criteria
and methods to better qualify the operability of components in a seismic
environment.

B. BACKGROUND

Seismic qualification of mechanical and electrical components used in
nuclear power plants is required to assure the ability of the components
to function during and after a postulated seismic occurrence. The current
criteria and methods for-this qualification are outlined in the USNRC

' Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 3.9.2, " Dynamic Testing and Analysis of
Mechanical Systems and Components" (Ref.1)*, Section 3.10, " Seismic Quali-
fications of Category I Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment" (Ref. 2),
and the USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.100, " Seismic Qualification of Electric
Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 1, August 1977 (Ref. 3). These
reports are available in the USNRC Public Document Room (PDR),1717 H Street,
Washington, D.C., 20555, (202) 634-1380. Referenced in the Regulatory Guide
are IEEE Std. 344-1975 (Ref. 4) and IEEE Std. 323-1974 (Ref. 5).

Seismic qualification criteria and methods have undergone rapid development
over the years. The methods for demonstrating component operability have
changed significantlyl. The questions for today are:

/
l. How adequate are these methods for detennining the operability of

safety-related components?

| 2. How do they compare with the current seismic criteria?

3. What are the recomendations for changes in the current criteria and
methods to better qualify the operability of components in a seismic
environment?

C. CONTRACT OBJECTIVES

The first objective of this program is to evaluate past and preser.t test
and analytical methods of seismically qualifying the operability of mechan-

| ical and electrical nuclear power plant components. The second objective
: is to correlate these methods with respect to the current seisraic qualifica-

|
tio.n criteria. Judge their severity in qualifying the operability of various

*The nurr.bers in parentheses indicate references in list provided in Table I.

1
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types of components, and make reconnendations to improve the criteria and
methods of seismically qualifying electrical and mechanical components.
The third objective of this program is the reconnendation of appropriate
guidelines on analysis and testing techniques for seismic qualification
that can simulate the influence of component aging, and degradation due to
environmental effects rot adequately simulated during seismic qualification
testing. The fourth ot-jective is to establish a procedure of extracting
component fragility data from existing qualification methods.

D. SCOPE OF TECHNICAL WORK

The contractor shall ftrnish all personnel, materials, equipment, facilities
and services necessary te perform, and shall therewith perforin the technical
tasks delineated below. Table I presents a list of pertinent background
documents, some of which may be acquired in person or by written request
through the NRC Public Document Room, Washington, D.C., 20555, (202) 634-1380.
(Note: Requests to the NRC Public Document Room for any of the documents
listed above must clearly identify the specific document and the RFP number
" RS-RES-80-189. " )

The effort shall be accomplished in four tasks which include: 1) evaluation
of methods for seismic qualification components, 2) correlation of seismic
qualification methods, 3) recommendations regarding seismic qualification
criteria and methods, and 4) extraction of com1onent fragility data. The
tasks shall be performed sequentially within a aeriod of thirty-four (34)
months.

E. DELINEATION OF CONTRACTOR T.iSKS

'Task 1 - Ev .uation <.~ Methods for Seismic Qualification of Components

The contractor shall identify and evaluate past and present methods used to
qualify the operability of safety-related nuclear power plant mechanical
and electrical components (such as, those shown in Table II), used in a
seismic and plant operational environment. The final choice of components
will be made by the contractor and approved by the NRC.

The contractor shall identify anomalies, shortcomings, and risk of component
damage associated with the identified methads of seismic qualification in
these evaluations. The contractor shall also evalunte the influence of
component aging and environmental degradation effects considered in the
methods.

The contractor shall evaluate the kinds of spectra, the extent of combined
spectra, and the extent of cross coupling used in equipment qualification. 1

The effects of vibratory frequencies higher than 33 HZ used to evaluate some j
equipment qualifications shall also be evaluated. This evaluation shall
include a listing of the assumptions made in developing and applying the
spectra. The kinds of response data obtained for each selected method,

| including the neasured or calculated component response, shall be evaluated
I for usefulness and accuracy in judging component operability over the range
l of input variables and spectra.

- l

i $ * e
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The contractor shall study the effects of various multiple frequency inputs,
where applicable, to determine which wave form is the best simulation of
earthquake excitation, as far as the specific equipment qualification is
concerned. The criteria to determine the best simulation shall be estab-
lished by the contractor and approved by the NRC. The particular multiple
frequency cases to be studied in the program shall be composed of (1) a
series of sir.e beats without pause; (2) a series of sine beats with rsuses
of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 seconds; (3) pure random (shite noise); (4) power
spectral density (including the correlation or comparison with the response
spectra method); and (5) complex wave forms to be chosen by the contractor
and approved by the NRC.

The cases where single frequency sine beat test response spectrum envelop
the required response spectrum shall be compared with multifrequency sine
beat test response spectra enveloping the required rasponse spectrum.

The-possible anomalies methods identified shall be compared with that criteria
in existence at the time of the method development. The degree of exceedance
and noncompliance that the method will produce relative to the criteria
specification shall be identified and quantified. All conclusions drawn
in this task shall be substantiated by evidence such as, contractor tests,
analysis, past test cata, or other methods of demonstration.

Task 2 - Correlation of Seismic Qualification Methods

The contractor shall develop a procedure to correlate method advantages,
disadvantages, and possible anomalies. This development should acknowledge
that capabilities of the various methods used to determine the operability,

of mechanical and electrical components vary considerably. The" procedure
shall contain a routine to estimate the analytical or test damage severity
that would be incurred in specific mechanical and electrical components by
the seismic qualification methods evaluated in Task 1. The procedure shall
be capable of determining what additional analysis or testing must be per-
formed on a component seismically qualified by.ona method, satisfying one
criterion, to satisfy the requirements of other criteria.

The procedure shall be used to correlate the various componennt qualifica-
tion methods utilizing the various response spectrum est-blished in Task 1. '

The estimated damage severity incurred by each qualification method on the
component types listed in Task 1 she.ll be determined and evaluated.

All conclusions drawn in this task shall be substantiated by evidence such
as, contractor tests, analysis, past test data, or other methods of demon-
stration.

f
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Task 3 - Recommendations Rega,rding Seismic Qualification Criteria and Methods

The contractor shall make mconnendations on potential improvements in the
criteria and methods currently being used in the seismic qualification of
mechanical and electrical components based on the findings in Tasks 1 and 2.
These reconnendations'shall include, but not be limited to: (1) the elimina-
tion of inconsistencies, anomalies, and shortcomings in current analytical
and test seismic qualification methods, (2) the choice and degree of coupling
of shock spectra to best be used in seismic qualification methods, (3) the
possible need, and the process to alleviate conservatisms in damage severities
induced by seismic qualification methods, and (4) the guidelines for including
component aging and environmental degradation effects in seisniic qualification
methods.

All conclusions drawn in this task shall be substantiated by evidence such as,
contractor tests, analysis, past test data, or other methods of demonstration.

Task 4 - Extraction of Component Fragility Data

The contractor shall examine the seismic qualification methods identified
in Task 1 to determine if fragility data for component types can be extracted
either directly or indirectly from these methods. If component fragility
data can be extracted either directly or indirectly, the general procedures
necessary to perform this extraction, including possible recommended aadi-
tional component testing or analysis, shall be developed by the contractor.

E. REPORTS, DOCUMENTATION, AND OTHER DELIVERABLE END ITEMS

The technical reports listed below are to be documented, produced and
disseminated in accordance with HRC Manual Chapter 3202, which is part of
this contract..

,

Specific Report Requirements

1. Monthly letter progress reports, in five (5) copies to the Contracting
Officer's Project Officer (PO) and one (1) copy to the Contracting
Officer, shall be due by the 15th day of each month and shall include
as a minimum:

A technical report of progress describing findings to date,a.
problems incurred and solutions proposed, and plans for the

1 ensuing morth.,

b. A report of costs incurred to date as follows;
;

Direct Labor Costs
Travel Expenses
Overhead

I. Additional Costs
Forecasts for Contract Completion

:i

l
1

il

, -

. . .
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2. Quarterly Reports - The contractor shall furnish five (5) copies of a
quarterly progress report (in contractor fonnet) to the Project Officer
concerning each three month period beginning with the effective date
of the contract, and submitted within fifteen (15) days after the close '

of the period. The report shall detail work performed during the period .

!and shall enable the reviewers and other readers to grasp the main
ideas and findings. |

3 - Summary Reports - The contractor shall furnish one (1) reproducible
and ten (10) copies of draft reports to the Project Officer which ,

'sununarize the findings and conclusions of each of the four tasks. The
.,

draft reports will be provided in accordance with the task outlines
(1) to (4) above, within three (3) months after completion of each task.

r

ftRC staff and the contractor shall meet within thirty (30) days of the
date each draft report is received for the purpose of reviewing the
subject document. The contractor shall incorporate mutually agreed upon ;

review consnents in the final summary report which shall be delivered [

one (1) reproducible and ten (10) copies to NRC within sixty (60) days '

of the review meeting.
!

4. The final technical report shall be submitted in draft form (six (6) i

copies to the Project Officer) one month after completion of Task 4. i

The final report shall include: !

a. a sununary of all four tasks individually;

b. an append 1x including the data base from which the findin,s !

and results were established; and |
|

c. an executive sununary of all technical work accomplished under i

the contract. ;

The report in final form shall be submitted in one (1) reproducible |

and five (5) copies to the Project Officer and one (1) copy to the f

Contracting Officer fcur weeks following issuance of the draft report.
|
'

S. Briefines

The contractor shell also present five (5) one-day briefinos in Bethesda,
Maryland for the puipose of reviewing progress to date, projected fucure i
contract work activities, and NRC consnents on submittal material. These :,

briefings shall involve the contractor's principal investigators, NRC ,

technical staff assigned to this contract, and others to be designated ;
'

at NRC's discretion. The briefings will be irranged at the convenience
of NRC, but will occur within thirty (30) days after NRC's receipt of
the draft texts of the suninary reports.

.- -- .. ..
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Table I

list of Reference Documents

*l . U.S. NRC Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.2, " Dynamic Testing and Analysis of
Mechanical Systems avid Components," USNRC NUREG 75/087, November 24, 1975.

*2 U.S. NRC Standard Review Plan, Section 3.10 " Seismic Qualification of Cate-.

gory I Instrumer.tation and Electrical Equipment," Revision 1, USNRC NUREG

75/087.

*3. U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.100, "Seistric Qualification of Electrical Equip-
ment for Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 1, August 1977.

4. IEEE Std. 344-1975, "IEEE Reconsnended Practices for Seisraic Qualification
of Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," January 31,
1975. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

5. IEEE Std. 323-1974, "IEEE Standard for Qualifying Class IE Equipment for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations," 1974, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers.

* Note: Requests to the HRC Public Document Room for these documents must identify the
specific document, and reference this RFP (RS-RES-80-192).

!

i
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TABLE II

Mechanical and Electrical Components

L
| Component Tm Size Comment

! With AccessoriesValves Motor Operated All -

Vintage Before 1971Air Operated -

Vintage After 1971-

Representative Pumps Required forPumps High Pressure -'

Residual Heat Removal Safe Shutdown of Plant
Component Cooling
Auxiliary Feedwater
Auxiliary Salt Water

Electrical Conunonly Used Cabinets At least Three Representative Kinds of Equipment to
Equipment and Racks with Equipment Different Sizes be Considered

of Each - Relays
- Limit Switches
- Circuit Breakers
- Pressure Switches
- Snitch Gear'

- Converters
- Power Supplies
- Motor Control Center Equipment 24
- Consoonly used Sensors %] ,

'

MY
=

Heat Exchangers Various Analytical Methods %Q.

8$3
L
8

i

4 .

|

|
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ARTICLE II - PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE

The performance of work described in ARTICLE I hereof shall consnence as of the
effective date of this contract and shall continue to completion thereof, esti-

months after said contract is effective.mated to occur within *
,

1

ARTICLE III - CONSIDERATION AND PAYMENT 1
_

A. Estimated Cost, Fixed Fee and Obligation

1. It is estimated that the total cost to the Government for full perform-

ante of this contract will be S , of which the sum of*

represents the estimated reimbursable costs, and of whichS *

represents the fixed fee.5 *

2. Total funds currently available for paymes+ and allotted to this con-
of which 5 represents the estimatedtract are S **

,

represents the fixedreimbursable costs, and of which 5 *

fee.

3. It is estimated that the amount currently allotted will cover performance
of Phase I which is scheduled to be completed months from the*

effective date of the contract.

B. Payment

* The Governme7t shall render payment to the contractor in approximately thirty
(30) days after submission of proper and correct invoices or vouchers.

,

Additional provisions relating to payment are contained in Clause 5.1-3 of
the General Provisions hereto.

ARTICLE IV - OVERHEAD / GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE RATES

A. Pending the establishment of fina'l overhead rates which shall be
. negotiated based on audit of actual costs, the contractor shall be
reimbursed for allowable indirect costs hereunder at the provisional
rate of * percent of *

B. Pending the establishment of final general and administrative rates
which shall be negotiated based on audit of actual costs, the contractor
shall be reimbursed for allowable indirect costs hereunder at the provi-
sional rate of * percent of *

C. Notwithstanding A. and B. of this Article, said provisional overhead and
G&A rates may be adjusted as appropriate during the terin of the contract
upon the acceptance of such revisti rates by the Contracting Officer.

*To be incorporated into any resultant contract.

.

.

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ _
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ARTICLE V - PRIVATE USE AND P'10TECTICN OF UNCLASSIFIED GOVERNMENT INFORMATION

A. Except as specifically aathorized by this contract, or as otherwise approved
by the Contracting Officar, records or other information, documents and

, material furnished by the Comission to the contractor in the performance of
' this contract, or inforwation developed by the contractor in the course of

the work hereunder, shall be used only in connection with the work performed
under this cuntract. The contractor shall, upon completion or termination of
this contract, transmit to the Comission all records or other infomation,

'

documents and material, and any copies thereof, furnished by the Commission
to the contractor or developed by the contractor in the performance of this
contract.

L

B. The contractor shall be responsible for safeguarding from unauthorized dis- ,

'closure any information or other documents and material exempt from public
'disclesure by the Comission's regulations and made available to tne con-

tractor in connection with the performance of work under this contract. The
contractor agrees to confore to all regulations, requirements, and directions '

of the Comission with respect to such material. !

C. The contractor's duties under this clause shall not be construed to limit
or affect in any way the contractor's obligation to conftm to all security
regulations and requirements of the Comission pertaining to classified

'

,

infomation and material.

ARTICLE VI - KEY PERSONNEL

Pursuant to this ARTICLE (Key Personnel), the following individuals are considered
to be essential to the successful perfomance of the work hereunder and shall not
be replaced without the prior approval of the Contracting Officer. In such event,

.

the contractor agrees to substitute persons possessing substantially equal abilities '

and qualifications satisfactory to the Contracting Officer. >

i
*

|
f

ARTICLE VII - TECHNICAL DIRECTION AND AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE |
* is hereby designated as the contracting Officer's Project

Officer (PO) for technical aspects of this contract. The PO is not authorized to i
aporove or request any action which results in or could result in an increase in '

contract cost; or teminate, settle any claim or aispute arisino under the contract,'

I or issue any unilateral directive whatever.

| >

! The P0 is responsible for: (1) mnitoring the contractor's technical progress, !'

including the surveillance and assessment of perfomance, and recomending to the |Contracting Officer changes in requirements; (2) interpreting scope of work; (3) ;

performing technical evaluation as required; (4) performing technical inspections !
and acceptances required by this centract; and (5) assisting the contractor in the

j resolution of technical problems encountered during performance. Within the purview !

,

of this authority, the P0 is authorized to review all costs requested for reimburse- |

| ment by contractors and submit recomendations for approval, dirapproval, or suspen- !
sfon for supplies / services required under the contract. The Contracting Officer is |
responsible for directing or negotiating any changes in terms, conditions, or aincunts Icited in the contract.

*To be incorporated into any resultant contract.

_
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For guidance from the PO to the contractor to be valid, it must: (1) be consistent |
vith the description of work set forth in this contract; (2) not constitute new 1

' assignment of work or change to the expressed tems, conditions, or specifications
incorporated into this contract; (3) not constitute a basis for an extension to
the period of performance or contract delivery schedule; and, as stated above.
(4) not constitute a basis for any increase in the contract rost.

ARTICLE VIII - TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT

The contractor will be reimbursed for the following reasonable domestic travel
costs incurred directly and specifically in the perfonnance of this contract
and accepted by the Contracting Officer:

1. Per diem shall be reimbursed at a daily rate not to exceed S *

for mealsThe per diem amount is comprised of lodging exptnse plus S *

and miscellaneous expense.

2. The cost of travel by privately owned automobile shall be reimbursed at
per mile.tne rate of *

3. The ',ost of travel by rented automobile shall be reimbursed on a reason-
able actual expense basis.

4. All coninon carrier travel reimbursable hereunder shall be via economy class
rates when availaM e. If not available, reimbursement vouchers will be
annotated that economy clan accomodations wem not available. First-
class air travel is not authorized.

5. Receipts are requimd for comon carrier transportation, lodging, and
miscellaneous items in excess of S *

6. If foreign travel is recuired in the perfomance of this contract, General
Provision Clause 3.5, " Preference for U. S. Flag Air Carriers," applies.

All foreign travel must be approved in advance by the Commission on NRC
Form 445.

Additional guidance is furnished by FPR l-1.323-3.

:

*To be incorporated into any resultant contract. i

|
1

.

1* . ,
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ARTICLE IX - GENERAL PROVISIONS / ALTERATIONS

Tnis contract is subject to the attached provisions of Appendix A, General
Provisions, entitled " Cost Type Research and Development Contracts With
Ccunercial Organizations," dated 2/6/80.

NOTE: AVAILABILITY OF TEXT OF CLAUSES - The complete text of clauses, incorpor-
ated by reference, is availabTe, for a nominal fee, in the publication
entitled " Code of Federal Regulations - 41 CFR l-1.000, Chapter 1 to 2,
Federal Procurement Regulations (Chapter 1)" which may be obtained from
the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. 20402. Copies of the complete text of specific clauses
are availe.ble from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Division of Contracts,
Washington, D.C. 20555 ar.a will be furnished upon request.

s

r
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PART IV

Attachments

1. NRC Contractor Organizational Conflicts of Interest (41 CFR Part 20)

2. flRC Organization Chart

3. Optional Form 60 - Contract Pricing Proposal

4. Proposal Summary and Data Sheet
,

5. General Provisions - Appendix A - Cost Type Research and Development
Contracts With Connercial Organizations (2/6/80)

6. NRC Manual Chapter 3202
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ATTACHMENT 1 .
,

.

PART 20-1 - GENERAL.

Subpart 20-1.54--Contractor Organizational Conflicts of Interest

Sec. '

20-1.5401 Scope and policy.
20-1.5402 Definitions.
20-1.5403 Criteria for recognizing contractor organizational

conflicts of interest. .

-

20-1.5404 Representation.
20-1.5405 Contract clauses.
20-1.5405-1 General contract clause.
20-1.5405-2 Special contract provisions.
20-1.5406 Evaluation, findings, and contract award..

. 20-1.5407 Conflicts identified after award. '

20-1.5408 (Reserved)
20-1.5409 (Reserved)

. 20-l'.5410 Subcontractors. j
-

20-1.5411 Waiver. ,-

!20-1.5412 Remedies.

AUTHORITY: Sec. 8, Pub. L. 95-601, adding Sec. 170A to Pub. l..
83-703, 68 Stat. 919, as amended (42 U.S.C. ch.14)

,

f 520-1.5401 Scope ind Policy

(a) It is the policy of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Consnission
(NRC) to avoid, eliminate or neutralize contractor organizational confifets
of interest. The NRC achieves this objective by requiring all prospective
contractors to submit information describing relationships, if any, with
organizations or persons (including those regulated by NRC) which may
give rise to actual or potential conflicts of interest in the event of
contract award.

(b) Contractor conflict of interest determinations cannot be made
automatically or routinely; the application of sound judgment on virtually
a case-by-case basis is necessary if the policy is to be applied so as
to satisfy the overall public interest. It is not possible to prescribe

in advance a specific method or set of criteria which would serve to
identify and resolve all of the contractor conflict of interest situations
which might arise; however, examples are provided in these regulations
to guide application of the policy. NRC contracting and program officials

I
' must be alert to other situations which may warrant application of this

policy guidance. The ultimate test is: Might the contractor, if awarded
the contract, be placed in a position where its judgment may be biased,,
or where it may have an unfair competitive advantage?

| (c) The conflict of interest rule contained in this subpart applies
to- contractors and offerors only. Individuals or firms who have other'

relationships with NRC (e.g., parties to a licensing proceeding) are not
covered by this regulation. This rule does not apply to the acquisition

|
of consulting services through the personnel appointment orocess, NRC

|

-1 -
.

1
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agreaments with other government agencies, international organizations.
. or state, local or foreign governments; seomte procedures for avoiding

conflicts of interest will be employed in such agreements, as appropriate.

520-1.5402 Definitions .

.

-(a) " Organizational conf 1: cts of interest" means that a relationsnip
exists whereby a contractor or prospective contractor has present or
planned interests related to the work to be performed under an NRC
contract which: (1) May diminish its capacity to give impartial, technically
sound, objective assistance and advice or may otherwise result in a '

biased work product, or (2) may rest 1t in its being given an unfair -

competitive advantage.

(b) "Research" means any scientific or technical work involving
theoretical analysis, exploration, or experimentation.

(c) * Evaluation activities" means any effort involving the appraisal
of a technology, process, product, or policy.

(d) " Technical consulting and management support services" means
internal assistance to a component of the NRC in the formulation or
administration of.its prognues, projects, or policies which normally
recuire the contractor to be given access to inforsation which has not
been made available to the public or proprietary information. Such
services typically include assistance in the preparation of program
plans; artd preparation of preliminary designs, specifications, or
statements of work. .

(e') " Contract" means any contract, agreement, or other arrangement -

with the NRC except as provided in Section 20-1.5401(c) .

(f) " Contractor" means any person, firm, unincorporated association,
joint venture, co-sponstor, partnership, corporation, affiliates thereof,
or their successors in interest, !ncluding their chief executives,
directors, key personnel (identified in the contract), proposed consultants
or subcontractors, which is a party to a contract with the NRC.

(g) " Affiliates" means business concerns which are affiliates of
~

each other when either directly or indirectly one concern or individual
controls or has the power to control another, or when a third party
controls or has the power to control both (41 CFR 51-1.606-1(e)).

,

.(h)" " Subcontractor" means any subcontractor of any tier which :
*performs work under a contract with the NRC except subcontracts for

supplies and subcontracts in amounts of 310,000 or less.

(1) " Prospective contractor" or " offeror" means any person, firm,
unincorporated associati:ra, joint venture, partnership, corporation, or
affiliates thereof, including its chief executive, directors, key personnel
(identified in the proposal), proposed consultants, or sutcontractors,
submitting a bid or proposal, solicited or unsolicited, to the NRC to
obtain a contract. -

.g..

. . ,
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(j) " Potential conflict of interest" means that a factual situation
exists that suggests (indicates) that an actual conflict of interest may
arise from award of a proposed contract. The term " potential conflict
of interest" is used to signify those situations which merit investigation

iprior to contract award in order to ascertain whether award would give
rise to an actual conflict or which must be reported to the contracting !

officer for investigation if they arise during contract perfomance. ;-

i

i20-1.5403 Criteria for recognizing contractor organizational j

conflicts of interest i.

(a) General . Two questions will be asked in deterinining whether
actual or potential organizational conflicts of interest exist: (1) Are
there conflicting roles which might bias a contractor's judgment in
relation to its work for the NRC? (2) May the contractor be given an
unfair competitive advantage based on the performance of the contract?
The ultimate determination by NRC as to whether organizational conflicts
of interest exist will be made in light of common sense and good business
judgment based upon the relevant facts disclosed and the work to be
performed. While it is difficult to identify and to prescribe in advance
a specific method for avoiding all of the various situations or relationships
which might involve potential organizational conflicts of interest, NRC
personnel will pay particular attention to proposad contractual requirements
which call for the rendering of advice, consultation or evaluation
activities, or similar activities that lay direct groundwork for the
NRC's decisions on regulatory activities, future procurements, and
research programs.

(b) Situations or relationships which may give rise to organizational
conflicts of interest. (1) The offeror or contractor shall disclose
infomation concerning relationships which may Jive rise to organizational
conflicts of interest under the following circumstances:

(i) Where the offeror or contractor provides advice and recommendations
to the NRC in a technical area in whict. it is also providing consulting
assistance in the same arec tc any organization regulated by the NRC.

(ii) Where the offeror or contractor provides advice to the NRC on
the same or similar matter in which it is also providing assistance to
any organization regulated by the NRC.

(iii) Where the offeror or contractor evaluates its own products or
services, or the products or services of another entity where the offeror
or cor. tractor has been substantially involved in their development or
marketing.

,

I

(iv) Where the award of a contract would otherwise result in
placing the offerar or contractor in a conflicting role in which it.
Judgment may be biased in relation to its work fcr the NRC or may otherwise
rer 't in an unfair competitive advantage for the offeror or contractor.

-3-
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(2) The contracting officer may request specific infomation from
an offeror or contractor or may require special contract provisions such
as provided in 520-1.5405-2 in the following circumstances:

(i) Where the offeror or contractor prepares specifications which
are to be used in competitive procurements of products or services
covered by such specifications.

(ii) Where the offeror or contractor prepares plans for specific
approaches or methodologies that are to be incorporated into competitive
procurements using such approaches or methodologies.

(iii) Where the offeror or contractor is granted access to information
not available to the public concerning NRC plans, policies, or programs
which could form the basis for a later procurement action.

(b)Wheretheofferororcontractorisgrantedaccesstoproprietary
infonnation of its competitors.

(v) Where the award of a contract might otherwise result in placing
the offeror or contractor in a conflicting role in which its hdgment

. may be biased in relation to its work for the NRC or may otherwise
result in an unfair competitive advantage for the offeror or contractor.

(c) Policy application guidance. The following examples are
illustrative only and are not intended to identify and resolve all
contractor organizational conflict of interest situations. (1) Example.
The XYZ Corp., in response to a request for proposal (RFP), proposes to
undertake certain analyses of a reactor component as called for in the
RFP. The XYZ Corp. is one of several companies considered to be technically
well qualified. In response to the inquiry in the RFP, the XYZ Corp.
advises that it is currently performing similar analyses for the reactor
manufacturer.

Guidance. An NRC contract for that particular work normally would
not be awarded to the XYZ Corp. because it would be placed in a position
in which its judgment could be uiased in relationship to its work for
NRC. Since there are other well-qualified companies availab?e, there
would be no reason for considering a waiver of the policy.

(2) Example. The ABC Corp., in response to a RFP, proposes to
perform certain analyses of a reactor component which are unique to one
type of advanced reactor. % is the case with other technically qualified
companies responding to the RFP, the ABC Corp. is performing various
projects for several different utility clients. None of the ABC Corp. !
projects have any relationship to the work called for in the RFP. Based i

on the NRC evaluation, the ABC Corp. is considered to be the best qualified
company to perform the work outlined in the RFP.

-4-
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Guidance. An NRC contract normally could be awarded to the ABC
Corp. because no conflict of interest exists which would motivate bics
with respect to the work. An appropriate clause would be included in
the contract to preclude the MC Corp. from subsequently contracting for
work during the performance of the NRC contract with the private sector
which could create a conflict. For example, ABC Corp. would be precluded
from the perfonnance of similar work for the company developing the
advanced reactor mentioned in the example.

(3) Example. As a result of operating problems in a certain type
of crnnercial nuclear facility, it is imperative that NRC secure specific
data on various operational aspects of that type of plant so as to
assure ad%uate safety protection of the public. Only one manufacturer
has extensive experience with that type of plant. Consequently, that
company is the only one with whom NRC can contract which can develop and
conduct the testing programs required to obtain the data in reasonable
time. That company has a definite interest in any NRC decisions that
might result from the data produced because those decisions affect the
reactor's design and thus the company's costs.

Guidance. This situation would place the manufacturer in a role in
which its judgment could be biased in relationship to its work for NRC.
Since the nature of the work required is vitally important in tenns of
NRC's responsibilities and no reasonable alternative exists, a waiver of
the policy may be warranted. Any such waiver shall be fully documented
and coordinated in accordance with the waiver provisions of this policy
with particular attention to the establishment of protective mechanisms
to guard against bias.

(4) Example. The ABC Co. submits a proposal for a new system for
evaluating a specific reactor component's perfonnance for the purpose of
developing standards that are important to the NRC program. The ABC Co.
has advised NRC that it intends to sell the new system to industry once
its practicability has been demonstrated. Other companies in this
business are using older systans for evaluation of the specific reactor

| component.

Guidance. A contract could be awarded to the-ABC Co. provided that
.

the contract stipulates that no information produced under the contract j
|
1 will be used in the contractor's private activities unless such information '

has been reported to NRC. Information nnich is reported to NRC by , contractors
will normally be disseminated by NRC to others so as to preclude an
unfair competitive advantage that might otherwise accrue. When NRC
furnishes information to the contractor for the perfonnance of contract-

work, it shall not be used in the contractor's private activities unless
such information is generally available to others. Further, the contract

will stipulate that the contractor all inform the NRC contracting
officer of all situations in which the information Oveloped under the
contract is proposed to be used. |

-5-
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(5) Example. The ABC Corp., in response to a RFP p oposes to -

assemble a map showing certain seismological features of the Appalachian |
fold belt. In accordance with the representation in the RFP and v

5 20-1.5403(b)(1)(1), ABC Corp. infoms the NRC that it is presently
doinC seismological studies for several utilities in the Eastern United ,

States but none of the sites are within the geographic area contemplated
by the 3C study.

Guidance. The contracting officer would normally conclude that
award of a contract would not place ABC Corp. in a conflicting role
where its judgment might be biased. The work for others clause of 120-,

1.5405-1(c) would preclude ABC Corp. from accepting work during the ters -

of the NRC contract which could create a conflict of interest.

(d) Other considerations. (1) The fact that the NRC can identify
and later avoid, eliminate, or neutralize any potential organizational
conflicts arising from the perfomance of a contract is not nlevant to
a determination of the existence of such conflicts prior to the award of
a contract.

(2) It is not relevant that the contractor has the professional
! reputation of being able to resist temptations which arise from organizational i

conflicts of interest, or that a follow-on procurement is not involved, ;

or that a contract is awarded on a competitive or a sole source basis.
'

520-1.5404 Representation
,

i (a) The following procedures are designed to assist the NRC contracting
,

officer in determining whether situations or relationships exist which
may constitute organizational conflicts of interest with respect to a
particular offeror or contractor.

'

'

(b) Representation procedure. The following organizational
conflicts of interest representation provision shall be included in all
solicitations and unsolicited proposals for: (1) Evaluation services or
activities; (2) technical consulting and management support services;
(3) research; and (4) other contractual situations where special organizational
conflicts of interest provisions are noted in the solicitation and would
be included in toe resulting contract. This representation requirement .

shall also apply to all modifications for additional effort under the.

i contract except those issued under the " changes" clause. Where, however,
a statement of the type required by the organizational conflicts of
interest representation provision has previously been submitted with
regard to the contract being modified, only an updat1ng of such statement !

shall be required.

!
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ORGANIZATIONAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST REPRESENTATION

I represent to the best of my knowledge and belief that:

The award to of a contract or the modification of an '

existing contract does ( ) or coes not ( ) involve situations or relationshipsi

of the type set forth in 41 CFR 520-1.5403(b)(1).'

(c) Instructions to offerors. The following shall be included in
all NRC solicitations: (1) If the representation as completed indicates
that situations or relationships of the type set forth in 41 CFR
5 20-1.5403(b)(1) are involved, or the contracting officer otherwise
determines that potential organizational conflicts exist, the offeror
shall provide a statement in writing which describes in a concise manner
all relevant facts bearing on his representation to the contracting
officer. If the contracting officer detemines that organizational
conflicts exist, the following actions may be taken: (i) Impose appropriate
conditions which avoid such conflicts, (ii) disqualify the efferor, or
(iii) determine that it is otherwise in the best interest of the UnitedStates to seek award of the contract under the waiver provisions of
520-1.5411.

(2) The refusal to provide the representation required by 5 20-
1.5404(b) or upon request of the contracting officer the facts required
by '520-1.5404(c), shall result in disqualification of the offeror for
award. The nondisclosure or misrepresentation of any relevant interest
may also result in the disqualification of the offeror for award; or if,

such nondisclosure or misrepresentation is discovered after award, the
rasulting contract may be teminated. The offeror may also be disqualified
from subsequent related NRC contracts and be subject to such other
remedial actions provided by law'ur the resulting contract.

I

(d) The offeror may, because of actual or potential organizational
conflicts of interest, propose to exclude specific kinds of work from
the statements of work contained in a RFP unless the RFP specifically
prohibits such exclusion. Any such proposed exclusion by an offeror
will be considered by the NRC in the evaluation of proposals. If the

NRC considers the proposed excluded work to be an essential or integral ;
;

part of the required work and its exclusion would work to the detriment |

of the competitive posture of the other offerers, che proposal must. be
.

|

rejected as unacceptable. I,

(e) The offeror's failure to execute the representation required j

by subsection (b) above with respect to invitation for bids will be
considered to be a minor informality, and the offeror will be permitted
to c'orrect the omission.

5 20-1.5405 Contract clauses
|

5 20-1.5405-1 General contract clause'

;
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All contracts of the types set forth in 5 20-1.5404(b) shall include
the following clauses: ;

(a) Purpose. The primary purpose of this clause is to aid in |

ensuring that the contractor: (1) Is not placed in a conflicting role
because of current or planned interest (financial, contractual, organizational,
or otherwise) which relate to the work under this contract, and (2)
does not obtain an unfair competitive advantage over other parties by
virtue of its perfomance of this contract.

(b) Scope.o The restrictions described herein shall apply to
perfomance or pa;ticipation toy the contractor as defined in 41 CFR
5 20-1.5402(f) in the actitities covered by this clause.

,

(c) Work for others. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
contract, during the tem of this contract, the contractor agrees to
forega entering into consulting or other contractual arrangements with
any firm or organization, the result of which may give rise to a conflict
of interest with respect to the work being performed under this contract.
The contra:. tor shall ensure that all employees who are employed full
time under this contract and employees designated as key personnel, if
any, under this contract abide by the provision of this clause. If the
contractor believes with respect to itself or any such employee that any
proposed consultant or other contractual arrangement with any firm or
organization may inve' e a potential conflict of interest, the contractor
shall obtain the writ approval of the contracting officer prior to
execution of such cont. ,ctual arrangement.

(d) Disclosure after award. (1) The contractor warrants that to
the best of its knowledge and belief and except as otherwise set forth
in this contract, it does not have any organizational conflicts of
interest, as defined in 41 CFR 120-1.5402(a).

_

(2) The contractor agrees that if after . award it discovers organizational
conflicts of interest with respect to this contract, it shall make an
insnediate and full disclosure in writing to the contracting officer.
This statement shall include a description of the action which the
contractor has taken or proposes to take to avoid or mitigate such

,

conflicts. The NRC may, however, teminate the contract for convenience !

if it deems such temination to be in the best interests of the government.

(e) Access to and use of infomation. (1) If the contractor in
the performance of this contract obtains access to infomation, such as
NRC plans, policies, reports, studies, financial plans, internal data
protected by the Privacy Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-579), or data which has
not been released to the public, the contractor agrees not to: (1) Use
such information for any private purpose until the infonnation has beeni

released to the public; (ii) compete for work for the Consnission based
i
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on such information for a period of six (6) months after either the
completion of this contract or the release of such information to the
public, whichever is first, (iii) submit an unsolicited proposal to the
government based on such infornation until one year after the release of
such information to the public, or (iv) release the information without
prior written approval by the centracting officer unless such information
has previously been released to the public by the NRC.

(2) In addition, the contractor agrees that to the extent it
receives or is given access to proprietary data, data protected by the
Privacy Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-579), or other confidential or privileged
technical, business, or financial information under this contract, the
contractor shall treat such information in accordance with restrictions
placed on use of the information.

(3) The contractor shall have, subject to patent and security
provisions of this contract, the right to use technical data it produces
under this contract for private purposes provided that all requirements
of this contract have been met.

(f) Subcontracts. Except as provided in 41 CFR 5 20-1.5402(h), the
contractor shall include this clause, including this paragraph, in
subcontracts of any tier. The terms " contract," " contractor," and
" contracting officer," shall be appropriately modified to preserve the
government's rights.

(g) Remedies. For breach of any of the above proscriptions or for
intentional nondisclosure or misrepresentation of any refevant interest
required to be disclosed concerning this contract or for such erroneous
representations as necessarily imply bad faith, the government may
terminate the contract for default, disqualify the contractor from
subsequent contractual efforts, and pursue other remedies as may be
permitted by law or this contract.

(h) Waiver. A request for waiver under this clause shall be
directed in writing through the contracting officer to the Executive
Director for Operations (EDO) in accordance with the procedures outlined
in 520-1.5411.

520-1.5405-2 Spccial contract provisions.

(a) If it is determined from the nature of the proposed contract
that organizational conflicts of interest exist, the contracting officer
may determine that such conflict can be avoided or after obtaining a
waiver in accordance with 520-1.5411, neutralized through the use of an
approoriate special contract provision. If appropriate, the offeror may
negotiate the tenns and conditions of these clauses, including tne

'

extent and time period of any such restriction. These provisions include
but are not limited to:

-9-
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(1) Hardware exclusion clauses which prohibit the acceptance of \

procuttion contracts following a related nonproduction contract previously
performed by the contractor;

(2) Software exclusion clauses;

(3) Clauses which require the contractor (and certain of his key
,

personnel) to avoid certain organizational conflicts of interest; and

(4) Clauses which provide for protection of confidential data and
guard against its unauthorized use.

(b) The following additional contract clause may be included as
section (1) in the clause set forth in 5 20-1.5405-1 when it is determined
that award of a follow-on contract would constitute an organizational
conflict of interest.

(i) Follow-on effort. (1) The contractor shall be ineligible to
participate in NRC contracts, subcontracts, or proposals therefor (solicited
or unsolicited) wnich stem directly from the contractor's performance of
work under this contract. Furthermore, unless so directed in writing by
the contracting officer, the contractor shall not perform any technical
consulting or management support services work or evaluation activities

, under this contract on any of its products or t rvices or the products'

or services of another firm if the contracto: has been substantially
involved in the development or marketing of such products or services.

'

(2) If the contractor under this contract prepares a complete or
essentially complete statement of work or specifications, the contractor
shall be ineligible to perform or participate in the initial contractual
effort which is based on such statement of work or specifications. The
contractor shall not incorporate its products or services in such statement
of work or specifications unless so directed in writing by the contracting
officer, in which case the restriction in this subparagraph shall not
apply.

(3) Nothing in this par.agraph shall preclude the contractor from
offering or selling its standarc connercial items to the government.

5 20-1.5406 Evaluation, findings, and contract award

The contracting officer will evaluate all relevant facts submitted
by an offeror pursuant to the representation requirements of !20-1.5404(b)
and other relevant information. After evaluating this information
against the criteria of i 20-1.5403, a finding will be made by the contracting
officer whether organizational conflicts of interest exist with respect
to a particular offeror. If it has been determined that conflicts of
interest exist, then :ne contracting officer shall eitner:

(a) Disqualify the offeror from award.

-10-
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(b) Avoid se eliminate such conflicts by appropriate measures; or

(c) Award the contract under the waiver provision of 520-1.5411.

520-1.5407 Conflicts identified after award.

If potent 1al organizational conflicts of interest are identified
after award with respect to a particular contractor, the contracting
officer determines that such conflicts do, in fact, exist and that it
would not be in the best interests of the government to terminate the
contract as provided in the clauses required by 5 20-1.5405, the contracting
officer will take every reasonable action to avoid, eliminate, or, after
obtaining a waiver in accordance with 120-1.5411, neutralize the effects
of the identified conflict.

520-1.5408 (Reserved)

s20-1.5409 (Reserved)
'

120-1.5410 Subcontracts

The contracting officer shall require offerors and contractors to
submit a representation statement in accordance with i20-1.5404(b) from
subcontractors and consultants. The contracting officer shall require
the contractor to include contract clauses in accordance with 520-1.5405
in consultant agreements or subcontracts involving perfornance of work
under a prime contract covered by this subsection.

520-1.5411 Waiver

In the first instance, determination with respect to the need to
seek a waiver for specific contract awards shall be made by the tontracting
officer with the advice and concurrence of the program office director
and the Office of Executive Legal Director. Upon the recommendation of
the contracting officer, and after consultation with the Office of the
General Counsel, the EDO may waive the policy in specific cases if he
determines that it is in the best interest of the United States to do
so.

Such action shall be strictly limited to those situations in which:
(1) The work to be performed under contract is vital to the NRC program;
(2) the work cannot be satisfactorily performed except by a contractor
whose interests give rise to a question of conflict of interest; and (3)
contractual and/or technical review and supervision methods can be
employed by NRC to neutralize the conflict. For any such waivers, the
justi,fication and approval documents shall be placed in the Public
Document Room.

-11-
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520-1.St12 Remedies

In addition to such other remedies ss may be permitted by law or
contract for a breach of the restrictions in this subpart or for any
intentional misrepresentation or intentional nondisclosure of any
relevant interest recuired to be provided for this section, the NRC
may debar the contractor from subsequent NRC contracts.

Dated at Washinoton. D.Cthis 27th day of March 1979.

* For the Nuclear Regulatory Comission
'

r

CCtuus.b h b &
Samuel J. Chilk

'.

Secretary of the Comission

.
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APPENDIX A
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

GENERAL PRO'tISIONS FOR COST-TYPE RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT CONTRACTS WITH COMERCIAL

ORGANIZATIONS

'

Numerical references which follow the names of the provisions and commence
with the number 1 are to the Federal Procurement Regulations, Title 41, Code
of Federal Regulations. *

' GENERAL NO. 1.0

1.1 Definitions (1-7.102-1)

As used throughout this contract, the following terms shall have the
meaning set forth below:

(a) The term, " head of the agency" or " Secretary" as used herein means
the Secretary, the Under Secretary, and Assistant Secretary, or any other heari
or assistant head of the executiu or military department or other Federal
agency; and the term "his duly authorized representative" means any person or
persons or board (other than the Contracting Officer) authorized to act for
the head of the agency or the secretary.

(b) The term " Commission" means the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or any duly authorized representative thereof, including the
Contracting Officer except for the purpose of deciding an appeal under the
article entitled " Disputes."

(c) The term " Contracting Officer" means the person exa uting this
contract on behalf of the Government, and any other officer or civilian
employee who is a properly designated Contracting Officer; and the term
includes, except as otherwise provided in this contract, the authorized
representative of a Contracting Officer acting within the limits of his
authority.

.

(d) Except as otnerwise provided in this contract, the term
" subcontracts" includes purchase orders under this contract.

1.2 Assignment
)

Except as stated in Provision No. 1.3, neither this contract nor any,

I interest therein nor claim thereunder shall be assigned or transferred by the
i contractor except as expressly authorized in writing by the Contracting

Officer.

1.3 Assignment of Claims (1-30.703)

| (a) Pursuant to the provisions of the Assignment of Claims Act of 1940,
as amended (31 U.S.C. 203, 41 U.S.C.15), if this contract provides for
payments aggregating $1,000 or more, claims for moneys due or to become due

|

|
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the Contractor from the Government under this contract may be assigned to a
bank, trust company, or other financing institution, including any Federal
lending agency, and may thereafter be further assigned and reassigned to any
such institution. Any such assignment or reassignment shall ccver all amounts
payable under this contract and not already paid, and shall not be made to
more than one party, except that any such assignment or reassignment may be
made to one party as agent or trustee for two or more parties participatina in
such financing. Unless otherwise provided in this contract, payments to 3 5
assignee of any moneys due or to become due under this contract shall not, to
the extent provided in said Act, as amended, be subject to reduction or setoff.
(The preceding sentence applies only if this contract is made in time of war
or national emergency as defined in said Act and is with the Department of
Defense, the General Services Administration, the Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration (The Energy Research and Development Administration is now
the Department of Energy), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
the Federal Aviation Administration, or any other department or agency of the
United States designated by the President pursuant to Clause 4 of the proviso
of section 1 of the Assignment of Claims Act of 1940, as amended by the Act of
May 15, 1951, 65 Stat. 41).

(b) In no event shall copies of this contract or of any plans, specifica-
tions, or other similar documents relating to work under this contract, if
marked " Top Secret," " Secret," or " Confidential," be furnished to any assignee
of any claim arising under this contract or to any other person not entitled
to receive the same. However, a copy of any part or all of this contract so
marked may be furnished, or any information contained therein may be disclosed,
to such assignee upon the prior written authorization of the Contracting
Officer.

1.4 Officials Not to Benefit (1-7.102-17)

No member of or delegate to Congress, or resident commissioner, shall be
admitted to any share or part of this contract, or to any benefit that ,may
arise therefrom; but this provisions shall not be construed to extend to this
contract if made with a corporation for its general benefit.

1.5 Standards of Work (1-7.302-3)

The Contractor agrees that the performance of work and services pursuant
to the requirements of this contract shall conform to high professional standards.

1.6 Notice Regarding Late Delivery (1-7.204-4)

In the event the Contractor encounters difficulty in meeting the performance
requirements, or anticipates difficulty in complying with the contract delivery
schedule or date, the Contractor shall immediately notify the Contracting
Officer thereof in writing, giving pertinent details, including the date by
which it expects to complete performance or make delivery: Provided, however,
that this data shall be informational only in character and that receipt
thereof shall not be construed as a waiver by the Government of any contract
delivery schedule or date, or any rights or remedies provided by law or under
this contract..

...
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1. 7 Covenant Against Contingent Fees (1-1.503)

(a) Warranty - Termination or deductlon for breach.

The contractor warrants that no person or selling agency has been
employed or retained to solicit or secure this contract upon an agreement
or understanding for a commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee,
excepting bona fide employees or bona fide established commercial or selling
agencies maintained by the contractor for the purpose of securing business.
For breach or violation of this warranty the Government shall have the
right to annul this contract without liability or in its discretion to deduct
from the contract price or r.ansideration or otherwise recover, the full
amount of such commission, percentage, brokerage, or contingent fee.

(b) Subcontracts and purchase orders.

Unless otherwise authorized by the Contracting Officer in writ'ing, the
contractor shall cause prov1sions similar t.o the foregoing to be inserted in
all subcontracts and purchase orders entced into under this contract.

1. 8 Interest (1-7.203-15)

Notwithstanding any other provision of this contract, unless paid
within 30 days, all amounts that become payable by the Contractor to the
Government under this contract (net of any applicable tax credit under
the Internal Revenue Code) shall bear interest at the rate determined by the
Secretary of tne Treasury pursuant to Public Law 92-41, 85 Stat. 97. Amounts
shall be due upon the earliest of (a) the date fixed pursuant to this
contract; (b) the date of the first written demand for payment, consistent
with this contract, including demand consequent upon default termination;
(c) the date of transmittal by the Government to the Contractor of a pro-
posed supplemental agreement to confirm completed negotiations fixing the
amount; or (d) if this contract provides for revision of prices, the date of
written notice to the Contractor stating the amount of refund payable in
connection with a pricing proposal or in connection with a negotiated pricing
agreement not confirmed by contract supplement.

1.9 Disputes (1-7.102-12)

(a) This contract is subject to the Contract 01sputes Act of 1978
(41 U.S.C 601 et seq.). If a dispute arises relating to the contract, the
contractor may submit a claim to the Contracting Officer who shall issue a
written decition on the dispute in the manner specified in FPR 1-1.316.

(b) " laim" means:,

(1) A written request submitted to the Contracting Officer;

(2) For payment of money, adjustment of contract terms, or other relief;;

|
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(3) Which is in dispute or remains unresolved after a reasonable time
for its review and disposition by the Government; and

(4) For which a Contracting Officer's decision is demanded.

(c) In the cast af disputed requests or amendments to such requests for
payment exceeding $50,000, or with any amendment causing the total request
in dispute to exceed $50,000, the Contractor shall certify, at the time of
submission as a claim, as follows:

I certify that the claim is made in good faith, that the supporting data
are accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief; and that the
amount requested accurately reflects the contract adjustment for which the
contractor believes the Government is liable.

(Contractor's Name)
(Title)
(d) The Government shall pay the contractor interest:

(1) On the amount found due on claims submitted under this clause;

(2) At the rates fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury, under the
Renegotiation Act, Pub. L. 92-41;

(3) From the date the Contracting Officer receives the clais, until the
Government makes payment.

(e) The decision of the Contracting Officer shall be final and
conclusive and not subject to review by any forum, tribunal, or Government
agency unless an appeal or action is timely coere1ced witMn the times ,

'

specified by the Contract Disputes Act of 1978.

(f) The Contractor shall proceed diligently with performance of this
contract, pending final resolution of any request for relief, claim, appeal
or action related to the contract, and comply with the decision of the
Contracting Officer.

1.10 Notice to the Government of Labor Disputes (1-7.203-3)

(a) Whenever the Contractor has knowledge that any actual or potential
labor dispute is delaying or threatens to delay the timely performance of
this contract, the Contractor shall immediately give notice thereof, including
all relevant information with respect thereto, to the Contracting Officer.

(b) The Contractor agrees to insert the substance of this clause,
including this paragraph (b), in any subcontract hereunder as to which a labor
dispute may delay the timely performance of this contract; except that each
such subcontract shall provide that in the event its timely performance is
delayed or threatened by delay by an actual or potential labor dispute, the
subcontractor shall immeliiately notify his next higher tier subcontractor, or

8
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the Prime Contractor, as the case may be, of all relevant information with
respect to such disputes.

1.11 Audit (1-3.814-2)

(a) General. The Contracting Officer or his representatives shall have>

the audit and inspection rights described in the applicable paragraphs (b),
(c) and (d) below.

(b) Examination of coste. If this is a cost-reimbursement type, incentive,
time and materials, labor hour, or price redeterminable contract, or any
combination thereof the Contractor shall mainti.in, and the Contracting Officer
or his representatives shall have the right to examine books, records, documents,
and other evidence and accounting procedures and practices, sufficient to
reflect properly all direct and indirect costs of whatever nature claimed to
have been incurred and anticipated to be incurred for the performance of this
contract. Such right of examination shall include inspection at all reasonable.

times of the Contractor's plants, or such parts thereof, as may be engaged in
the performance of this contract.

(c) Cost or pricing data. If the Contractor submitted cost or pricing
data in connection with the pricing of this contract or any change or modifi-
cation thereto, unless such pricing was based on adequate price competition,
established catalog or market prices of commercial items sold in substantial
quantities to the general public, or prices set by law or regulation, the
Contracting Officer or his representatives who are employees of the United
States Government shall have the right to examine all books, records, docu-
ments and other data of the Contractor related to the negotiation, pricing or
performance of such contract, change or modification, for the purpose of
evaluating the accuracy, completeness and currency of the cost or pricing data
submitted. Additionally, in the case of pricing any change or modification
exceeding $100,000 to formally advertised contracts, the Comptroller General
of the United States or his representatives who are employees of the United
States Government shall have such rights. The right of examination shall
extend to all documents necessary to permit adequate evaluation of the cost or
pricing data submitted, along with the computations and projections used
therein.

(d) Availability. The materials described in (b) and (c) above, shall
be made avai'able at the office of the Contractor, at all reasonable times,-

for inspection, audit or reproduction, until the expiration of 3 years from
the date of final payment under this contract or such lesser time specified in
Part 1-20 of the Federal Procurement Regulations (41 CFR Part 1-20) and for
such longer period, if any, as is required by applicable statute, or by other
clauses of this contract, or by (1) and (2) below:

(1) If this contract is completely or partially terminated, the records
relating to the work terminated shall be made available for a period of
3 years from the date of any resulting final settlement.

:
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(2) Records which relate to appeals under the " Disputes" clause of this
contract, or litigation or the settlement of claims arising out of the performance
of this contract, shall be made available until such appeals, litigation, or
claims have been disposed of.

(e) The Contractor shall insert a clause containing all the provisions
of this clause, including this paragraph (e), in all subcontracts hereunder
except altered as necessary for proper identification of the contracting
parties and the Contracting Officer under the Government prime contract.

(f) Reports. The Contractor shall furnish such progress reports and
schedules, financial and cost reports and other reports concerning the work
under this contract as the contracting officer may from time to time require.

1.12 Examination of Records by Comptroller General (1-7.103-3)

(a) This clause is applicable if the amount of this contract exceeds
$10,000 and was entered into by means of negotiation, including small business
restricted advertising, but is not applicable if this contract was entered
into by means of formal advertising.

(b) The Contractor agrees that the Comptoller General of the United
States or any of his duly authorized representatives shall, until the expiration
of 3 years after final payment under this contract or se.:h lesser time specified- ,

'

in either Appendix M of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation or the
IFederal Procurement Regulations Part 1-20, as appropriate, have access to and

the right to examine any directly pertinent books, documents, papers, and
records of the Contractor involving transactions related to this contract.

(c) The Contractor further agrees to include in all his subcontracts
hereunder a provision to the effect that the subcontractor agrees that the
Comptroller General of the United States or any of his duly authorized repre-
sentatives shall, until the expiration of 3 years after final payment under
the subcontract or such lesser time specified in either Appendix M of the )Armed Services Procurement Regulation or the Federal Procurement Regulations
Part 1-20, as appropriate, have access to and the right to examine any directly
pertinent books, documents, papers, and records of such subcontractor, involving
transactions related to the subcontract. The term " subcontract" as used in
this clause excludes (1) purchase orders not exceeding $2,500 and (2) subcontractors
or purchase orders for public utility services at rates established for uniform
applicability to the general public.

(d) The periods of access and examination described in (b) and (c),
above, for records which relate to (1) appeals under the " Disputes" clause of ,

|this contract, (2) litigation or the settlement of claims arising out of the
perfomance of this contract, or (3) costs and expenses of this contract
as to which exception has been taken by the Comptroller General or any of
his duly authorized representatives, shall continue until such appeals,
litigation, claims, or exceptions have been disposed of.

|
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1.T1 Order of Precedence

In the event of an inconsistency between provisions of this contract, the'

inconsistency shall be resolved by given precedence in the following order:
(a) the Schedule; (b) the Statement of Work; (c) the General Provisions;
(d) other provisions of the contract, whether incorporated by reference or
otherwise; and (e) the contractor's technical proposal, if incorporated in
the contract by reference or otherwise.

1.14 Stop Work Order

(a) The Contracting Officer say, at any time, by written order to the'

Contractor, require the Contractor to stop all, or any part, of the work
called for by this contract for a period of ninety (90) days after the order
is delivered to the Contractor, and for any further period at which the
parties may agree. Any such order shall be specifically identified as a Stop
Work Order issued pursuant to this clause. Upon receipt of such an order, the
Contractor shall fortawith comply with its terms and take all reasonable
steps to minimize the incurrence of costs allocable to the work covered by the
order during the period of work stoppage. Within a period of ninety (90) days
after a stop work order is delivered to the Contractor, or within any extension
of that period to which the parties shall have agreed, the Contractor Officer
shall either:

(i) cancel the stop work order, or

(ii) terminate the work covered by such order as provided in the
" Default" or the " Termination for Convenience" clause of this contract.

s
(b) If a stop work order issued under this clause is canceled or the

period of the order or any extension thereof expires, the Contractor shall
resume work. An equitable adjustment shall be made in the delivery schedule,
the estimated cost, the fee, or a combination thereof, and the contract shall
be modified in writing accordingly, if:

(i) the stop work order results in an increase in the time required
for, or in the Contractor's cost properly allocable to, the performance of
any part of this contract, and i

(ii) the Contractor asserts a claim for such adjustment within
thirty-(30) days after the end of the period of work stoppage; provided that,
if the Contracting Officer decides the facts justify such action, he may
receive and act upon any such claim asserted at any time prior to final payment
under this contract.

(c) If a stop work order is not cancelled and the work covered by such
order is terminated for the convenience of the Government, the reasonable
costs resulting from the stop work order shall be allowed in arriving at
the termination settlement.

.- _ _ _.. .
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(d) If a stop work order is not cancelled and the work covered by such
order is terminated for default, the reasonable costs ~ resulting from the
stop work order shall be allowed by equitable adjustment or r,therwise.

1.15 Contractor Organizational Conflicts of Interest - Definitions (41 CFR
20-1.5402)

(a) " Organizational conflicts of interest" means that a relationship
exists whereby a contractor or prospective contractor has present or planned
interests related to the work to be perform,ed under an NRC contract which:
(1) May diminish its capacity to give impartial, technically sound, objective
assistar.ce and advice or may otherwise result in a biased work product, or
(2) may result in its being given an unfair competitive advantage.

(b) "Research" means any scientific or technical work involving
theoretical analysis, exploration, or experimentation.

(c) " Evaluation activities" means any effort involving th'e appraisal
of a technology, process, product, or policy.

(d) "Teihnical consulting and management support services" means
internal assistance to a component of the NRC in the formulation or admini-
stration of its programs, projects, or policies which normally require the
contractor to be given access to information which has not been made avail-
able to the public or proprietary infomation. Such services typically
include assistance in the preparation of program plans; and preparation of
preliminary designs, specifications, or statements of work.

(e) " Contract" means any contract, agreement, or other arrangement with
the NRC except as provided in S 20-1.5401(c).

(f) " Contractor" means any person, firm, unincorporated association,
joint venture, co-sponsor, partnership, corp' oration, af filiates thereof, or
their successors in interest, including their chief executives, directors, key
personnel (identified in the contract)_ proposed consultants or subcontractors,
which is a party to a contract with the NRC.

(g) " Affiliates" means business :oncerns which are affiliates of each
other when either directly or indirectly one concern or individual controls
or has the power to control another, or whe1 a third party controls or has the
power to control both (41 CFR 1-1 606-1(e)).

(h) " Subcontractor" means any subcontractor of any tier which performs
work under a contrcct with the NRC except s;bcontracts for supplies and

of $10,000 or less. isubcontracts in ame - t

l
(i) "ProspecL se contractor" or "of fe-or" means any person, firm, l

unincorporated association, joint venture, partnership, corporation, or i
Iaf filiates thereof, including its chief executive, directors, key perionnel

(identified in the proposal), proposed consultants, or subcontractors, sub- f
mitting a bid or proposal, solicited or unsc,licited, to the NRC to obtain a
contract.~

.,.
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(j) Potential conflict of interest" means that a factual situation"

exists that suggests (indicates) that an actual conflict of interest may arise
from award of a proposed contract. The ter*. " potential conflict of interest"
is used to signify those situations which merit investigation prior to con-
tract award in order to ascertain whether award would give rise to an actual
conflict or which must be reported to the contracting officer for
investigation if they arise during contract performance.

1.16 Contractor Organizational Conflicts of Interest - General Contract' :
Clause - (41 CFR 20-1.5405-1)

,

(a) Purpose. The primary purpose of this clause is to aid in ensuring
that the contractor: (1) Is not placed on a conflicting role because of <

current or planned interest (financial, contractual, organizational, or other- I

wise) which relate to the work under this contract, and (2) does not obtain an i

unfair competitive advantage over other parties by virtue of its performance-

of this contract.
I(b) Scope. The restrictions described herein shall apply to performance ;

or participation by the contractor as defined in 41 CFR 920-1.5402(f) in the
activities covered by this clause.

(c) Work for Others. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
contract, during the term of this contract, the contractor agrees to firgo
entering into consulting or other contr5ctual arrangements with any firm or#

organization, the result of which may r've rise to a conflict of interest with
respect to the work being performed unuer this contract. The contractor shall l

| ensure that all employees who are employed full time under this contract and
employees designated as key personnel, if any, under this contract abide by'

the provision of this clause. If the contractor believes with respect to
itself or any such employee that any proposed consultant or other contractual

i arrangement with any firm or organization may involve a potential conflict of
interest, the contractor shall obtain the written approval of the contracting
officer prior to execution of such contractual arrangement.

(d) Disclosure after award

(1) The contractor warrants that to the best of its knowledge and
belief and except as othenvise set forth in this contract, it does not have
any organizational conflicts of interest, as defined in 41 CFR 20-1.5402(a).

1

(2) The contractor agrees that if after award it discovers organizational
conflicts of interest with respect to this contract, it shall make an immediate
and full disclosure in writing to the contracting officer. This statement
shall include a description of the action which the contractor has taken or
proposes to take to avoid er mitigate such conflicts. The NRC may, however,
terminate the contract for convenience if it deems such termination to be in
the best interests of the government.

(e) Access to and use of information.

. . . -
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(1) If the contractor in the performance of this contract obtains access
to information, such as NRC plans, policies, reports, studies, financial
plans, internal data protected by the Privacy Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-579), or
data which has not been released to the public, the contractor agrees not to:

(1) Use such information for any private purpose until the information
has been released to the public;

(ii) compete for work for the Commission based on such infodsation
for a period of six (6) months after either the completion of this contract or
the release of such information to the public, whichever is first,

(iii) submit an unsolicited proposal to the government based on such
information until one year after the relecae of such nformation to the public,,

or

(iv) release the information without prior written approval by the
contracting officer unless such information has previously been released to
the public by the NRC.

(2) In addition, the contractor agrees that to the extent it receives or
is given access to proprietary data, data protected by the Privacy Act of 1974
(Pub. L. 93-579), or other confidential or privileged technical, business, or
financial information under this contract, the contractor snall treat such
information in accordance with restrictions placed on use of the information.

(3) The contractor shall have, subject to patent and security provisions
of this contract, the right to use technical data it produces under this
contract for private purposes provided that all requirements of this contract
have been met.

ii) Subcontracts. Except as provided in 41 CFR 20-1.5402(h), the contractor
shall include this clause, ir-luding this paragraph, in subcontracts of any
tier. The terms " contract," "contractur," and " contracting officer," shall be
appropriately modified to preserve the government's rights.

(g) Remedies. For breach of any of the above proscriptions or for
intentional nondisclosure or misrepresentation of any relevant interest required
to be disclosed concerning this contract or for such erroneous representations
as necessarily imply bad faith, the government may terminate the contract for
default, disqualify the contractor from subsequent contractual efforts, and
pursue other remedies as may be permitted by law or this contract.

(h) Waiver. A request for waiver under this clause shall be directed in
writing through the contracting officer to the Executive Director for Operations
(EDO) in accordance with the procedures outlined in 620-1.5411.

1.17 Dissemination of Contract Information

The contractor shall not oublish, permit to be published, or disseminate
to the public any informa' ion, oral or written, concerning the work performed ,

!
-

*
< .
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under this contract without the prior written consent of the Contracting
Officer. Two copies of any information proposed to be published or disseminated
shall be submitted to the Contracting Officer. Failure to comply with this

i clause shall be grounds for termination of this contract.

1.18 Private Use of Contract Information and Data

Except as otherwise specifically authorized by Provision No. 1.17,
publication of contract work of this contract, or as otherwise approved by the
Contracting Officer, information and other data developed or acquired by or i

furnished the contractor in the performance of this contract, shall be used i

only in connection with the work under thic contract.

1.19 Drawings, Designs, and Specifications )
All drawings, sketches, designs, design data, specifications, notebooks,

technical and scientific data, and all photographs, negatives, reports, find- i

ings, recommendations, data and memoranda of every description relating thereto, l
as well as all copies of the foregoing relating to the work or any part thereto, |
chall be subject to inspection by the Constission at all reasonable times (for |
which inspection the proper facilities shall be afforded the Commission by the
contractor and its subcontractors), shall be the property of the Government 1

and may be used by the Government for any purpose whatsoever without any claim i

on the part of the contractor and its subcontractors and vendors for additional '

compensation and shall, subject to the right of the contractor to retain a-
copy of said material for its own use, be delivered to the Government, or
otherwise disposed of by the contractor either as the Contracting Officer may
from time to time direct during the progress of the work or in any event as
the Contracting Officer shall direct upon completion or termination of this
contract. The contractor's right of retention and use shall be subject to the
security, patent, and use of information provisions, if any,- of this contract.

;

/ \1.20 Proprietary Data and Confidential Information

In connection with the performance of tha work under this contract, the
contractor may be furnished, or may develop or acquire, proprietary data
(trade secrets) or confidential or privileged technical, business, or financial
information, including Commission plans, policies, reports, financial plans,
internal data protected by the Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579), or other
information which has not been released to the public or has been determined
by the Commission to be othemise exempt frem disclosure to the public.
Contractor agrees to hold such information in confidence and not to directly
or indirectly duplicate, disseminate or disclose such information in whole or
in part to any other person or organlzation except as may be necessary to
perform the work under this contract. Contractor agrees to return such informa-
tion to the Commission or othemise dispose of it either as the Contracting
Officer may from time to time direct during the progress of the work or in any
event as the Contracting Officer shall direct upon completion or termination
of this contract. Failure to comply with this clause shall be grounds for
termination of this contract.

-
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1.21 Privacy Act Notification (1-1.327-5(b))

fhis procurement action reouires the contractor to do one or more of the
following: design, develop, or operate a system of records on individuals to
accomplish an agency function in accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974,
Public Law 93-579, December 31, 1974 (5 U.S.C 552a) and applicable agency
regulations. Violation of the Act may involve the imposition of criminal
penalties.

1.22 Privacy Act (1-1.327-5(c))

(a) The contractor agrees:

(1) To comply with the Privacy Act of 1974 and the rules and regulations
issued pursuant to the Act in the design, development, or operation of any -

system of records on individuals in order to accomplish an agency function
when the contract specifically identifies

(i) the system or systems of records and

(ii) the work to be performed by the contractor in terms of any one
or combination of the following: (a) design, (b) development, or (c) operation;

(2) to include the solicitation notification contained in this contract
in every solicitation and resulting subcontract and in every subcontract awarded
without a solicitation when the statement of work in the proposed subcontract
requires the design, development, or operation of a system of records on
individuals to accomplish an agency function; and-

(3) to include this clause, including this paragraph (3), in all.
subcontracts awarded pursuant to this contract which require the design,
development, or operation of such a system of records.

.

(b) In the event of violations of the Act, a civil action may be brought
against the agency involved where the violation concerns the design, develop-
ment, or operation of a system of records on individuals to accomplish an
agency function, and criminal penalties may be imposed upon the officers or
employees of the agency where the violation concerns the operation of a system
of records on individuals to accomplish an' agency function. For purposes of
the Act when the contract is for the operation of a system of records on
individuals to accomplish an agency function, the contractor and any employee
of the contractor is considered to be an employee of the agency.

(c) The terms used in this clause have the following meanings:

(1) " Operation of a system of records" means performance of any of the
activities associated with maintaining the system of records including the
collection, use, and dissemination of records.

(2) " Record" means any item, collection, or grouping of information
about an. individual that is maintained by an agency, including, but not limited

..
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to, his education, financial transactions, medical history, and criminal or
employment history and that contains his name, or the identifying. number, -

symbol, or other identifying particular assigned to the individt.F. such as
a finger or voice print or, a photograph.

(3) " System of records" on individuals means a group of any records
under the control of any agency from which information is retrieved by the
name of the individual or by some identifying number, symbol, or other
identffying particular assigned to the individual.

PERFORMANCE PROVISIONS NO. 2.0

2.1 Permits
1

*

Except as otherwise directed by the Contracting Officer, the contractor |shall procure all necessary permits or licenses and abide by all applicable
|laws, regulations, and ordinances of the United States and of the-State,

territory, and political subdivision in which the work under this contract
is performed.

2.2 Safety, Health, snd Fire Protection !
The contractor shall take all reasonable precautions in the performance

of the work under this contract to protect the health and safety of employees
and of members of the public and to minimize danger from all hazards to life
and property and shall comply with all health, safety, ano fire protection
regulations and requirements (including reporting requirements) of the Com-
mission and the Department of Labor. In the event that the contractor fails
to comply with said regulations or requirements, the Contracting Officer
may, without prejudice to any other legal or ' contractual rights of the
Commission, issue an order stopping all or any part of the work; thereafter,
a start order for resumption of work may be issued at the discretion of the
Contracting Office?. The contractor shall make no claim for an extension of
time or for compensation or damages by reason of or in connection with such
work stoppage.

2.3 Key Personnel (1-7.304-6)

The personnel specified in th1s contract are considered to be essential
to the work being performed hersuader. Prior to diverting any of the
specified individucls to other progams, the Contractor shall notify the
Contracting Officer reasonably in advance and shall submit j;stification I(including proposed substitutiens) in sufficient detail to permit evaluation I

of the impar.t on the program. No diversion shall be made by the Contractor
without the written consent of the Contracting Officer: Provided, That the
Contracting Officer may ratify in writing such diversion and such ratifica-
tion shall constitute the consent of the Contracting Officer required by
this clause. The attachment to this contract may be amended from time to
time during the course of the contract to either add or delete personnel,
as appropriate.

__
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2.4 Security

(a) Contractor's duty to safeguard Restricted Data, Formerly Restricted
Data, and other classified information. The contractor shall, in accordance
with the Commission's security regulations and requirements, be responsible
for safeguarding Restricted Data, Formerly Restricted Data, and other classified
information and protecting against sabotage, espionage, loss and theft, the
classified documents and material in the contractor's possession in connection
with the performance of work under this contract. Except as otherwise expressly
provided in this contract, the contractor shall, upon completion or termination-

of this contract, transmit to the Commission any classified e tter in the
possession of the contractor or any person under the contractor's control in
connection with perfomance of this contract.

If retention by the contractor of any classified matter is required af ter
the completion or termination of the contract and such retention is approved
by the Contracting Officer, the contractor will complete a certificate of
possession to be furnished to the Commission specifying the risssified matter
to be retained. The certification shall identify the items and types or
categories of matter retained, the conditions governing the retention of the
matter and their period of retention, if known. If the retention is approved

by the Contracting Officer, the security provisions of the contract will
continue to be applicable to the matter retained.

(b) Regulations. The contractor agrees to conform to all security
regulations and requirements of the Commission.

(c) Definition of Restricted Data. The term " Restricted Data," as used
'in this clause, means all data concernirg (1) design, manufacture, or utili-

zation of atomic weapons; (2) the production of special nuclear material; or
(3) the use of special nuclear materia; in the production of energy, but shall
not include data declassified or removi:d from the Restricted Data category
pursuant to section 142 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

(d) Definition of Formerly Restricted Data. The term "Formerly Restricted
Data," as used in this clause, means all data removed from the Restricted Data
category under section 142 d. of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

(e) Security Clearance Personnel. The contractor shall not permit any '

individcal to have access to Restricted Data, Formerly Restricted Data, or
other classified information, except in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended, and the Commission's regulations or requirements applicable i

to the particular type or category of classified information to which access
is required.

(f) Criminal Liabilities. It is understood that disclosure of Restricted :

I
- Data, Formerly Restricted Data, or other classified informaticn relating to

the work or services ordered hereunder to any person not entitled to receive
it, or fa"ure to safeguard any Restricted Data, Formerly Restricted Data, or
any other classified matter that may come to the contractor or any person
under the contractor's control in connection with work under this contract,

, .
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may subject the contractor, its agents, employees, or subcontractors to criminal
liability under the laws of the United States. (See the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.; 18 U.S.C. 793 and 794; and Executive
Order 11652.)

(g) Subcontracts and Purchase Orders. Except as otherwise authorized in
writing by the Contracting Officer, the contractor shall insert provisions
similar to the foregoing in all subcontracts and purchase orders under this
contract.

(h) In performing the contract work, the contractor shall assign
classifications to all documents, material, and equipment originated or gen-
erated by the contractor in accordance with classification guidance by the
Ccamission. Every subcontract and purchase order issued hereunder involving
the origination or generation of classified documents, material, or equipment
shall provide that the subcontractor or supplier shall assign classifications
to all such documents, material, and equipment in accordance with classification
guidance furnished by the contractor.

2.5 Subcontracts (1-7.402-8)

(a) The Contractor shall notify the Contracting Officer reasonably in
advance of entering into any subcontact which (1) is cost-reimbursement type,
time and materials, or labor-hour, or (2) is fixed price type and exceeds in
dollar amount either $25,000 or 5 percent of the total estimated cost of this
contract, or (3) provides for the fabrication, purchase, rental, installation
or other acquisition of special test equipment having a value in excess of
$1,000 or of any items of industrial facilities, or (4) has experimental,
developmental or research work as one of its purposes.

(b) In the case of a proposed subcontract which is (1) cost-reimbursement
type, time and materials, or labor-hour which would involve an estis.&tEd
amount in excess of $10,000, including any fee, (2) is proposed to exceed
$100,000, or (3)is one of a number of sutcontracts under this contract with a
single subcontractor for the same or related supplies or services which, in
the aggregate are expected to exceed $100,000, the advance notification required
by (a), above, shall include:

(1) A description of the supplies or servies to be called for by the
subcontract;

(2) Identificatiun of the proposed subcontractor and an explanation of
why and how the proposed subcontractor was selected, including the degree of
competition obtained;

(3) The proposed subcontract price, together with the Contractor's cost
or price analysis thereof;

(4) The subcontractor's current, complete, and accurate cost or pricing ,

data and Certificate of Current Cost or Pricing Data when such data and
certificate are required by other provisions of this contract to be obtained
from the subcontractor;

1
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(5) Identification of the type of subcontract to be used;

(6) A memorandum of negotiations which sets forth the principal elements
A copy of this memorandum shall beof the subcontract price negotiations.

retained in the Contractor's file for the use of Government reviewing authorities.
The memorandum shall be in sufficient detail to reflect the most significant
considerations controlling the establishment of initial or revised prices.
The memorandum should include an explanation of why cost or pricing data was,
or was not required, and, if it was not required in the case of any price
negotiation in excess of $100,000, a statement of the basis for determining
that the price resulted from or was based on adequate price competition,
established catalog or market prices of commercial items sold in substantialcf costquantities to the general public, or prices set by law or regulation.
or pricing data was submitted and a certificate of cost or pricing data was
required, the memorandum shall reflect the extent to which reliance was not
placed upon the factual cost or pricing data submitted and the extent to which
this data was not used by the Contractor in determining the total price objective
and in negotiating the final price. The memorandum shall also reflect the
extent to which it was recognized in the negotiation that any cost or pricing
data submitted by the subcontractor was not accurate, complete, or current;
the action taken by the Contractor and the subcontractor as a result; and the

Whereeffect, if any, of such defective data on the total price negotiated.
the total price negotiated differs significantly from the Contractor's total
price objective, the memorandum shall explain this difference;

(7) When incentives are used, the memorandum of negotiation shall contain
an explanation of the incentive fee / profit plan. identifying each critical
performance element, management decisions used to quantify each incentive
element, reasons for incentives on particular performance characteristics, and
a brief summary of trade-off possibilities considered as to cost, performance,
and time; and

(8) The subcontractor's Disclosure Statement or Certificate relating to
Cost Accounting Standards when such data are required by other provisions of
this contract to be obtained from the subcontractor.

(c) The Contractor shall obtain the written consent of the Contracting
Officer prior to placing any subcontract for which advance notification is
required under (a) above. The Contracting Officer may, in his discretion,
ratify in writing any such subcontract; such action shall constitute the

|consent of the Contracting Officer as required by this paragraph (c).
i(d) The Contractor agrees that no subcontract placed under this contract

shall provide fo. payment on a cost plus-a percentage-of-cost basis.

(e) ' The Contracting Officer may, in his discretion, specifically approve
in writing eny of the provisions of a subcontract. However, such approval or
the consent of the Contracting Officer obtained as required by this clause
shall not be construed to constitute a determination of the allowability of
any cost under this contract, unless such approval specifically provides that
it constitutes a determination of the allowability of such cost.

.
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(f) The Contractor shall give the Contracting Officer immediate notice
in writing of any action or suit filed, and prompt notice of any claim made
against the Contractor by any subcontractor or vendor which in the opinion of
the Contractor, may result in litigation, related in any way to this contract,
with respect to which the Contractor may be entitled to reimbursement from the
Government.

(g) Notwithstanding (c) above, the Contractor may enter into subcontracts
within (1) or (ii) of (a) above, without the consent of the Contracting Officer,
if the Contracting Officer has approved in writing the Contractor's procurement
system and the. subcontract is within the scope of such approval.. (This
subparagraph (g) however, shall not be applicable to those subcontracts subject
to paragraph (j) below, if any.)

(h) To facilitate small business participation in subcontracting under
,

this contract, the Contractor agrees to provide progress payments on the
fixed price types of subcontracts of those subcontractors which are small
business concerns, in conformity with the standards for customary progress
payments stated in the Federal Procurement Regulations, Subpart 1-30.5, as in
effect on the date of this contract. The Contractor further agrees that the,

need for such progress payments will not be considered as a handican or adverse
factor in the award of subcontracts.

(i) The Contractor shall select subcontractors (including suppliers) on
a competitive basis to the maximum extent consistent with the objectives and
requirements of this Contract.

| 2.6 Consultant or Other Comparable Employment Services of Contractor Employees

| The contractor shall require all employees who are employed full-time (an
!

individual who performs work under the cost-type contract on a full-time
annual basis) or part-time (50 percent or more of regular annual compensation
received under terms of a contract with the Commission) on the contract work
to disclose to the contractor all consultant or other comparable employment
services which the employees proposed to undertake for others. The contractor
shall transmit to the Contracting Officer all information obtained
from such disclosures. The contractor will require any employee who will be
employed full-time on the contract to agree, as a condition of his partici-

! pation in such work, that he will not perform consultant or other comparable
emoloyment services for another Commission cost-type contractor under its'

contract with the Commission except with the prior approval- of the contractor.

2. 7 Litigation and Claims

(a). Initiation of litigation. The contractor may, with the Nio;"
,

writte uthorization of the Contracting Officer, and shall, upon the
request of the Commission, initiate litigation against third parties, includingI

proceedings before administrative agencies, in connection with this contract.
The contractor shall proceed with such litigation in good faith and as
directed from time to time by the Contracting Officer.

|
1
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(b) Defense and settlement of claims. The contractor shall give the
Contracting Officer immediate notice in writing (1) of any action, including
any proceeding before an administrative agency, filed against the contractor
arising out of the performance of this contract, and (2) of any claim against
the contractor, the cost and expense of which is allowable under the clause
entitled " Allowable Costs." Except as otherwise directed by the Contracting
Officer, in writing, the contractor shall furnish immediately to the
Contracting Officer copies of all pertinent papers received by the contractor
with respect to such action or claim. To the extent not in conflict with any
applicable policy of insurance, the contractor may with the Contracting
Officer's approval settle any such action or claim, shall effect at the Con-
tracting Officer's request an assignment and subrogation in favor of the
Government of all the contractor's rights and claims (except those against
the Government) arising out of any such action or claim against the
contractor, and, if required by the Contracting Officer, shall authorize
representatives of the Government to settle or defend any such action or claim

If theand to represent the contractor in, or to take charge of, any action.
settlement or defense of an action or claim against the contractor is under-
taken by the Government, the contractor shall furnish all reasonable
assistance in effecting a settlement or asserting a defense. Where an action
against the contractor is not covered by a policy of insurance, the contractor
shall, with the approval of the Contracting Officer, proceed with the defense
of the action in good faith at the expense of the Government:
Provided, however, the Government shall not be liable for such expense to the
extent that it would have been compensated for by insurance which was required
by law or by the written direction of the Contracting Officer, but which the
contractor failed to secure through its own fault or negligence.

2.8 Excusable Delays (1-8.708)

Except with respect to defaults of subcontractors, the contractor shall
not be in default by reason of any failure in performance of this contract in
accordance with its terms (including any failure by the contractor to make
progress in the prosecution of the work hereunder which endangers such perfor-
mance) if such f ailure arises out of causes beyond the control and without the

Such causes may include, but are notfault or negligence of the contractor.
restricted to acts'of God or of the public enemy, acts of the Government in
either its sovereign or contractual capacity, fires, floods, epidemics,
guarantine restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes, and unusually severe
weather, but in every case the failure to perform must be beyond the control
and without the fault or negligence of the contractor. If the failure to
perform is caused by the failure of the subcontractor to perform or make
progress, and if such failure arises out of causes beyond the control of both
the contractor and subcontractor, and without the fault or negligence of
either of them, the contractor shall not be deemed to be in default, unless
(a) the supplies or services to be furnished by the subcontractor were obtain-
able from other sources, (b) the Contracting Officer shall have ordered the
contractor in writing to procure such supplies or services from such other

~ sources, and (c) the contractor shall have failed to comply reasonably with
Upon reques' ' the contractor, the Contracting Officer shallsuch order.

ascertain the facts and t .2nt of such failure and, if he shall determine that

.
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any failure to perform was occasioned by any one or more of the said causes,
the delivery schedule shall be revised accordingly, subject to the rights of
the Government under the clause hereof entitled " Termination for Default or
for Convenience of the Government." (As used in this clause, the terms "sub- |
contractor" and " subcontractors" means subcontractor (s) at any tier.) '

2.9 Changes (1-7.404-5)

(a) The Contracting Officer may at any time, by a written order, and4

without notice to the sureties, if any, make changes, within the general scope
of this contract, in any one or more of the following:

(i) Drawings, designs, or specifications;

. (ii) Method of shipment or packing; and

(iii) Place of inspection, delivery, or acceptance.

(b) If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the estimated

cost of, or the time required, hanged or not changed by any such order, or
for the perfUrmance of any part of the work >

i

under this contract, whether c
| otherwise affects any other provision of this contract, an equitable

adjustment shall be made:

(i) In the estimated cost or delivery schedule, or both;

(ii) In the amount of any fixed fee to be paid to the Contractor;
and

(iii) In such other provisions of the contract as may be affected,
and the contract shall be modified in writing accordingly.

'

Any claim by the Contractor for adjustment under this clause must be
asserted within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt by the Contractor of
the notification of change; Provided, however, That the Contracting Officer,
if he decides that the facts justify such action, may receive and act upon any
such claim asserted at any time prior to final payment under this contract.
Failure to agree to any adjustment shall be a dispute concerning a question of
fact within the meaning of the clause of this contract entitled " Disputes."
However, except as provided in paragraph (c) Lelow, nothing in this clause
shall excuse the Contractor from proceeding with the contract as changed.

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) above, the
estimated cost of this contract and, if this contract is incrementally funded,
the funds allotted for the performance thereof, shall'not be increased or '

deemed to be increased except by specific written modification of the contract
indicating the new contract estimated cost and, if this contract is
incrementally funded, the new amount allotted to the contract. Until such
modification is made, the Contractor shall not be obligated to continue per- *

formance or incur costs beyond the point established in the clause of this ?

contract entitled " Limitation of Cost" or " Limitation of Funds." e
> .
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In the foregoing clause, the period of " thirty (30) days" dthin which
any claim for adjustment must be asserted, may be varied in accordance with
agency procedures.

2.10 Inspection (1-7.402-5(c))

The Government, through any authorized representatives, has the right at
all reasonable times, to inspect, or otherwise evaluate the work performed or
being performed hereunder and the premises in which it is being performed. If

any inspection, or evaluation is made by the Government on the premises of the
Contractor or a subcontractor, the Contractor shall provide and snall require
his subcontractors to provide all reasonable facilities and assistance for the
safety and convenience of the Government representatives in the performance of
their duties. All inspections and evaluations shall be performed in such a
manner as will not unduly delay the work.

2.11 Required Source of Jewel Bearing (1-1.319)

(a) For the purpose of this clause:

(1) " Jewel bearing" means a piece of synthetic sapphire or ruby of any
shape, except a phonograph needle, which has one or more polished surfaces and
which is suitable for use in an instrument, mechanism, subassembly, or part
without any additional processing. A jewel bearing may be either unmounted or
mounted into a ring or bushing. Examples of jewel bearings are: Watch holes -
olive, watch holes - straight, pallet stones, roller jewels (jewel pins), end
stones (caps), vee (cone) jewels, instrument rings, cups, double cups, and
orifice jewels. As used herein, the term " jewel bearings" includes "related
items." g

(2) "Related items" means other synthetic sapphire or ruby components.
Examples of related items are pivots, knife edges, insulators, spacers, windows,
and strikigg surf aces other than pallet stones.

b
(3) frice list" means the official U.S. Government Jewel Bearing Price

List for jyel bearings produced by the William Langer Jewel Bearing Plant.
This list y issued periodically by the General Services Administration,

e' 01 ant" means the Government-owned William Langer Jewel Bearing(4) .

Plant, Rol k , N. Dak.
e

(5) "'tilitary Standard Jewel Bearing" means a jewel bearing conforming
to Military; Specification No MIL-B-27497 (latest revision) entitled " Bearings,
Jewel, Sapphire or Ruby, Synthetic."

(b) Jewel bearings required in the performance of this contract shall be
procured from the Plant at prices established in the price list dated (date to
be filled ii by Contracting Officer). Each purchase order issued to the Plant
underthisGontractshallincludetheprimecontractnumberanddateofthe
price list sited above. The Contractor agrees that the quantities, types, and |

[ sizes (including tolerances) of jewel bearings so ordered will be those required
'

|
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for the performance of this contract. Within 90 calendar days after the
effective date of this contract, the Contractor shall furnish to the Contracting -

Officer a certification that the required jewel bearings were ordered pursuant
to this clause. The Contractor agrees to notify the Contracting Officer -

promptly of the rejection of his (or any subcontractor's) purchase order in
whole or in part by the Plant. The requirement for purchase and use of jewel
tearings from the Plant will be waived to the extent of orders rejected because
of the Plant's inability to deliver. If such a waiver is granted, an equitable
adjustment shall be made in the contract price or delivery schedule, or both,
in accordance with the " Changes" clause of this contract. Further, the require-
ment for use (but not the requirement for purchase from the Plant) of jewel
bearings may be waived by the Contracting Officer when such waiver is determined
by him to be consistent with established policy.

(c) The Contractor agrees to use Langer-made jewel bearings in the
production of subassemblies or and items under this contract or in his commercial
production.

(d) Whenever it is necessary for the Contractor or any subcontractor to
redesign or reengineer jeweled items in order to satisfy specific performance
requirements, the Contractor or subcontractor shall provide in such redesign
for the use of military standard jewel bearings. This requirement does not
apply when the dimensional tolerances or configurations of military standard
jewel bearings are such that their use in the prtduct would prevent attainment
of the required' level of performance specified for the item. However, when
one or more nonstandard bearings must be used to satisfy performance require-
ments of the jeweled item but military standard jewel bearings will function
satisfactorily for other applications within the same item, the itcm will be
required to be redesigned to provide for the use of military standard jewel
bearings in such "other" applications. The Contractar or subcontractor is not
required to redesign a jeweled item solely for the i rpose of converting from
the use of nonstandard to military standard jewel bearings. Nothing in this
contract shall prevent any Contractor or subcontractor from voluntarily
redesigning a jeweled item solely to accommodate the use of military standard
jewel bearings.

(e) If at the end of this contract period, the total cuantity of end
items actually ordered under this contract is less than the total estimated
quantity, and the Centractor, pursuant to paragraph (b) of this clause, has
purchased a larger quantity of Langer-made jewel bearings than used in deliveries
made under this contract, an equitable adjustment shall be made (if requested
by the Contractor within 90 days after tne end of the contract period) to
reimburse the Contractor for any additional costs resulting from such excess
purchase but in no event shall such additional costs cover more jewel bearings
than necessary to deliver the total estimated quantity of end items. Such
excess jewel bearings shall be disposed of as directed by the Contracting

; Officer. However, such excess jewel bearings may be used in partial satis-
faction of the requirements to purchase Langer-made jewel bearings pursuant to
paragraph (b) of this clause where a subsequent contract to furnish similar
end items to the Government is entered into with the same Contractor. In this
situation the requirement to purchase and use jewel bearings from the Plant--
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will be waived up to the amount of such excess jewel bearings in Contractor's
possession upon submission of a written request by the Contr6ctor. Such
request shall contain documented evidence in support of the waiver of purchase
and.nonuse of such excess jewel bearings. If such waiver is granted, an
equitable adjustment to -the extent of differences in price lists shall be made
in the contract price in accordance with the " Changes" clause of this contract.

(f) The Contractor agrees to retain for 3 years from the date of final
payment under this contract and upon request of the Contracting Officer to
make available during that period records showing compliance with this clause.

(g) The Contractor agrees to insert this clause, including this
paragraph (g), in every subcontract and purchase order issued in performance'
of this centract unless he knows that the subassembly, component, or part

Ibeing purchased does not contain jewel bearings.

2.12 Government Property (1-7.203-21)

(a) The Government shall deliver to the Contractor, for use in connection
with and under the terms of this contract, the property in the Schedule or
specifications, together with such related data and-information as the Con-
tractur may request and as may reasonably be required for the intended use of
such property (hereinafter referred to as " Government-furnished Property").
The delivery or performance dates for the supplies or services to be furnished

*

by the Contractor under this contract are based uoon the expectation that
Government-lurnished property suitable for use will be delivered to the Con-
tractor at the times Stated in the Schedule or, if not so stated, in sufficient
time to enable the Contractor to meet such delivery or performance dates. In
the event t'3t Government-furnished property is not delivered to the Contractor
by such time or times, the Contracting Officer shall, upon timely written
request made by the Contractor make a determination of the delay, if any,
occasioned the Contractor and shall equitably adjust the estimated cost, fixed
fee, or delivery or performance dates, or all of them, and any other contractual
provisions affected by any such delay in accordance with the procedures provided
for in the clause of this contract entitled " Changes." In the event that
Government-furnished property is received by the Contractor in a condition not
suitable for intended use, the Contractor shall, upon receipt thereof notify
the contracting officer of such fact and, as directed by the Contracting
Officer, either (1) return such property at the Government's expense or otherwise
dispose of the property, or (2) effect repr.bs or modifications. Upon completion
of (1) or (2) above, the Contracting Officer upon written request of the
Contractor shall equitably adjust the estimateo cost, fixed fee, or delivery
or performance dates, or all of them, and any other contractual provision
af fected by the return or disposition, or the repair or medification in
accordance with the procedures provided for in the t.buse at this contract
entitled " Changes." The foregoing provisions for adjustment are exclusive and
the Government shall not be liable to suit for breach of contract by reason of '

any delay in delivery of Government-furnished property or delivery of such
property in a condition not suitable for its intended use.

.'

*
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(b) (1) By notice in writing the Contracting Officer may (i) decrease
the property furnished or to be furnished by the Government under this contract,
or (ii) substitute other Government-owned property for property to be furnished
by the Government, or to be acquired by the Contractor for the Government
under this contract. The Contractor shall promptly take such action as the
Contracting Officer may direct with respect to the removal and shipping of
property covered by such notice.

(2) In the event of any decrease in or substitution of property pursuant
to paragraph (1), above, or any withdrawal of authority to use property pro-
vided under any contract or lease, which property the Government had agreed in
the Schedule to make available for the performance of this contract, the
Contracting Officer, upon the written request of the contractor (or, if the
substitution of property'causes a decrease in the cost of performance, on his
own initiative), shall equitably adjust such contractual provi~ ions as may bes
affected by the decrease, substitution, or withdrawal, in accordance with the'

procedures provided for in the " Changes" clause of this contract.

(c) Title to all property furnished by the Government shall remain in
the Government. Title to all property purchased by the Contractor, for the
cost of which the Contractor is entitled to be reimbured as a direct item of
cost under this contract, shall pass to and vest in the Government upon delivery
of such property by the vendor. Title to other property, the cost of which is
reimbursable to the Contractor under the contract, shall pass to and vest in
the Government upon (1) issuance for use of such property in the performance
of this contract, or (2) commencement of processing or use of such property in
the performance of this contract, or (3) reimbursement of the cost thereof by
the Government in whole or in part, whichever first occurs. All Government-
furnished property, together with all property acquired by the Contractor
title to which vests in the Government under this paragraph, are subject to
the provisions of this clause and are hereinafter collectively referred to as
" Government property." Title to and Government property shall not be affected
cy the incorporation or attachment thereof to any property not owned by the
Governmu t- nor shall such Government property, or any part threof, be or
become a fixture or lose its identify as personalty by reason of af fixation
to any realty.

(d) The Contractor shall be directly responsible for and accountable for
all Government property provided under this contract. The contractor shall
establish and maintain a system to control, protect, preserve, and maintain
all Government property. This system shall, upon request by the Contracting
Officer, be submitted for review and, if satisfactory, approved in writing by
the Contracting Officer. The Contractor shall maintain and make available
such records as are required by the approved system and must account for all
Government property until relieved of responsibility therefor in accordance;

| with the written instructions of the Contracting Officer. To the extent
directed by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor shall identify Government
property by marking, tagging, or segregating in such manner as to clearly
indicate its ownership by the Government.

,

|
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(e) The Government property shall, unless otherwise provided herein or
approved by the Contracting Officer, be used only for the performance of this
contract.

(f) The Contractor shall maintain and administer, in accordance with [

sound industrial practice, a program for the utilization, maintenance, repair,
protection, and preservation of Government property so as to assure its full
availability and usefulness for the performance of this contract. The Con- i

'tractor shall take all reasonable steps to comply with all appropriatr. directions
or instructions which the Contracting Officer may prescribe as reasor, ably
necessary for the protection of Government property.

(g) (1) The Contractor shall not be liable for any loss of or damage to
the Government property, or for expenses incidental to such loss or damage,
except that the Contractor shall be responsible for any such loss or damage
(including expenses incidental thereto):

(i) Which results from willful misconduct or lack of good faith on
the part of any one of the Contractor's directors or officers, or on the part
of any of his managers, superintendents, or other equivalent representatives,
who has supervision or direction of: -

(A) All or substantially all of the Contractor's business; or

(B) All or substantially all of the Contractor's operations at any
one plant or separate location in which this contract is being performed; or

(C) A separate and complete major industrial operation in connection
with the performance of this contract. .

(ii) Which results from a failure on the part of the Contractor, due
to the willful misconduct or lack of good faith on the part of any of his
directors, officers, or other representatives mentioned in subparagraph (i),
above:

(A) To maintain and administer, in accordance with sound industrial
practice, the program for utilization, maintenance, repair, protection, and
preservation of Government property as required by paragraph (f) hereof,4H' to
take a.ll reasonable steps to comply with any appropriate written direction of
the Contracting Officer under paragraph (f) hereof; or

(B) To establish, maintain, and adminster in accordance with
paragraph (d) hereof a system for control of Government property.

(iki)FcewhichtheContractorisotherwiseresponsibleunderthe I

express terms rv the clause of clauses designated in the Schedule;
|

-|
(iv) Which results from a risk expressly required to be insured |under this contract, but only to the extent of the insurance so required to be

procured and maintained, or to the extent of insurance actually procured and
maintained, whichever is greater; or

. .
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|

(v) Which results from a risk which is in fact covered by insurance
or for which the Contractor is otherwise reimbursed, but only to the extent of
such insurance or reimbursement.

,

;
,

Any failure of the Contractor to act, as provided in subparagraph (ii),
above, shall be conclusively presumed to be a failure resulting from willful
misconduct, or lack of good faith on the part of such directors, officers, or

,

other representatives mentioned in subparagraph (1), above, if the Contractor |

1s notified by the Contracting Officer by registered or certified mail addressed ,

to one of such directors, officers, or other representatives, of the Govern- |ment's disapproval, withdrawal of approval, or nonacceptance of the Contractor's ,

program or system. In such event it shall be presumed that any loss or damage
to Government property resulted from such failure. The Contractor shall be
liable for such loss or damage unless he can establish by clear and convincing
evidence that such loss or damage did not result from his failure to maintain
an approved program or system, or occurred during such time as an approved .

program or system for control of Government property was maintained.

If more than one of the above exceptions shall be applicable in any case,
the Contractor's liability under any one exception shall not be limited by any
other exception. If the Contractor transfers Government property to the
possession and control of a subcontractor, the transfer shall not affect the
liability of the Contractor for loss or destruction of or damage to the pro-
perty as set forth above. However, the Contractor shall require the sub-
contractor to assume the risk of, and be responsible for, any loss or des-
truction of or damage to the property while in the latter's possassion or
control, except to the extent that the subcontract, with the prior approval of
the Contracting Officer, provides for the relief of the subcontractor from
such liability. In the absence of such approval, the subcontract shall contain
appropriate provisions requiring the return of all Government property in as
good condition as when received, except for reasonable wear and tear or for
the utilizativa of the property in accordance witn tne provisions of the prime
contract.

,

(2) The Contractor shall not be reimbursed for, and shall not include
as an item of overhead, the cost of insurance, or any provisions for a reserve,
covering t% risk of loss of or damage to the Governme t property, except to
the exten' that the Government r:Sy have required the Contractor to carry such
insurance under any o;.her provisions of this contract.

(3) Upon the happening of loss or destruction of or damage to the Govern-
ment property, the Contractor shall notify the Contrarding Officer thereof, ;

and shall communicate with the loss and salvage organization, if any, now or
hereafter designated by the Contracting Officer, and with the assistance of
tra loss and salvage organizations so designated (unless the Contracting
Officer has dest (aated that no such organization be employed), shall take all
reasonable steps to protect the Government property from further damage,
separate the damaged and undamaged Government property, put all the Government
preparty in the best possible order, and furnish to the Contr.$cting Officer a
statament of:

|
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(i) The lost, destroyed, and damaged Government property;

(ii) The time and origin of the loss, destruction, or damage;

(iii) All known interests in commingled property of which the Govern-
ment property is a part; andi

(iv) The insurance, if any, covering any part of or interest in such
commingled property.

The Contractor shall make repairs and rennovations of the damaged Govern-
ment property or take such other action as the Contracting Officer directs.

(4) In the event the Contractor is indemnified, reimbursed, or otherwise
compensated for any loss or destruction of or damage to the Government pro-
perty, he shall use the proceeds to repair, renovate, or replace the Government
property involved, or shall credit such proceeds against the cost of the work
covered by the contract, or shall otherwise reimburse the Government, as
directed by the Contracting Officer. The Contractor shall do nothing to pre-
judice the Government's right to recover against third parties for any such
loss, destructiron, or damage and, upon the request of the Contracting Officer,
shall,~at the Government's Expense, furnish to the Government all reasonable
assistance and cooperation (including the prosecution of suit and the execu-
tion of instruments of assignment in favor of the Government) in obtaining
recovery, In addition, where the subcontractor has not been reliaved from
liability for any loss or destruction of or damage to Government iroperty, the
Contractor shall enforce the liability of the subcontractor for such loss or
destruction of or damage to the Government property for the benefit of the
Government.

(h) The Commission, and any persons designated by it, shall at all
reasonable times have access to the premises where any of the Government
property is located, for the purpose of inspecting the Government property.

(i) Upon the completion of this contract, or at such earlier dates as
may be fixed by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor shall submit to the ,

Contracting Officer in a form acceptable to him, inventory schedules covering
all items of the Government property not consumed in the performance of this
contract, or not theretofore delivered to the Government, and shall deliver or
make such other disposal of such Government property as may be directed or
authorized by the Contracting Officer. The net proceeds of any such disposal
shall be credited to the cost of the work covered by the contract or shall be j

paid in such manner as the Contracting Officer may direct. The foregoing pro- !
,

visions shall apply to scrap from Government property: Provided, however, 1

That the Contracting Officer may authorize or direct the Contractor to omit |

| from such inventory schedules any scrap consisting of faulty castings or
I forgings, or cutting and processing waste, such as chips, cuttings, borings,

turnings, short ends, circles, trimmings, clippings, and remnants, and to
dispose of such scrap in accordance with the Contractor's established accounting

, procedures.
|
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(j) Unless otherwise provided herein, the Government:.

(
(1) May abandon any Government property in place, and thereupon all

obligations of the Government regarding such abandoned property shall cease;
and

(ii) Has no obligation to the Contractor with regard to restoration
or rehabilitation of the Contractor's premises, neither in case of abandonment

| (paragraph (j) (1), above), disposition on completion of need or of the contract'

(paragraph (i), above), nor otherwise, except for restoration or rehabilitation
costs caused by removal of Government property pursuant to paragraph (b),
above.

(4) All communications issued pursuant to this clause shall be in writing.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC PROVISIONS NO. 3.0

3.1 Employment of the Handicapped (F?R Temp. Reg. 38)
I

(a) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant ,

I

for employment because of physical or mental handicap in regard to any position
for which the employee or applicant for employment is qualified. The contractor
agrees to take affirmative action to employ, advance in empicyment and otherwise
treat qualified handicapped individuals without discriminatior, based upon
their physical or mental handicap in all employment practices such as the
following: employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment, advertising,
layoff or termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation, and selection
for training, including apprenticeship.

(b) The contractor agrees to comply with the rules, regulations, and
relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to the Rehabilitation ;

Act of 1973, as amended. |

'(c) In the event of the Contractor's noncompliance with the requirements i
'

of tnis clause, actions for noncompliance may be taken in accordance with
the rules, regulations and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor issued
pursuant to the Act.

(d) The Contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to
employees and applicants for employment, notices in a form to be prescribed
by the Director, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Department
of Labor, provided by or through the Contracting Officer. Such notices shall
state the contractor's obligation under the 1 ne to take affirmative action to
employ and advance in employment qualified haidicapped employees and applicants

,

for employment, and the rights of applicants L7d employees.

(e) The Contractor will notify each labor union or representative of
workers with which it has a collective targaining agreement or other contract
understanding that the contractor is bound by the terms c' section 503 of the ,

Act, and is committed to take affirmative action to employ and advance in |

employment physically and ments11y handicapped individus1s.
.
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(f) The Contractor will include the provisions of this clause in every j
subcontract or purchase order of $2,500 or more unless exempted by rules, !

regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor isrued pursuant to section 503
of the Act, so that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or
vendor. The Contractor will take such action with respect to any subcontract
or purchase order as the Director cf the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs may direct to enforce such provisions, including action for
noncompliance. .,

3.2 Disabled Veterans and. Veterans of the Vietnam Era (FPR Temp. Reg. 39) !

(a) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because he or she is a disabled veteran or veteran of the Vietnam
era in regard to any position for which the employee or applicant for employment
is qualified. The contractor agrees to take affirmative action to employ,
advance in employment, and otherwise treat qualified disabled veterans and
veterans of the Vietnam era without discrimination based upon their disability
or veterans status in all employment practices such as the following: employ-
ment upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment, advertising, layoff or
termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation, and selection for
training, including apprenticeship.

(b) The contractor agrees that all suitable employment openings of the
contractor which exist at the time of the execution of this contract and those
which occur during the performance of this contract, including those not
generated by this contract and including those occurring at an establishment
of the contractor other than the one wherein the contract is being performed
but excluding those of independently operated corporate affiliates, shall be
listed at an appropriate local office of the State employment service system
wherein the opening occurs. The contractor further agrees to provide such
reports to such local office regarding employment c;,enings and hires as may be
requi red..

State and local government agencies holding Federal contracts of $10,000
or more shall also list all their suitable openings with the appropriate
office of the State employment service, but are not required to provide those
reports set forth in paragraphs (d) and (e).

(c) Listing of employment openings with the employment service system
pursuant to this clause shall be made at least concurrently with the use of
any other recruitment source of effort and shall involve the normal obliga-
tions which attach to the placing of a bona fide job order, including the
acceptance of referrals of veterans and nonveterans. The listing of employment
openings does not require the hiring of any particular job applicant or from
any particulpr group of job applicants, and nothing herein is intended to
relieve the contractor from any requirements in Executive orders or regulations
regarding nondiscrimination in employment.

|
(d) The reports required by paragraph (b) of this clause shall include,

but not be limited to, periodic reports which shall be filed at least quarterly
with the appropriate local office or, where the contractor has more than one

'
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hiring location in a State, with tne central office of that State employment ;

service. Such reports sna11 indicate for each hiring location (1) the number i

of individuals hired during the reporting period, (2) the' number of.nondisabled
veterans of the Vietnam era hired. (3) the number of disabled veterans of the
Vietnam era hired, and (4) the total number of disabled veterans hired. The -

reports should include covered veterans hired for on-the-job training under
38 U.S.C. 1787. The contractor shall submit a report within 30 days after the
end of each reporting pericd wherein any performance is made on this contract
identifying data for each hiring location. Tna contractor shall maintain at
each hiring location copies of the 'eports submitted until the expiration ofr
one yer after final payment under the contract, during which time these
reports and related documentation shall be made available, upon request, for
examination by any authorized representative of the contracting officer or of
the Secretary of Labor. Documentation would include personnel records
respecting job openings, recruitment, and placement.

(e) Whenever the contractor becomes contractually bound to the listing
|

provisions of this clause, it shall advise the employment service system in
each State where it has establishments of the name and location of each hiring
location in the State. As long as the contractor is contractually bound to
these provisions and has so advised the State system, there is no need to
advise the State system of subsequent contracts. The contractor may advise
the State system when it is no longer bound by this contract clause.

(f) This clause does not apply to the listing of employment openings
which occur and are filled outside the 50 states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Isla1ds.

(g) The provisions of paragraphs (b), (c), (d), and (e) of this clause do
not apply to openinings which the contractor propotes to fill from within his
own organization or to fill pursuant to a customary and traditional employer-
union hiring arrangement. This exclusion does not apply to a particular
opening once an employer decides to consider applicants outside of his own
organization or employer-union arrangement for that opening.

(h) As used in this clause: (1) "All suitable employment openings"
includes, but is not limited to, openings which occur in the following job
categories: production and non production; plant and office; laborers and
mechanics; supervisory and nonsupervisory; technical; and executive, admini-
strative, and professional openings that are compensated on a salary basis
of less than $25,000 per year. This term includes full-time employment,
temporary employment of more than 3 days' duration, and part-time employmer.t.
It does not include openings which the contractor proposes to fill from within
his own organization or to fill pursuant to a customary and traditional -

employer-union hiring arrangement nor openings in an educational institutionUnder the most compel-which are restricted to students of that institution. ,

ling circumstances an employment opening may not be suitable for listing,
<

|including such situations where the needs of the Government cannot reasonably
be otherwise sup).','ed, where listing would be contrary to national security, |

'

or where the requirement of listing would otherwise not be for the best
intarost of the Government. ,

|
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(2) " Appropriate office of the State employment service system" means
the local office of the Federal / State national system of public employment
offices with assigned responsibility for serving the area where the employ-
ment opening is to be filled, including the District of Columbia, Guam,
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.

|

(3) " Openings which the contractor proposes to fill from within his own i

organization" means employment openings for which no cons;5eration will be ,

given to persons outside the contractor's own organization (including any )

affiliates, subsidieries, and parent companies), and includes any openings
which the contractor proposes to fill from regularly established " recall"
lists.

(4) " Openings which the contractor proposes to fill pursuant to a
customary and traditional employer-union hiring arrangement" means employment
openings which the contractor proposes to fill from union halls, which is
part of the customary and traditional hiring relationship which exists between
the contractor and representative of his employees.

(i) The contractor agrees to comply with the rules, regulations, and
relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to the Act.

4

(j) In the event of the contractor's noncompliance with the requirements ,

of this clause, actions for noncompliance may be taken in accordance with the
rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor issued
pursuant to the Act.

(k) The contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places available to
.

employees and applicants for employment notices in a form to be prescribed by
the Director, provided by or through the contracting officer. Such notice
shall state the contractor's obligation under the law to take affirmative
action to employ and advance in employment qualified disabled veterans and
veterans of the Vietnam era for employment, and the rights of applicants and
employees.

(1) The contractor will notify each labor union or representative of
workers with which it has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract
understanding that the contractor is bound by terms of the Vietnam Era
Veteran's Readjustment Assistance Act and is committed to take affirmative
action to employ and advance in employment qualified disabled veterans and
veterans of the Vietnam pra.

(m) The contractor will include the provisions of this clause in every
subcontract or purchase order of $10,000 or more unless exempted by rules,
regulations, or orders of the Secretary issued pursuant to the Act, so thatThe con-such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor.
tractor will take such action with respect to any subcontract or purchase
order as the Director of the Office of Federal Compliance Programs may,

| direct to enforce such provisions, including action for noncompliance.

|
.
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3.3 Convict Labor (1-12.204)

In connection with the performance of work under this contract the Contractor
agrees not to employ any person undergoing sentence of imprisonment except as
provided by Public Law 89-176, September 10, 1965 (18 U.S.C. 4082(c)(2)) and
Executive Order 11755, December 29, 1973.

'

3.4 Equal Opportunity (1-12.803-2)

(The following clause is applicable unless this contract is exempt under
the rules, regulations, and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor (41 CFR, ;

ch. 60)).

During the performance of this contract, the contractor agrees as follows:

(a) The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The
contractor will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are employed,
and that employees are treated during suployment, without regard to their
race, creed, color, or national origin. Such action shall include, but not be
limited to, the following: employment, upgrading, demotion, or transfer,
recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or
other forms of compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship.
The contractor agrees to pose in conspicuous places, available to employees
and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the Contracting
Officer setting forth the provisions of this Equal Opportunity clause.

(b) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for
employees placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified
applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race,
creed, color, or national origin. ;

/
'(c) The contractor wC1 send to each labor union or representative of

workers with which he has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract 1

or understanding, a notice, to be provided by the agency Contracting Officer,
advising the labor union or workers' representative of the contractor's com-
mitments under this Equal Opportunity clause, and shall post copies of the
notice in conspicuous places available to employees and applicants for
employment.

(d) The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order |

No. 11246 of September 24, 1965, and of the rules, regulations,.and relevant
orders of the Secretary of Labor.

(e) The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by
Executive Order No.11246 of September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations,
and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will permit
access to his books, records, and accounts by the contracting agency and the
Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with
such rules, regulations, and orders.

_ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ . _
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(f) In the event of ti,e contractor's noncompliance with the Equal
Opportunity clause of this contract or with any of the said rules, regulations,
or orders, this contract may be cancelled, terminated, or suspended, in
whole or in part, and the contractor may be declared ineligible for further
Government contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in Executive
Order No.11246 of September 24, 1965, and such other sanctions may be imposed
and remedies invoked as provided in Executive Order No.11246 of September 24,
1965, or by rule, regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as
otherwise provided by law.

(g) The contractor will include the provisions of paragraphs (a) through
(g) in every subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by rules.\ regula-
tions, or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to sectio' 204 ofq
Executive Order No.11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such provisions will
be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The contractor will taka such
action with respect to any subcontract or purchase order as the contracting
agency may direct as a means of enforcing such provisions, including sanctions
for noncompliance: Provided, however, That in the event the contractor
becomes involved in, er is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractdp or
vendor as a result of such direction by the contracting agency, the contractor
may request tne United States to enter into such litigation to protect the
interests of the United States.

3.5 Preference for U.S. Flag Air Carriers (1-1.323-2)

(a) Pub. L. 93-623 requires that all Federal agencies and Government
contractors and subcontractors will use U.S. flag air carriers for inter-
national air transportation of personnel (and their personal effects) or
property to the extent service by such carriers is available. It further
provides that the Comptroller General of the United States shall disallow
any expenditures from appropriated funds for international' air transportation
on other than a U.S. flag air carrier in the absence of satisfactory proof of
the necessity therefor.

(b) The contractor agrees to utilize U.S. flag air carriers for
international air transportation of personnel (and their personal effects) or
property to the extent service by such carriers is available.

(c) In the event that the contractor ' selects a carrier other than a
U.S. f. lag air carrier for international air transportation; he will include
a certification on vouchers involving such transportation which is essentially
as follows:

CERTIFICATION OF UNAVAILABILITY OF U.S. FLAG AIR CARRIERS

I hereby certify that transportation service for' personnel (and their
personnel effects) or property by certificated air carrier was unavailable
for the following reasons:1 (state reasons)

15ee Federal Procurement Regulations (41 CFR 1-1.323-3).
-

,

1

'
. . .
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(d) The terms used in this clause have the following meanings:

(1) " International air transportation" means transportation. of persons j.

(and their personal effects) or property by air between a place in the ]United States and a place outside thereof or between two places both of which ,

are outside the United States. I

(2) "U.S. Fleg air carrier" means one of a class of air carriers. holding |
a certificate of public convenience and necessity issued by the Civil Aero- i

nautics Board, approved by the President, authorizing operations between the |
United States and/or its territories and one or more foreign countries.

(3) The term " United States" includes the fifty states, Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, possessions of the United States, and the District of |

'

Columbia.

(e) The contractor shall include the substance of this clause, including
this paragraph (e), in each subcontract or purchase hereunder which may
involve international air transportation.

3.6 Use of U.S. Flag Commercial Vessels (1-19.108-2)

(a) The Cargo Preference Act of 1954 (Pub. L. 664, August 26, 1954,
68 Stat. 832, 46 U.S.C. 1241(b)), requires that Federal departments or
agencies shall transport at least 50 percent of the gross tonnage (computed
separately for dry bulk carriers, dry cargo liners, and tankers) of equipment,
materials, or commodities which may be transported on ocean vessels, on

,

privately owned United States flag commercial vessels. Such transportation
shall be accomplished whenever:

(1) Any equipment, materials, or commodities, within or outside the
United States, which may be transported by ocean vessel, are:

(A) Procured, contracted for, or otnerwise obtained for the
agency's account; or

(B) Fur:11shed to or for the account of any foreign nation without
provision for reimbursement.

(2) Funds or credits are advanced or the convertibility of foreign
currencies is guaranteed in connection with furnishing such equipment,
materials, or commodities which may be transported by ocean vessel.

NOTE: This requirement does not apply to small purchases as defined in
41 CFR 1-3.6 or to cargoes carried in the vessels of the Panama Canal Company.

(b) The contractor agrees as follows:

(1) To utilize privately owned United States flag commercial vessels
to ship at least 50 percent of the gross tonnage (computed separately for
dry bulk carriers, dry cargo liners, and tankers) involved whenever shipping

._ _
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any equipnient, material, or commodities under the conditions set forth in
(a) above pursuant to this contract to the extent such vessels are available
at fair and reasonable rates for United States flag commercial vessels.

NOTE: Guidance regarding fair and reasonable rates for United States
flag vessels may be obtained from the Division of National Cargo, Office of
Market Development, Maritime Administration, Washington, D.C. 20230; Area
Code 202, phone 377-3449.

(2) To furnish, within 15 working days following the date of loading
for shipments originating within the United States or within 25 working days
following the date of loading for shipments originating outside the United
States, a legible copy of a rated " onboard" commercial ocean bill of lading
in English for each shipment of cargo covered by the provisions in 'a) above
to both the Contracting Officer (through the prime contractor in the case of
subcontractor bills of lading) and to the Division of National Cargo, Office
of Market Development, Maritime Administration, Washington, D.C. 20230.

(3) To insert the substance of the provisions of this clause in all
subcontracts issued pursuant to this contract except for smalI purchases as
defined in 41 CFR 1-3.6.

3.7 Buy American Act (1-6.104-5)

(a) In acquiring end products, the Buy American Act (41 U.S. Code 10a-10d)
provides that the Government give preference to domestic source end products.
For the purpose of this clause:

(i) " Components" means those articles, materie.ls, and supplies
which are directly incorporated in the end products;

(ii) "End products" means those articles, materials, and supplies
which are to be acquired under this contract for public use; and

(iii) A " domestic source end product" means (A) an unmanufactured
end product which has been mined or produced in the United States and (B) an
end product manufactured in the United States if the cost of the components
thereof which are mined, produced, or manufactured in the United States exceeds
50 percent of the cost of all its components. For the purposes of this (a)
(iii) (B), components of foreign origin of the same type or kind as the pro-
ducts referred to in (b) (ii) or (iii) of this clause shall be treated as
components mined, produced, or manufactured in the United States.

(b) The Contractor agrees that there will be used under this contract
(by the Contractor, subcontractor, materialmen and suppliers) only domestic
source end products, except end products:

(i) Which are for use outside the United States.;

(ii) Which the Government determines are not mined, produced, or
manufactured in the United States in sufficient and reasonably available
commercial quantities and of a satisfactory quality;

.
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(iii) As to which the Commission determines the domestic preference
to be inconsistent with the public interest; or

(iv) As to which the Commission determines the cost to the
Governcent to be unreasonable.

3.8 Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act - Overtise Compensation
(1-12.303)

This contract, to the extent that it is of a character specified in the
Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 327-333), is subject
to the following provisions and to all other applicable prnvisions and excep-
tions of such act and the regulations of the Secretary of Labor thereunder.

(a) Overtime Requirement. No Contractor or subcontractor contracting
for any part of the contract work which may require or invcive the employment
of laborers, mechanics, apprentices, trainees, watchmen, and guards shall
require or permit any laborer, mechanic, apprentice, trainee, watchman, or
guard in any workweek in which he is employed on such work to work in excess
of 8 hours in any calendar day or in excess of 40 hours in such workweek on
work subject to the provisions of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards
Act unless such laborer, mechanic, apprentice, trainee, watchman, or guard
receives compensation at a rate not less than one and one-half tiscs his basic
rate of pay for all such hours worked in excess of 8 hours in any calendar day

- or in excess of 40 hours in such workweek, whichever is the gree.tsr number of
,

overtime hours. |
,

(b) Violation; liability for unpaic wages; liquidated damages. In the
event of any viciation of the provisions of paragraph (a), the Contractor and
any subcontractor responsible therefor shall be liable to any facted employee
for nis unpaid wages. In addition, such Contractor and subcon ctor shall be
liable t) the United States for liquidated damages. Such liqui ted damages I

shall be computed with respect to each individual laborer, mechanic, apprentice,
trainee, watchman, or guard employed in violation of the provisions of
paragraph (a) in the sum of $10 for each calendar day on which such employee
was required or permitted to be employed on such woi k in excess of 8 hours or
in excess of his standard workweek of 40 hours without payment of the overtime

'wages required by paragraph (a).

(c) Withholdings for unpaid wages and liquidated damages. The Contracting
Officer may withhold from the Government Prime Contractor, from any moneys
payable on account of work perfogmed by the Contractor or subcontractor, such .

sumsasmaybeadministrative1yjedeterminedtobenecessarytosatisfyany l
liabilities of such Contractor or subcontractor for unpaid wages and liqu' dated !

damages as provided in the provisions of paragraph (b)., |

| (d) Subcontracts. The Contractor shall insert paragraphs (a) through' '

(d) of this clause in all subcontracts, and shall require their inclusion in '

all subcontracts of any tier.s

-
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(e) Records. The Contractor shall maintain payroll records containing
the information specified in 29 CFR 516.2(a). Such records shall be preserved
for 3 years from the completion of the contract.

3.9 Utilization of Small Business Concerns and Small Business Concerns
Owned and Controlled by Socially and Economically Disadvantaged
Individuals (FPR Te:ap Reg. No. 50)

(a) It is the policy of the United States that small business concerns
and small business concerns owned and controlled by socially and economically
disadvantaged individuals shall have the maximum practicable opportunity
to participate in the performance of contracts let by any Federal agency.

(b) The contractor hereby agrees to carry out this policy in the
awarding of subcontracts to the fullest extent consistent with the efficient
performance of this contract. The contractor further agrees to cooperate in
any studies or surveys that may be conducted by the Small Business Administra-
tion or the contracting agency which may be necessary to determine the extent
of the contractor's compliance with this clause.

(c) (1) The term "small business concern" shall mean a small business
.as defined pursuant to Section 3 of the Small Business Act and in relevant
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.

,

(2) The term "small business concern owned and controlled by socially
and economically disadvantaged individuals" shall mean a small business
concern -

(i) which is at least 51 per centum owned by one or more socially
and economically disadvantaged individuals; or in the case of any publicly
owned business, at least 51 per centum of the stock of which is owned by one
or more socially and economically disadvantaged individuals; and

(ii) whose management and daily business operations are controlled by
one or more of such individuals.

The contractor shall presume that socially and economically disadvantaged
individuals include Black Americans, Hispanic Americans, Native Americans,
and a ber minorities, or any other individual found to be disadvantaged by j
the Small Business Administration pursuant to section 8(a) of the Small ,

'

Business.Act.

Contractors acting in good faith may rely o') written representations
by their subconti-actors as cither a small business concern or a small business ,

Iconcern owned and conti-olled by socially and economically disadvantaged
individuals.

3.10 Utilization of Labor Surplus Area Concerns (1-1.805-3(a))

(The following clause is applicable if this contract exceeds $10,000.) I

l

.
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(a) It is the policy of the Government to award contracts to labor
surplus area concerns that agree to perform substantially in labor surplus
areas, where this can be done consistant with the efficient performance of
the contract and at prices no higher than are obtainable elsewhere. The
Contractor agrees to use his best efforts to place his subcontracts in
accordance with this policy.

(b) In complying with paragraph (a) of this clause and with paragraph (b)
of the clause of this contract entitled " Utilization of Small Business
Concerns," the Contractor in placing his subcontracts shall observe the
following order of preference: (1) Small business concerns that are labor
surplus area concerns, (2) other small business concerns, an (3) other
labor surplus area concerns.

(c) (1) The term " labor surplus area" means a caographical area
identified by the Department of Labor as an area of concentrated unemployment.

or underemployment or an area of labor surplus.

(2) The term " labor surplus area concern" means a concern that
together with its first-tier subcontractors will perform substantially in
labor surplus areas.

(3) The term "per.5crm substantially in a labor surplus area" means
that the costs incurred on account of manufacturing, production, or
appropriats services in labor surplus areas exceed 50 percent of the
contract price.

3.11 Clean Air and Water (1-1.2302-2)

(Applicable only if the contract exceeds $100,000, or the contracting
officer has determined that orders under an indefinite quantity contract ,

in any one year will exceed $100,000, or a facility to be used has been the
'

subject of a convi~ction under the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.1857c-8(c)(1))
or the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1319(c)) and is listed,
by EPA, or the contract is not otherwise exempt.)

(a) The Contractor agrees as follows:

(1) To comply with all the requirements of section 114 of the Clean Air |
Act, as amended (42 U.S.C.1857 et seq. , as amended by Pub. L. 91-604) and |

section N3 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C.1251 et I

seq., as amended by Pub. L. 92-500), respectively, relating to inspection,
monitoring, entry, reports, and information, as well as other requirements
specified in section 114 and section 308 of the Air Act and the Water Act,
respectively, and all regulations and guidelines issued thereunder before
the award of this contract. .

1 (2) Thrt no portion of the work required by this prime contract will be
performed in a facility listed on the Environmental Protection Agency List
of Violating Facilities on the date when this contract was awcrded unless
and until the EPA eliminates the name of such facility or facilities from
such listing.

|
1

| 1
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(3) To use his best efforts to comply with clean air standards and clean
water standards at the facility in which the contract is being performed.

(4) To insert the substance of the provisions of this clause into any
nonexempt subcontract, including this paragraph (a)(4).

(b) The terms used in this clause have the following meanings:

(1) The term " Air Act" means the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C.
1857 et seq., as amended by Pub. L. 91-604).

(2) The term " Water Act" means Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq., as amended ty Pub. L. 92-500).

.-(3) The term " clean air standards" means any enforceable rules, regula-
tions, guidelines, standards, limitations, orders, controls, prohibitions, or
other requirements which are contained in, issued under, or otherwise adopted
pursuant to the Air Act or Executive Order 11738, an applicable implementation
plan as described in section 110(d) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857c-5(d)),
an approved implementation precedure or plan under section 111(c) or
section 111(d), respectively, of the Air Act (42 U.S.C. 1857c-6(c) or (d)), or
an approved implementation procedure under section 112(d) of the Air Act
(42 U.S.C. 1857c-7(d)).

(4) The term " clean water standards" means any enforceable limitation,
control, condition, prohibition, standard, or other requirement which is pro-
mulgated pursuant to the Water Act or contained in a permit issued to a discharger
by the Environmental Protection Agency or by a State under an approved program,
as authorized by section 402 of the Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1342), or by local
government to ensure compliance with pretreatment regulations as required by
section 307 of the Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1317).

(5) The term " compliance" means compliance with clean air or water
standards. Compliance shall also mean compliance with a schedule or plan
ordered or approved by a court of competent jurisdiction, the Environmental
Protection Agency or an air or water pollution control agency in accordance
with the requirements of the Air Act or Water Act and regulations issued
pursuant thereto.

(6) The term " facility" means any building, plant, installation, structure,
mine, vessel, or other floating craft, location, or site of operations, owned,
leased, or supervised by a contractor or subcontractor, to be utilized in the
performance of a contract or subcontract. Where a location or site of operations
contains or includes more than one building, plant, installation, or structure,
the entire location or site shall be deemed to be a facility except where the
Director, Office of Federal Activities, Environmental Protection Agency,
determines that independent facilities are collocated in one geographical

' area..
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e 3.12 Utilization of Women-owned Business Concerns (over $10,000) (FPR Temp
Reg 54)

(a) It is the policy of the United States Government that women-owned
businesses shall have the maximum practicable opportunity to participate in
the performance of contracts awarded by any Federal agency.

(b) The Contractor agrees to use his best efforts to carry out this
policy in the award of subcontracts to the fullest extent consistent with the
efficient performance of this contract. As used in this contract, a " woman-
owned business" concern means a business that is at least 51% owned by a woman
or women who also c)ntrol and operate it. " Control" in this context means
exercising the power to sate policy decisions. " Operate" in this conte::t
means being actively involved in the day-to-day management. " Women" mean all
women business owners.

1

PATENT AND COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS NO. 4.0

4.1 Patent Rights - Acquisition by the Government (1-9.107-5(a))

(a) Definitions

(1) " Subject Invention" means any invention or discovery of the Contractor
conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of or under this
contract, and includes any art, method, process, machine, manufacture, design,
or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, or any
variety of plant, which is or may be patentable under the Patent Laws of the j
United States of America or any foreign country. ;

(2) " Contract" means any contract, agreement, grant, or other arrangement,
or subcontract entered into with or for the benefit of the Government where a
purpose of the contract is the conduct of experimental, developmental, or
ressarch work. -

(3) " States and domestic municipal governments" means the States of the
United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands,
American Samoa, Guam, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and any
political subdivision and agencies thereof.

(4) " Government agency" includes an executive department, independent
commission, board, office, agency, administration, authority, Government
corporation, or other Government establishment of the executive branch of the |
Government of the United States of America.

(5) "To the point of practical application" means to manufacture in the
case of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a process, or to
operate in the case of a machine and under such conditions as to establish
that the invention is being worked and that its benefits are reasonably
accessible to the public.

.
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(b) Allocation of principhl' rights

(1) Assignment to the Government. The Contractor agrees to assign to
the Government the entire right, title, and interest throughout the world in
and to each Subject Invention, except to the extent that rights are retained
by the Contractor under paragraphs (b)(2) and (d) of this clause.

(2) Greater rights determinations. The Contractor or the employee-
inventor with authorization of'the Contractor may retain greater rights than
the nonexclusiva license provided in paragraph (d) of this clause in accordanceA request for determina-with the procedure and criteria of 41 CFR 1-9.109-6.
tion whether the Contractor or the employee-inventor is entitled to retain
such greater rights must be submitted to the Contracting Officer at the time
of the first disclosure of the invention pursuant to paragraph (e)(2)(i) of
this clause, or not later than 3 month! thereafter, or such lcnger period as ;

may be authorized by the Contracting O'Ificer for good cause shown in writing
The information to be submitted for a greater rightsby the Contractor. Each determination of greaterdetermination is specified in 41 CFR 1-9.109-6.

rights under this contract normally shall be subject to paragraph (c) of this
clause and to the reservations and conditions deemed to be appropriate by the
agency.

(c) Minimum rights acquired by the Government. With respect to each
Subject Invention to which the Contractor retains principal or exclusive rights,
the Contractor:

(1) Hereby grants to the Government a nonexclusive, nontransferable,
paid-up license to make, use, and sell each Subject Invention throughout the
world by or on behalf of the Government of the United States (including any
Government agency) and States and domestic municipal goyernments;

(2) Agrees to grant to responsible applicants, upon request of the
Government, a license on terms that are reasonable under the circumstances:

i(i) Unless the Contractor, his. licensee, or his assignee demonstrates
to the Gcverament that effective steps have been taken within 3 years after a j

patent issues on such invention to bring the invention to the point of practical
'

application, or that the invention has be.en made available for licensing
royalty-free or on terms that are reasonable in the circumstances, or can show
cause why the principal or exclusive rights should be retained for a further
period of time; or

(ii) To the extent that the invention is required for public use by
governmental regulations or as may be necessary to fulfill public health,
safety, or welfare needs, or for other public purposes stipulated in this
contract;

(3) Shall submit written reports at reasonable intervals upon request of
the Government during the term of the patent on the Subject Invention regarding:

.

6
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| (1) The commercial use that is being made or is intended to be made
of the invention; and

- (11) The steps tatea by the Contractor or his transferee to bring
the invention to the point of practical application .or to make the invention
available for licensing;

(4) Agrees to refur.d any amounts received as royalty charges on any
Subject Invention in procurements for or on behalf of the Government and to
provide for that refund in any instrument transferring rights to any party in .

'

the invention; and

paragraph (grees to provide for the Government's paid-up ifcense pursuant to(5) A
c)(1) of this clause in any instrument transferring rights in a

Subject Invention and to prov!de for the granting of licenses as required by
(2) of this clause, and for the reporting of utilization information as required
by paragraph (c)(3) of this clause whenever the instrument transfers principal
or exclusive rights in any Subject Invention.

Nothing contained in this paragraph (c) shall be deemed to grant to the
Government any rights wita respect to any invention othe* than a Subject
Invention.

(d) Minimum rights to the Contractor.

(1) The Contractor reserves a revocable, nonexclusive, royalty-free
license in each patent ap;11 cation filed in any country on a Subject Invention
and any resulting patent in which the Government acquires title. The license
shall extend to the Contractor's domestic subsidiaries and affiliates, if any,
within the corporate structure of which the Contractor is a part and shall
include the right to grant sublicenses of the same scope to the extent the
Contractor was legally obligated to do so at the time the contract was awarded.
The license shall be transferable only with approval of the agency except when
transferred to the successor of that part of the Contractor's business to
which the invention pertains.

(2) The Contractor's nonexclusive domestic license retained pursuant to
paragraph (d)(1) of this clause may be revoked or modified by the agency to
the extent necessary to acieve expeditious practical application of the Subject
Invention under 41 CF,. 101-4.103-3 pursuant to an application for exclusive
license submitted in accordance with 41 CFR 101-4.1043. This license shall
not be revoked in that field of use and/or the geographical areas in which the
Contractor has brought the invention to the point of practical application and
continues to make the benefits of t3e invention reasonably accessibit to the
public. The Contractor's nonexclusive license in any foreign country reserved
pursuant to paragraph (d)(1) of this clause may be revoked or modifisd at the
discretion of the a(pncy to the extent the Contractor or his domestic suosidiaries
or affiliates have failed to achieve the practical application of the invention
in that foreign counts.

.. _
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(3) Before modification or revocation of the license, pursuant to
paragraph (d)(2) of.this clause, the agency shall furnish the Contractor a
written notice of its intention to modify or revoke the licese, and the Con-
tractor shall be allowed 30 days (or such longer period as may be authorized
by the agency for good cause shown in writing by the Contractor) after the
notice to show cause why the license should not be modified or revoked. The
Contractor shall have the right to appeal, in accordance with procedures
prescribed by the agency, any decision concerning the modification or revocation
of his license.

(e) Inventionr, identification, disclosures, and reports.

(1) The Contractor shall establish and maintain active and effective
-

procedures to ensure that Subject Inventions are promptly identified and
These procedures shall include the maintenance of laboratorytimely disclosed.

notebooks or equivalent records and any other records that are reasonably
necessary to document the conception and/or the first actual reduction to'
practice of Subject Inventions, and records which shew that the procedures for
identifying and disclosing the inventions are followed. Upon request, the
Contractor shall furnish the Contracting Officer a description of these
procedures so that he may evaluate and determine their effectiveness.

(2) The Contractor s .all furnish the Contracting Officer:

(i) A complete technical disclosure for each Subject Invention
within 6 months after conception or first actual reduction to practice which-
ever occurs first in the course of or under the contract, but in any event
prior to any on sale, public use, or publication of such invention known to

The disclosure shall identify the contract and inventor andthe Contractor.
shall be sufficiently complete in technical detail and appropriately illus-
trated by sketch or diagram to convey to one skilled in the art to which the
invention pertains a clear understanding of the nature, purpose, operation,
and, to the extent known, the physical, chemical, biological, or electrical
characteristics of the invention;

(ii) Interim reports! at least every 12 months from the date of the
contract listing Subject Inventions for that period and certifying that:

(A) The Contractor's procedures for identifying and disclosing
Subject Inventions as required by this paragraph (e) have been followed
throughout the reporting period; and -

(B) All Subject Inventions have been disclosed or that there are no
such inventions; and

(iii) A final report 1 within 3 months after completion of the contract
work, listing all Subject Inventions or certifying that there were no such

,

l

inventions. |

l

1 Agency may specify form.
..
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(3) The Contractor shall obtain patent agreements to effectuate the
provisions of this clause from all persons in his employ who perform any part
of the work under this contract except nontechnical personnel, such as clerical ,

employees and manual laborers.

(4) The Contractor agrees that the Government may duplicate and disc M e
Subject Invention disclosures and all other reports and papers furnished or
required to be furnished pursuant to this clause.

(f) ForfeitureofrightsinunreportedSubjectInventions

(1) The Contractor shall forfeit to the Government all rights in any
Subject Invention which he fails to disclose to the Contracting Officer within
6 months after the time he:

(i) Files or causes to be filed a United States or foreign application
thereon; or

(ii) Submits the final report required by paragraph (e)(2)(iii) of
this clause, whichever is later.

(2) However, the Contractor shall not forfeit rights in a Subject Invention
if, within the time specified in (1)(i) or (1)(11) of this paragraph (f), the
Contractor:

(i) Prepared a written decision based upon a review of tha record
i that the invention was neither conceived nor first actually reduced to practice

in the course of or under the contract; or

(ii) Contending that the invention is not a Subject Invention, he
nevertheless discloses the invention and all facts pertinent to his contention
to the Contracting Officer; or .

(iii) Establishes that the failure to disclose did not result from !

his fault or negligence.

(3) Pending written assignments of the patent applications and patents
on a Subject Invention determined by the Contracting fifficer to be forfeited
(such determination to be a final decision under the Disputes Clause), the
Contractor shall be deemed to hold the invention and the patent applications
and patents pertaining thereto in trust for the Government. The forfeiture-

provision of this paragraph (f) shall be in addition to and shall not super-
sede other rights and remedies which the Government may have with respect to
Subject Inventions.

(g) Examination of records relating to inventions

(1) The Contracting Officer or his authorized representative until the
expiration of 3 years after final payment under this contract shall have the
right to examine any books (including laboratory notebooks), records, documents,
and other supporting data of the Contractor which the Contracting Officer

i _
_
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reasonably deems pertinent to the discovery or identification of Subject
Inventions to detemine compliance with the requirements of this clause.

(2) The Contracting Officer shall have the right to review all books
(including laboratory notebooks), records and documents of the Contractor
relating to the conception of first actual reduction to practice of inventions

|in the same field of technology as the work under this contract to detemine
whether any such inventions are Subject: Inventions if the Contractor refuses
or fails to:

(i) Establish the procedures of paragraph (e)(1) of this clause; or

(ii) Maintain and follow such procedures; or
'

(iii) Correct or eliminate any material deficiency in the procedures
within thirty (30) days after the Contracting Officer notifies the Contractor
of such a deficiency. i

,

(h) Withholding cf payment.(Not applicable to Subcontracts)

(1) Any time before final payment of the amount of this contract, the
Contracting Officer may, if he deems such action warranted, withhold payment
until a reserve not exceeding $50,000 or 5 percent of the amount of this
contract, whichever is less, shall have been set aside if in his opinion, the
Contractor fails to:

(1) Establish, maintain, and foll'ow effective procedures for . .

identifying and disclosing Subject Inventions pursuant to paragraph (e)(1) of
'

this clause; or

(ii) Disclose any Subject Invention pursuant to paragraph (e)(2)(i)
of this clause; or ,

(iii) Deliver acceptable interim reports pursuant to paragraph (e)(2)(fi)
of this clause; or

(iv) Provide the information regarding subcontracts pursuant to j
paragraph (t)(5) of this clause. i

i
'

The reserve or balance shall be withheld until the Contracting Officer s

has determined that the Contractor has rectified whatever deficiencies exist
and has delivered all reports, disclosures, and other information required by
this clause.

(2) Final payment under this contract shall not be made before the
Contractor delivers to the Contracting Officer all disclosures of Subiect
Inventions required by paragraph (e)(2)(i) of this claure, and an acceptable
final report pursuant to (e)(2)(iii) of this clause.

,

,

(3) The Contracting Officer may, .in his discretion, decrease or increase
the sums withheld up to the maximum authorized above. If the Contractor is a !

- j

.
,.
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nonprofit organization the maximum amount that may be withheld under this
paragraph shall not exceed $50,000 or 1 percent of the amount of this contract
whichever is less. No amount shall be withheld under this paragraph while the
amount specified by this paragraph is being withheld under other provisions of
the contract. The withhold.ing of any amount or subsequent payment thereof
shall not be construed as a waiver of any rights accruing to the Government
under this contract.

.

(i) Subcontracts
,

(1) For the purpose of this paragraph the term " Contractor" means the
party awaroing the subcontract and the term " Subcontractor" means the rarty
being awarded a subcontract, regardless of tier.

(2) Unless otherwise authorized or directed by the Government Contracting
Officer, the Contractor shall include this Patent Rights clause modified to
identify the parties in any subcontract hereunder if a purpose of the subcontract
is the conduct of experimental, developmental, or research work. In the event
of refusal by a Subcontractor to accept this clause, or if in the opinion of
the Contractor this clause is inconsistent with the policy set forth in
41~CFR 1-9.107-3, the Contractor:

(i) Shall promptly submit a written notice to the Government
Contracting Officer setting forth reasons for the Subcontractor's refusal and
other pertinent information which may expedite disposition of the matter; and

'
' (ii) Shall not proceed with the subcontract without the written

authorization of the Government Contracting Officer.

(3) The Contractor shall not, in any subcontract or by using a subcontract
as consideration therefor, acquire any rights in his Subcontractor's Subject
Invention for his own use (as distinguished from such rights as may be required
solely to fulfill his contract obligations to the Government in the performance
of this contract).

(4) All invention disclosures, reports, instruments, and other information
required to be furnished by the Subcontractor to the Government Contracting
Officer under the provisions of a Patent Rights clause in any subcontract
hereunder may, in the discretion of tb Government Contracting Officer, be
furnished to the Contractor for tranemission to the Government Contracting

| Officer. |

| (5) The Contractor shall promptly notify the Government Contracting l
Officer in writing upon the award of any subcontract containing a Patent '

Rights clause by identifying the Subcontractor, the work to be performed under
the subcontract, and the dates of award and estimated completion. Upon request
of the Government Contracting Officer, the Ccntractor shall furnish a copy of
the subcontract. If there are no subcontracts containing Patent Rights Clauses,
a negative report shall be included in the final report submitted pursuant to
paragraph (e)(2)(iii) of this clause.

. ._ _ -
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(6) The Contractor shall identify all Subject Inventions of the Subcontractor
of which he acquires knowledge in the performance of this contract and shall
notify the Government Contracting Officer promptly upon the identification of
the inventions.

(7) It is understood that the Government is a third party beneficiary of
any subcontract clause granting rights to the Government in Subject Inventions,
and the Contractor hereby assigns to the Government all rights that he would
have to enforce the Subcontractor's obligations for the benefit of the
Government with respect to Subject Inventions. The Contractor shall not be
obligated to enforce the agreements of any Subcontractor hereunder relating to 1

the obligations of the Subcontractor to the Government in regard to Subject )
Inventions. ;

-(j) No claim for pecuniary award or compensation under the provisions of i

ithe Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, shall be asserted by the contractor
or its employees, with respect to any invention or discovery made or conceived
in the course of or under this contract.

(k) With respect to any U.S. Patent Application filed by the contractor
or any contract invention or discovery made or conceived in the course of the
contract, the contractor will incorporate in the first paragraph of the U.S.
Patent Application the following statement:

'The invention described herein was made in the course of, or under,
a contract (if desired, may substitute contract with identifying

,

number) with the Commission;'

4.2 Patent Indemnification of k vernment by Contractor

The contractor agrees to indemnify the Government, its officers, agents,
servants, and employees against liability of any kind (including costs and
expenses incurred) for the use of any invention or discovery and for the
infringement of any Letters Patent (not including liability, arising pursuant
to sec. 183, Title 35 (1952) U.S.C. , prior to the issuance of Letters Patent)
occurring in the performance of this contract or arising by reason of the use
or disposal by or for the account of the Government of items manufactured or
supplied under this contract.

4.3 Rights in Copyrightab1r Material Under Contracts

(a) The contractor (i) agrees that the Commission shall determine the
disposition of the title to and the rights under any copyright secured by the
cor. tractor or its employees on copyrightable material first produced 3r composed
9nder this contract and (ii) hereby grants to the Government a royalty-free,
nonexclusive, irrevocable license to reproduce, translate, publish, use and
dispose of, and to authorize others so to do, all copyrightable work not first
produced or composed by the contractor in the performance of this contract but
which is incorporated in the material furnished under the contract, provided
that such license shall be only to the extent the contractor now has, or prior
to the completion or final settlement of the contract may acquire the right to

:
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grant such license without becoming liable to pay compensation to others
solely because of such grant.

(b) The contractor agrees that it will not include any copyrighted |

|material in any written or copyrightable material furnished or delivered under
this contract, without a license as provided for in paragraph (a)(ii) hereof,
or without the consent of the copyright owner, unless specific written approval
of the Contracting Officer to the inclusion of such copyrighted material is
secured.

(c) The contractor agrees to report in writing to the Commission, promptly
and in reasonable detail, any notice or claim of copyright infringement received
by the contractor with respect to any material delivered urder this contract.

4.4 Copyright indemnification of Government

Except as otherwise provided, the contractor agrees to indeenify the
Government, its officers, agents, servants, and employees against liability,
including costs and expenses, for the infringement of any copyright in any
work protected under the copyright laws of the United States arising out of
the performance of this contract, including the reproduction, translation,
publication or use of dny such copyrighted material.

4.5 Notice and Assistance Regarding Patent and Copyright Infringement
(1-7.103-4)

(a) The Contractor shall report to the Contracting Officer, promptly and
in reasonable written detail, each notice or claim of patent or copyright
infringement based on the performance of this contract of which the Contractor
has knowledge.

(b) In the event of any clata or suit against the Government, on account
of any alleged patent or copyright infringement arising out of the performance
of this Contract or out of the use of any supplies furnished or work or services
performed hereunder, the Contractor shall furnish to the Government, when
requested by the Contracting Officer, all evidence and information in possession
of the Contractor pertaining to su::h suit or claim. Such evidence and informa-
tion shall be furnished at the expense of the Government except where the
Contractor has agreed to indemnify the Government.

FINANCIAL AND TERMINATION PROVISIONS NO. 5.0

5.1 Limitation of Cost (1-7.202-3(a))

(Applicable to Contracts which are fully funded only)

(a) It is estimated that the total cost to the Government for the
performance of this contract, exclusive of any fee, will not exceed the estimated
cost set forth in the Schedule, and the Contractor agrees to use his best
efforts to perform the work specified in the Schedule and all obligations
under this contract within such estimated cost. If, at any time, the Contractor

_
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has reason to believe that the costs which he expects to incur in the perform-
ance of this contract in the next succeeding 60 days, when added to all costs
previously incurred, will exceed 75 percent of the estimated cost then set
forth in the Schedule, or if, at any time, the Contractor has reason to believe
that the total cost to the Government for the performance of this contract,
exclusive of any fee, will be greater or substantially less than the then |
estimated cost hereof, the Contractor shall notify the Contracting Officer in
writing to that effect, giving the revised estimate of such total cost for the .

performance of this contract.

(b) Except as required by other provisions of this contract specifically
citing and stated to be an exception from this clause, the Government shall
not be obligated to reimburse the Contractor for costs incurred in excess of
the estimated cost set forth in t'le 5~chedule, and th'e Contractor shahl not be
obligated to continue performance under the contract (including actions' under
the Termination clause) or otherwise to i'ncur costs in exces's 'of the estimated

.

cost set forth in the Schedu'le, unless and until the Contracting Office'r th'all
have notified the Contractor in writing that such estimated cost has been
increased and shall have specified in such hotice a revised estimated cost
which shall thereupon constitute the estimated cost of performance of this
contract. No notice, communication, or represe'rrtstion in any other Tom or
from any person other than the Contracting Officer shall affect the estimated
cost of this contract. In the absence of th'e specified notice, the Go'vernineht
shall not be obligated to reimburse the Contract for any costs in excess of
the estimated cost st' f orth in the Schedule, whether those excess costs were
incurred during the course of the contract or as a result'of termination.
When and to the extent that the estimated cost set forth in the Schedule has
been incre1 sed, any costs incurred by the Contractor in excess of the estimated
cost prior to such increase shall be allowable to the same extent as if such
costs had been incurred after the ' increase; unless the C6ntractihg Officer
issues a termination or other notice and dir.. cts that the increase is solely
for the purpose of termination or other speci d ed expenses.

(c) Change orders issued pursuant to the Chr.1ges clause of this contract
shall not be considered an authorization to the Cutractor to exceed the
estimated cost set forth in the Schedule in the absence of a statement in the
change order, or other contract modification, increasing the estimated cost.'

,

(d). In the event that this contract is terminated or the estimated cost
not increased, the Government and the Contractor shall negotiate an equitable
distribution of all property produced or purchased under the contract based
upon the share of costs incurred by each. -

5.2 Limitation of Funds (1-7.202-3(b))

(Applicable to contracts which are incrementally funded)
!

(a) It is estime.ted that the cost to the Government for the performance
of this contract will not exceed the estimated cost set forth in the Schedule,
and the Contractor agrees to use his best efforts to perform the work specified
in the Schedule and all obligations under this contract within such estimated

,
,

Cost.
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(b) The amount presently available for payment and allotted to this
contract, the items covered thereby, the period of performance which it is
estimated the allotted amount will cover, are specified in the Schedule. It

is contemplated that from time to time additional funds will be allotted to
this contract up to the full estimated cost sat forth in the Schedule, exclu-
sive of any fee. The Contractor agrees to perfom or have performed work
on this contract up to the point at which the total amount paid and .
payable by the Government pursuant to the terms of this contract approximates
but does not exceed the total amount actually allotted to the contract.

(c) If at any time the Contractor has reason to believe that the costs
which he expects to incur in the performance of this contract in the next
succeeding 60 days, when added to all costs previously incurred, will exceed
75 percent of the total amount then allotted to the contract, the Contractor
shall notify the Contracting Officer in writing to that effect. The notice
shall state the estimated amount of additional funds required to continue
perfomance for the period set forth in the Schedule. Sixty days prior to the
end of the period specified in the Schedule the Contractor will advise the

iContracting Officer in writing as to the estimated amount of additional funds,
if any, that will be required for the timely pt rformance of the work under the
contract or for such fur.ther period as may be s)ecified in the Schedule or
othemise agreed to by.the parties. If, after such notification, additional
funds are not allotted by the end of the period set forth in the Schedule or
an agreed date substituted therefor, the Contracting Officer will, upon written
request, by the Contractor, terminate this contract pursuant to the provisions
of the Termination clause on such datt. If the Contractor, in the exercise of
his reasonable judgment, estimates that the funds available will allow him to
continue to discharge his obligations hereunder for a period extending beyond
such date, he shall specify the later date in his request and the Contracting
Officer, in his discretion, may terminate this contract on that later date.

(d) Except as required by other provisions of this contract specifically
citing and stated to be an exception from this clause, the Government shall
not be obligated to reimburse the Contractor for costs incurred in excess of
the total amount from time to time allotteo :.o the contract, and the Con- ,

1tractor shall not be obligated to continue performance under the contract
I

(including actions under the Termination clause) or otherwise to incur costs
in excess of the amount allotted to the contract, unless and until the Con-
tracting Officer has notified the Contractor in writing that such allotted
amount has been increased and has specified in such notice an increased amount
constituting the total amount then allotted to the contract. To the extent
the amount allotted exceeds the estimated cost set forth in the Schedule, such
estimated cost shall be correspondingly increased. No notice, communication,
or representation in any other form or from any person other than the Con-
tracting Officer shall affect the amount allotted to this contract. In the
absence of the specified no'.!ce, the Government shall not be obligated to

'

i

reimburse the Contractor for ey costs in excess of the total amount then
allotted to the contract, whether those excess costs were incurred during the
course of the contract or as a result of termination. WLn cr.d to the extent
that the amount allotted to the contract has been increased, any costs
ir. curred by the Contractor in exce:: cf the amount previously allotted shall

- _ ___
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be allowable to the same extent as if such costs had been incurred after such 1

increase in the tsount~ allotted; unless the Contracting Officer issues a |
temination ist other notice and directs that the increase is solely for the
purpose of covering termination or other spec'ified expenses.~

(e) Change orders issued pursuant to the Changes clause of this contract
shall not be considered an authorization to the Contractor to exceed the
amount allotted in the Schedule in the absence of a statement in the change
order, or other contract modification, increasing the amount allotted.

(f) Nothing in this clause shall affect the right of the Government to
teminate this contract. In the event this contract is terminated, the Govern-
ment and the Contractor shall negotiate an equitable distribution of all
property produced or purchased under the contract based upon the share of
costs incurred by each.

(g) In the event tisat sufficient funds are not allotted to this contract
to allow completion of the work contemplated by this contract, the Contractor
shall be entitled to that percentage of the fee set forth in the Schedule
equivalent to the percentage of completion of the work contemplated by this
contract. .

5.3 Allowable Cost, Fixed-Fee, and Paycent (1-7.202-4) and (1-7.402-3(a))

(Applicable to cost-reimbursement type contracts which provide for
payment of a fixed fee)

(a) For the performance of this contract, the Government shall pay to
the Contracter:

(1) The cost thereof (hereinafter referred to as " allowable cost")
determined by the Contracting Officer to be allowable in accordance with:

(i) Subpart 1-15.2 of the Federal Procurement Regulations
(41 CFR 1-15.2), as in effect on the date of this contract; and

(ii) The terms of this contract; and

(2) Such fixed-fee, if any, as may be provided for in the Schedule.

(b) Payments shall be made to the Contractor when requerted as work
progresses, but not more frequently than bi-weekly, in amounts approved by the
Contracting Officer. The Contractor may submit to an authorized repre-
sentative of the Contracting Officer, in such form and reasonable detail as
such representative may require, an invoice or public voucher supported by a
statement of cost for the performance of this contract and claimed to con--

stitute allowable cost. For this purpose, except as provided herein with
respect to pension contributions, the term " costs" shall include only those
recorded costs which result, at the time of the request for reimbursement,

|
from payment by cash, check, or other form of actual payment for items or ser-
vices purchased directly for the contract, together with (when the Contractor

j! -

|
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is not delinquent in payment of costs of contract performance in the ordinary |
course of business) costs incurred, but not necessarily paid, for materials ,

whch have been issued from the Contractor's stores inventory and placeo in the
'

production process for use on the contract, for direct labor, for direct 1

travel, for other direct inhouse costs, and for properly allocable and allow-
able indirect costs, as is shown by records maintained by the Contractor for
purposes of obtaining reimbursement under Government contract. plus the amount
of progress payments which have been paid to the Contractor's subcontractors
under similar cost standards. In addition, when pension contributions are
paid by the Contractor to the retirement fund less frequently than quarterly,
accrued costs therefor shall be excluded from indirect costs for payment pur-
poses until such costs are paid. If pension contributions are paid on a
quarterly or more frequent basis, accruals therefor may be included in direct
costs for payment purposes provided that they are paid to the fund within
30 days after the close of the period covered. If payments are not made to
the fund within such 30-day period, pension contribution costs shall be excluded
from indirect cost for payment punoses until payment has been made. The
restriction on payment more frequently than bi-weekly and the requirement of
prior payment for items or services purchased directly for the contract shall
not apply when the Lontractor is a small business concern.

(c) Promptly after receipt of each invoice or voucher and statement of
cost, the Government shall, except as otherwise provided in this contract
subject to the provisions of (d) below, make payment thereon as approved by
the Contracting Officer. Payment of the fixed-fee, if any. shall be made to
the Contractor as specified in the Schedule: Provided, however, That after
payment of 85 percent of the fixed-fee set forth in the Schedule, the Contracting
Officer may withhcid further payment of fee until a reserve shall have been .

set aside in an amount which he considers necessary to protect the interests
of the Government, but such reserve shall not exceed 15 percent of the total
fixed-ree, or $100,000, whichever is less.

(d) At any time or times prior to final payment under this contract the
Contracting Officer may have the invoices or vouchers and statements of cost
audited. Ea'ch payment theretofore made shall be subject to reduction for
amounts included in the related invoice or voucher which are found by the
Contracting Officer, on the basis of such audit, not to constitute allowable
cost. Any payment may be reduced for overpayments, or increased for underpay- <

'

ments, on preceding invoices or vouchers.

(e) On receipt and approval of the invoice or voucher designated by the
Contractor as the ' completion invoice" or " completion voucher" and upon com-
pliance by the Contractor with all the provisions of this contract (including,
without limitation, the provisions relating to patents and the provisions of
(f), below), the Government shall promptly pay to the Contractor any balance
of allowable cost, and any part of the fixed-fee, which has been withheld
pursuant to (c), above, or otherwise not paid to the Contractor. The com-
pletion invoice or voucher shall be submitted by the Contractor promptly
following completion of the work under this contract but in no event later
than 1 year (or such longer period as the Contractin0 Officer may in his
discretion approve in writing) from the date of such completion.

_ _. _. - ___ ___
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(f) The Contractor agrees that any refunds, rebates, credits, or other
amounts (including any interest thereon) accruing to or received by the Con-
tractor or any assignee under this contract shall be paid by the Contractor
to the Government, to the extent that they are properly allocable to costs for
which the Contractor has been reimbursed by the Government under this contract.
Reasonable expenses incurred by the Contractor for the purpose of securing
such refunds, rebates, credits, or other amounts shall be allowable costs
hereunder when approved by tne Contracting Officer. Prior to final payment
under this contract, the Contractor and each assignee under this contract
whose assignment is in effect at the time of final payment under this contract
shall execute and deliver:

(1) An assignment to the Government, in form and substance satisfactory
to the Contracting Officer, of refunds, rebates, credits, or other amounts
(including any interest thereon) properly allocable to costs for which the
Contractor has been reimbursed by the Government under this contract; and

(2) A release discharging the Government its officers, agents, and
employees from all liabilities, obligations, and claims arising out of or
under tnis contract, subject only to the following exceptions: j,

(i) Special claims in stated amounts or in estimated amounts where
the anounts are not susceptible of exact statement by the Contractor;

(ii) Claims, together with reasonable expenses incidental thereto,
based upon liabilities of the Contractor to third parties arising out of the

Provided, However, That such claims are notpcrformance of this contract:
known to the Contractor on the date of the execution of the release; and pro-
vided further, that the Contractor gives notice of such claims in writing to
the Contracting Officer not more than 6 years after the date of the release or
the date of any notice to the Contractor that the Government is prepared to
make final payment, whichever is earlier; and

(iii) Claims for reimbursement of costs (other than expenses of the
Contractor by reason of its indemnification of the Government against patent
liability), including reasonable expenses incidental thereto, incurred by the
Contractor under the provisions of this contr'act relating to patents.

|

(g) Any cost incurred by the Contractor under the terms of this contract
which would constitute allowable cost under the provisions of this clause
shall be included in determining the amount payable under this contract,
notwithstanding any provisions contained in the specifications or other docu-
ments incorporated in this contract by reference, designating services to be
performed or materials to be furnished by the Contractor at his expense or
without cost to the Government.

|

|
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5.4 Allowable Cost and Fayment (1-7.402-3(b))

(Applicable to contracts, without fne)

(a) For the performant:e of this contract, the Government shall pay to
the Contractor the cost thereof (hereinafter referred to as " allowable cost")
determined by the Contracting Officer to be allowable in accordance wittt: ,

(1) Subpart 1-15.2 of the Federal Procurement Regulations (41 CFR 1-15.2),
as in effect on the date of this contract; and

(2) The terms of this contract.

(b) Payments shall be made to the Contractor when requested as work
progresses, but not more fre<1uently than bi-weekly, in amounts approved by the
Contracting Of'icer. The Contractor may submit to an authorized representative

'

of the Contracting Officer, in such form and reasonable detail as such represent-
ative may require, an invoice or public voucher suppcrted by a ctatement of
cost for the performance of this contract and claimed to constitute allowable
cost. For this purpose, except as provided herein with respect to pension
contributions, the term " costs" shall include only those recorded costs which
result, at the time of the request for reimbursement, from payment by cash,
check, or other form of actual payment for items or services purchased directly
for the contract, together with (when the Contractor is not delinquent in
payment of costs of contract performance in the ordinary course of business)
costs incurred, but not necessarily paid, for materials which have been issued
from the Contractor's store inventory and placed in the production pro;ess for
use on the contract, for direct . labor, for direct travel, for other direct
inhouse costs, and for properly allocable and allowable indirect costs, as is
shown by records maintained by the Contractor for purposes of obtaining
reimbursement under Government contracts plus the amount of progress pa/ments
which have been paid to the Contractor's subcontractors under similar cost
standards. In addition, when pension contributions are paid by the Conttactor
to the retirement fund less frequently than quarterly, accrued costs therefor
shall be excluded from indirect costs for payment purposes until'such corts
are paid. If pension contributions are paid on a quarterly or more frequent
basis, accruals therefor may be included in irfirect costs for payment purposes
provided that they are paid to the fund within 30 days after the close of the
period covered. If payments are not made to the fund within such 30-day
period, pension contribution costs shall be excluded from indirect cost for
payment purposes until payment has been made. The restriction on payment rnore
frequently than bi-weekly and the requirement of prior payment for items or
services chased directly for the contract shall not apply when the Contractor
is a smal. siness concern.

(c) icomptly after receipt of each invoice or voucher and stat ent of-

cost, the Government shall, except as otherwise provided in this contract
subject to the provisions of (d), below, make payment thareon as approved by
the Contractng Officer.

__
,
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After payment of an amount equal to 80 percent of the total estimated 1

cost of performance of this contract set forth in the Schedule, the Contract-I

ing Officer may withhold further payment on account of allowable cost until a
reserve shall have been set aside in an amount which he considers necessary to
protect the interests of the Government, but such reserve shall not exceed
1 percent of (the Government's share of) such total estimated cost or $100,000,
whichever is less.

(d) At any time or times prior to final payment under this contract the
Contracting Officer may have the invoices or vouchers and statements of cost
audited. Each payment theretofore made shall be subje'.c to ' eduction forr

amounts included in the related invoice or voucher which are found by the
Contracting Officer, on the basis of such audit, not to constitute allowable

Any payment may be reduced for overpayments, or increased for underpay-
| .[ cost.ments, on preceeding invoices or vouchers.'

(e) On receipt and approval of the invoice or voucher designated by the
Contractor as the " completion invoice" or " completion voucher" and upon compliance
by the Contractor with all the provisions of this contract (including, without
limitation, the provisions relating to patents and the provisions of (f),
below, the Government shall promptly pay to the Contractor any A.clance of
allowable cost which has been withheld pursuant to (c), above, e r utherwise
not paid to the Contractor. The completion invoice or voucher thall bework undersubmitted by the Contractor promptly following completion of th: this contract but in no event later than 1 year (or such longe period as the

| Contracting Officer may in his discretion approve in writing) f rom the date of
,

|
such completion.

! The Contractor agrees that any refunds, rebates, credits, or other(f)
amounts (including any interest thereon) accruing to or received by the Con-
tractor or any assignee under this contract shall be paid by the Contractor to
the Government, to the extent that they are properly allocable to costs for
which the Contractor has been reimbursed by the Government under this contract.
Reasonable expenses incurred by the Contractor for the purpose of securing!
such refunds, rebates, credits, or other amounts shall be allowable costs
hereunder when approved by the Contracting Officer. Prior to final payment.
under this contract, the Contractor and each assignee under this contract
whose assignment is in effect at the time of final payment under this contract
shall execute and deliver:

(1) Any assignment to the Government, in fcrm and substance satisfactory
to the Contracting Officer, of refunds, rebates, credits, or other amounts
(including any interest thereon) properly allocable to costs for which the
Contractor has been reimbursed by the Government under this contract; and .

A release discharging the Government its officers, agents, and(2)
employees from all liabilities, obligations, and claims arising out of or '

;

under this contract, subject only to the following exceptions:

(i) Special claims in stated anounts or in estimated amounts where 3

the amounts are not susceptible of exact statement by the Contractor. '

.
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(ii) C1&iss,'together with reasonable expenses incidental thereto,
based upon liabilities of the Contractor to third parties arising out of the'
perfors m e of this contract: Provided, however, That such claims are not
known eo the Contractor on the date of the execution of the release; and
pro aded further, that the Contractor gives notice of such claims in writing
to the Contracting Officer not more than 6 years after the date of the release
or the date of any notice to the Contractor that the Government is prepared to
make final payment, whichever is earlier; and

(iii) Claims for reimbursement of costs (other than expenses of the
Contractor by reason of its indemnification of the Government against patent
liability), including. reasonable expenses incidental thereto, incurred by the
Contractor under the provisions of this contract relating to patents.

(g) Any cost incurred by the Contractor under the terms of this contract
which would constituta allowable cost under the provisions of this clause
shall be included in determining the amount payable under this contract,
notwithstanding any provisions contained in the specifications or other
acuments incorporated in this contract by reference, designating services to
be performed or materials' to be furnished by the Contractor at his expense or
without cost to the Government.

5.5 Negotiated Overhead Rates (1-3.704-1)
. . .
.

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of the clause of this contract entitled
" Allowable Cost, Fixed Fee, and Payment," the allowable indirect costs under
this contract shall be obtained by applying negotiated overhead rates to bases
agreed upon by the parties, as specified below.

(b) The Contractor, as soon as possible but not later than ninety (90)
days after the expiration of his fiscal year, or such other period as may be
specified in the contract, shall submit to the Contracting Officer, with a
copy to the cognizant audit activity, a proposed final overhead rate or rates
for that period based on the Contractor's actual cost experience during that
period, together with supporting cost data. Negotiation of overhead rates by
the Contractor and the Contracting Officer shall be undertaken as promptly as
practicable after receipt of the Contractor's proposal.

(c) A11owability of costs and acceptability of cost allocation methods
shall be determined in accordance with Subpart 1-15.2 of the Federal Procure-
ment Regulations (41 CFR 115.2) as in effect on the date of this contract.
Subparts 1-15.3 and 1-15.7 of said Regulations apply in contracts with
educational institutions or with Stata and local governments, respectively.!

(d) The results of each negotiation shall be set'forth in a modification
to this contract, which shall specify (1) the agreed final rates, (2) the
bases to which the rates apply, and (3) the periods for which the rates apply.

(e) Pending establishment of final overhead rates for any period, the
Contractor shall be reimbursed either at negotiated provisional rates as pro-
vided in the contract, or at billing rates acceptable to the Contracting

. .__ . . ._. _ _ - . .
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Officer, subject to appropriate adjustment when the final rates for that
period are established. To prevent substantial over or under payment, and to
apply either retroactively or prospectively: (1) Provisional rates may, at
the request of either party, be revised by mutual agreement and (2) billing
rates may be adjusted at any time by the Contracting Officer. Any such
revision of negotiated provisional rates provided in the contract shall be set
forth in a modification to this contract.

(f) Any failure by the parties to agree on any final rates under this
clause shall be considered a dispute concerning a question of fact for decision
by the Contracting Officer within the meaning of the " Disputes" clause of this
contract.

5.6 State and Local Taxes

(a) The contractor agrees to notify the Commission of any State or local
tax, fee, or charge levied or purported to be levied on or collected from the
contractor with respect to the contract work, any transaction thereunder, or
property in the custody or control of the contractor and constituting an
allowable item of cost if due and payable, but which the contractor has reason
to believe, or the Commission had advised the contractor, is or may be inapplicable
or invalid; and the coritractor further agrees to refrain from paying any such
tax, fee, or charge unless authorized in writing by the Commission. Any State
or local tax, fee, or charge paid with the approval of the Commission or vi
the basis of advice from the Commission that such tax, fee, or charge is
apolicable and valid, and which would otherwise be an allowable item of costs,
shall aot be disallowed as an item of cost by reason of any subsequent ruling
or determination that such tax, fee, or charge was in fact inapplicable or
invalid.

(b) The contractor agrees to take such action as may be required or
approved by the Commission to cause any State or local tax, fee, or charge
which would be an allowable cost to be paid under protest; and to take such
action as may be required or approved by the Cosanission to seek recovery of i

any payments made, including assignment to the Government or its designee of |
all rights to an abatement or refund thereof, and granting permission for the
Government to join with the contractor in any proceedings for the recovery
thereof or to sue for recovery in the name of .the contractor. If the Commission
directs the contractor to institute litigation to enjoin the collection of or
to recover payment of any such tax, fee, or charge referred to above, or if a
claim or suit is filed against the contractor for a tax, fee, or charge it has
refrained from paying in accordance with this article, the procedures and

Irequirements of the article entitled " Litigation and Claims" shall apply and
the costs and expenses incurred by the contractor shall be allowable items of
cost, as provided in this contract, together with the amount of any judgment
rendered against the contractor.

(c) The Government shall save the contractor harmless from penalties and
interest incurred through compliance with this article. All recoveries or
credits in respect of the foregoing taxes, fees, and charges (including interest)
shall inure.to be for the sole benefit of the Government.

.
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5.7 Termination for Default or for Convenience of the Governennt (1-8.702)

(a) The performance of work under the contract may be terminated by the
Government in accordance with this clause in whole, or from time to time in
part:

(1) Whenever the contractor shall default in performance of this contract'

in accordance with its terms (including in the term " default" any such f'ailure
by the contractor to make progress .in the prosecution of the work hereunder as
endangers such performance), and shall fail to cure such default within a period
of ten days (or such longer period as the Contracting Officer may allow after
receipt from the Contracting Officer of a notice specifying the default; or

i(2) Whenever for any reason the Contracting Officer shall determine that
such termination is in the best interests of the Government. |.

,

Any such termination shall be effected by delivery to the contractor of a |

Notice of Termination specifying whether termination is for the default of the
contractor or for the convenience of the Government, the extent to which
performance of work under the contract is terminated, and the date upon which
such termination becomes effective. If, after notice of termination of this
contract for default under (1) above, it is determined for any reason that the
contrsctor was not in default pursuant to (1), or that the contractor's failure
to perform or to make progress in performance is due to causes beyond the
control and without the fault or negligence of the contractor pursuant to the
provisions of the clause of this contract relating to excusable delays, the
Notice of Termination shall be deemed to have been issued under (2) above,
and the rights and obligations of the parties hereto shall in such event be
governed accordingly.

(b) After receipt of a Notice of Termination and except as otherwise
directed by tha Contracting Officer, the contractor shall: /

(1) Stop work under the contract on the date and to the extent specified
in the Notice of Termination;

(2) Place no further orders or subcontracts for materials, services,
or facilities, except as may be necessary for completion of such portion of
the work under the contract as is not terminated;

(3) Terminate all orders and subcontracts to the extent that they
relate to the performance of work terminated by the Notice of Termination;

(4) Assign to the Gove.rnment, in the manner and to the extent directed
by the Contracting Officer, all of the right, title, and interest of the con-
tractor under the orders or subcontracts so terminated, in which case %e
Government shall have the right, in its discretion, to settle or pay any or -

all claims arising out of the termination of such orders and subcontracts;

(5) with the approva.1 or ratification of the contracting Officer, to
the extent he may require, which approval or ratification shall be final and

.- .- .. .
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conclusive for all purposes of this clause, settle all outstanding liabilities
and all claims arising out of such termination of orders and subcontracts, the :

cost of which would be reimbursable in whole or in part, in accordance with the )
provisions of this contract; i

1

(6) Transfer title to the Government (to the extent that title has not
already been transferred) and deliver in the manner, at the times and to the
extent directed by tne Contracting Officer, (1) the fabricated or unfabricated
parts, work in process, completed work, supplies, and other material produced ,

ias a part of, or acquired in respect of the performance of, the work terminated
|by the Notice of Termination; (ii) the completed or partially completed plans,

drawings, infowtion, and other property which, if the contract had been com-
pleted, would La required to be furnished to the Government; and (iii) the
jigs, dies, and fixtures, and other special , tools and tooling acquired or
manufactured for the performance of this contract for the cost of which the
contractor has been or will be reimbursed under this contract;

(7) Use his best efforts to sell; in the manner, at the times, to the
3
extent, and at the price or prices directed or authorized by the Contracting

. Officer, any property of the types referred to in (6) above: Provided,
however, That the contractor (i) shall not be required to extend credit to any
purchasar, and (ii) may acquire any such property under the conditions pre-

) scribed by and at a price or prices approved by the Contracting Officer: And
3rovided further, That the proceeds of any such transfer or disposition shaTT
3e applied in reduction of any payments to be made by the Government to the
contractor under this contract or shall otherwise be credited to the price or
cost of the work covered by this contract or paid in such other manner as the
Contracting Officer may direct;

(8) Complete perfemance of such part of the work as shall not have been
teminated by the Notice of Temination; and

(9) Take such action as may be necessary, or as the Contracting Officer
may direct, for the protection and preservation of the property related to
this contract which is in the possession of the contractor and in which the

IGoverament has or may acquire an interest.

The contractor shall proceed immediately with the performance of the
above obligations notwithstanding any delay in determining or adjusting the
amount of the fee, or any item of reimburseable cost, under this clause. At
any time after expiration of the plant clearance period, as defined in
Subpert 1-8.1 of the Federal Procurement Regulations (41 CFR 1-8.1), as the
definition may be amended from time to time, the contractor may submit to
the Contracting Officer a list, certified as to quantity and quality, of any
or all items of termination inventory not previously disposed of, exclusive
of items the disposition of whicn has been directed or authorized by the
Contracting Officer, and may request the Government to remove such items or
enter into a storage agreement covering them. Not later than fifteen (15)
days thereafter, the Government will accept such items and remove them or
enter into a storage agreement covering the same: Provided, That the list

submitted shall be subject to verification by the Contracting Officer upon
*
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removal of the items or, if the items are stored, within forty-five (45)
days.from the date of submission of the list, and any necessary adjustment-

to correct the list as submitted shall be made prior to final . settlement.

(c) After receipt of a Notice of Termination, the contractor shall
submit to the Contracting Officer his termination claim in the form and with

7 the certification prescribed by the Contracting Officer. Such claim shall
be submitted promptly but in no event later than one year from the effective
date of termination, unless one or more extensions in writing are granted by
the. Contracting Officer upon request of the contractor made in writing within -

one year period or authorized extension thereof. However, if the Contracting
Officer determines that the facts justify such action, he may receive and act
upon any such termination claim at any time after such one year period or
any extension thereof. Upon failure of the contractor to submit his ter-
mination claim within tne time allowed, the Contracting Officer say, subject
to any review required by the contracting agency's procedures in effect as of
the date of execution of this contract, determine, on the basis of information
available to him, the amount, if any, due to the contractor by reason of the
termination and shall thereupon pay to the contractor the amount so
determined.

(d) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c), and subject to any
review required by the contracting agency's procedures in effect as of the
date of execution of this contract, the contractor and the Contracting
Officer may agree upon the whole or any part of the amount or amounts to be
paid (including an allowance for the fee) to the contractor by reason of the
total or partial termination of work pursuant to this clause. The contract<

shall be amended accordingly, and the contractor shall be paid the agreed
amount.

(e) In the event of the failure of the contractor and the Contracting
Officer to agree in whole or in part, as provided in paragraph (d), as to
the amounts with respect to costs and fee, or as to the amount of the fee,
to be paid to the contractor in connection with the termination of work pur-
suant to this clause, the Contracting Officer shall, subject to any review
required by the contracting agency's procedures in effect as of the date of
execution of this contract, determine, on the basis of information available
to him, the amount, if any, due to the contractor by reason of the termination
and shall pay to the contractor the amount determined as follows:

(1) If the settlement includes cost and fee -

(i) There shall be included therein all costs and expenses
reimburseable in accordance with this contract, not prev.iously paid to the
contractor for the performance of this contract prior to the effective date
of the Notice of Termination, and such of these costs and may continue for
a reasonable time thereafter with the approval of or as directed by the
Contracting Officer: Provided, however, That the contractor shall proceed
as rapidly as practicable to discontinue such costs;

i
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(ii) There shall be included therein so far as not included under
(i) above, the cost of settling and paying claims arising out of the termin-
ation of work under subcontracts or orders, as provided in paragraph (b)(5)
ab m , which are properly chargeable to the terminated portion of the contract;

(iii) There shall be included therein the reasonable costs of settlement,
including accounting, legal, clerical, and other expenses reasonably necessary
for the preparation of settlement claims and supporting data with respect to
the terminated portion of the contract and for the termination and settlement
of subcontracts thereunder, together with reasonable storage, transportation,
and other costs incurred in connection with the protection or disposition of
termination inventcry: Provided, however, That if the termination is for
default of the contractor there shall not be included any amounts for the
preparation of the contractor's settlement proposal; and

(iv) There shall be t.cluded therein a portion of the fee payable
under the contract determined as follows -

(A) In the event of the termination of this contract for the __

convenience of the Government and not for the default of the contiactor, there
shall be paid a percentage of the fees equivalent to the percentage of the
completion of work contemplated by the contract, but exclusive of subcontract
effort included in subcontractors' termination claims, less fee payments
previously made hereunder; or

(B) In the event of the termination of this contract for the default
of the contractor, the total fee payable shall be such proportionate part of
the fee (or, if this contract calls for articles of different types, of such
part of the fee as is reasonable allocable to the type of article under
consider 6 tion) as the total number of articles delivered to and accepted by
the Government bears to the total number of articles of a like kind called for
by this contrac+.

If the amount determined under this subparagraph (1) is less than the
total payment theretofore made to the contractor, the contractor shall repay
to the Government the excess amount.

(2) If the settlement includes only the fee, the amount thereof will be
determined in accordance with subparagraph (1)(iv) above.

(f) Costs claimed, agreed to, or determined pursuant to paragraphs (c),
(d), and (e) of this clause shall be in accordance with the contract cost
principles and procedures in FPR 1-15.2. ,

(g) The contractor shall have the right of appeal, under the clause of
this contract entitled " Disputes," from any determination made by the Contracting
Officer under paragraph (c) or (e) above, except that, if the contractor has
f ailed to suteit his claim witnin the time period provided in paragraph (c)
above and has failed to request extension of such time, he shall have no such
right of appeal. In any case where the Contracting Officer has made a determina-

- tion of the amount due under paragraph (c) or (e) above, the Gcvernment shall

.
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pay to the contractor the following: (1) If there is no right of appeal
hereunder or if no timely appeal has been taken, the amount so determined by
the Contracting Officer, or (2) if an appeal has been taken, the amount finally
determined on such appeal.

(h) In arriving at the amount due the contractor under this clause there
shall be deducted (1) all unliquidated advance or other payments theretofore
made to the contractor, applicable to the terminated portion of this contract,
(2) any claim which the Government may have against the contractor in connection
with this contract, and (3) the agreed price for, or the proceeds for sale of,
any materials, supplies, or other things acquired by the contractor or sold
pursuant to the provisions of this clause and not otherwise recovered by or
credited to the Government.

(i) In the event of a partial termination, the portion of the fee which
is payable with respect to the work under the continued portion of the con-
tract shall be equitably adjusted by agreement between the contractor and
Contracting Officer and such adjustment shall be evidenced by an amendment to
this contract.

(j) The Government may from time to time, under such terms and conditions
as it may prescribe, make partial payments and payments on account against
costs incurred by the contractor in connection with the terminated portion of
the contract whenever in the opinion of the Contracting Officer the aggregate
of such payments shall be within the amount to which the contractor will
entitled hereunder. If the total of such payments is in excess of the amount
. finally determined to be due under this clause, such excess shall be payable'

by the contractor to the Government upon demand, together with interest computed
at the rate of 6 percent per annum, for the period from the date such excess
payment is received by the contractor to the date on which excess is repaid to
the Government: Provided, however, That no interest shall be charged with
respect to sny such exces! payment attributable to a reduction in the contractor's
claim by reason of retention or other disposition of termination inventory
until 10 days after the date of such retention of disposition, or such later
date as determined by the Cutracting Officer by reason of the circumstances.

(k) The provisions of this clause relating to the fee shall be inapplicable
if this contract does not provide for payment for a fee.
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